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UNITED STAT RNMENT

Memo um
To : DIREOTOR, FBI (1- 006 AT 12/12/68-

\O : PITTSBURG

suafcr: t NTCRINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGEIICE
(PITTSBURGH URBAN LEAGUE)
(PITTSBURGH COMMUNICATIONS FOUNDATION)

Re Pittsburgh letter to Bureau dated 11/18/68,

Regarding the matter of the Urban League of
ittsburgh, and its request for funds from a Pittsburgh
haritabl rele ourc ;&'y~a

ILe

eague are actua ly contri uted to the National Urban
League and a portion is then returned to the local unit.
The National Urban League has been advised that £7 funds
from the Pittsburgh Foundation, in the amount of $450,000,
will be delayed until the local unit submits a satisfactory
proposal.

Attached is a prospectus and a letterhead of the
. newly formed Pittsburgh Communications foundation (PCT).

As indicated in the prospectus, one of the objectives of
the PCF will be study and research conacernin t enr

. Bureau (Ene. 2) t1)

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on dhe Payroll Savings Plan



PG 100-15780

He is of the opinion that the PCF will probably
develop information of interest to this bureau, and if so,

As of interest, one of the primary items to be
considered by the PCF i the present method of paying news
reporterson television by the amount of film footage
actually shown on television newscasts. It is realized
that this method of payment has resulted in inaccurate
reporting and another method of payment will be sought.

The PCr will be considered for possible future
counterintelligence measures.
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PROSPECTUS ,
Project: a)Es'ablishnont of the newly-chbrterod Pittsburgh Com-

municatioris Foundation as an effective arm of the
mass-communications media and professions here, and

- b) Implementation of an initial significant PCF rogram:
- the creation of an Institute of Urban Communi ations

as recommended by the National Advisory Commi sion on
Civil Disorders.

1. History & Purpose: Pittsburgh Communications Foundation

The Pittsburgh Communications Foundation was chartered
April 22, 1968, by Common Pleas Court of Allegheny County as a
non-profit public entity. Broad-based with 46 incorporators, the
Foundation is strongly rooted among printed and electronic Journ-
alism leaders, educators, government and community heads. Among
the founders are editors and publishers of Pittsburgh-area news-
papers, general'managers of nine radio and television stations hero,
the Mayor, a County Commissioner, several public relations heads,
seven past presidents of Sigma Delta Chi professional journalism
society, the national SDX executive, two U.S. Senators, four U.S.
Congressmen, and deans of four journalism schools. The Covornor
is an honorary founder. The idea of a Pittsburgh Communications
Foundation was conceived in the Sigma Delta Chi Pittsburgh Chapter
in 1963, when a study committee was appointed, and received great
impetus in 1966, when the National SDX Convention held in Pittsburgt
netted an unprecedented 57,000 profit.-turned over to this fledgling
Foundation by the convention committee composed largely of the local
communications media.

Pittsburgh Communications Foundation officers and directorE
are listed on the covering letter. They are representative leaders
of the mass media and communication in Pittsburgh.

The need to be filled is long-overdue foundation-like
attention to, and concern for, the role of journalism and mass com-
munication in our changing society. To third broad aim, the Pitts.
burgh Communications Foundation is dedicated. The PUCF nopes to
harness the forces of journalism, mass communication, and education
in Pittsburgh and beyond. To translate aims into action# founders
and others have come forth with a portfolio of suggested projects
including: a) Institute for Urban Communications; b) Pittsburgh
Journalism Archives; c) special scholarships in journalism--a ne-
glected field; d) communication benchmark lectures; e) schoolboy
development--projects to encourage greater interest of bright young
high school students in communications as a career; f) public edu-
cation--to promote greater awareness and understanding of the func-.
fion of journalism and mass communications; g) arts and communi.
ation; h) Journalism library in the Press Club; i) aid to authors;
) pioneer research_--using Pittsburgh as a pilot laboratory to ex-

plore legal-journ, social-journ, business-journ, cultural-journ
problems of national import and Impact. And others. Communication
is a vital realm of our society that is little understood. Through
an independent approach, the PCF aims to create projects, research

(more)



PROSPECTUS-add

problems, emple vision, muster resources," rg action, chronicle
trends, chart new paths in public communication attitude, actions
and awareness that may be unprecedented in this nation.

II. The Proposal: Establishment and Implementation

( To operate effectively, the Pittsburgh Communicati ns
foundation needs an adequate financial base. To provide t is
key initial impetus, the PCF respectfully asks that the principal
private philanthropic foundations of Pittsburgh consider this pro-
posal: Provide the seed money for a) two years of operation, and
b) an initial worthy pilot project. This seed planted by the en-
lightened local foundations will be the encouragement needed by the
PCF officers and 'directors to prove the premise, build the program,
broaden the scope, seek other funds nationally and locally, become
successful, become the catalytic agent to create many significant,
needed projects. A 2-year budget is included herein.

III. The Pilot Project: Probing Urban Communication in a Volatile St
J.

k- The PCF wants to set up a Planning Conference to explore
the creation of an Institute of Urban Communications. This im-
portant project is recommended by the National Advisory Commission
on Civil Disorders. "What effect do mass media have on riots?"
Research is needed on media coverage of riots, and ghetto reaction
to; research on better ways of communication, and on the need for
more black journalists. Such an Institute would a) sponsor training
and education of journalists in urban affairs, b) recruit, train
and place black journalists, c) study police-press relations, d)
review media performance on riots and racial issues, e) research the
role of media in race relations. The Planning Conference, in Pitts-
burgh, will draw selected leaders of communication. Seed money will
pay for the Planning Conference. This initial project of-the PCF
can have vast national significance in mass communication and urban
problems.

lV. Related Research:

a) Report of the National Advisory Commission on
Civil Disorders (Dutton-New York Times, April
1968), particularly Chapter 15;

b) Charter and by-laws, Pittsburgh Communications
Foundation;

c) Reports of Pittsburgh civil disorders, Pittsburgh
Press & Post-Cazette, Carnegie Library, and in
film news libraries of KDKA-TV, WIIC-TV, WTAE-TV.

V. Methodology: What We Plan To Do

Enabling grant from philantropic foundations; establishment
of PCF office and executive; pursuit of other worthy pro-
Jects in journalism, mass communications, education; ob-
taining of grants from companies, individuals, other
foundations; establishment of regular contributing pro-,--,
gram--individual sponsors, patrons, contributors; im- t

ro
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mediate ball to media leaders . .ally or regionally
to participate in Planning Conference on the pilot
Institute; Planning Conference to be hold, and its
recommendations made; Institute of Urban Communications
to be established as a separate spin-off from the CF.

V4. Budget:
a) 2-year support for PCF:

1) Salary of executive 5500/month 512,000
2) Expenses of executive 0 $100/month 2,400

(meetings, lunches, travel, etc.)
3) Salary of receptionist-typist 0 4,800

$200/month
4 Bookleping expense 0 $20/month 480
5 Post office box rental, 2 years 36
61Supplies (stationery, postage, 5,000

zerox, etc.)
7) Rent (in C. of C. Bldg., or other) 2,400

S100/month
8) Phone 0 550/month 1,200
.9) Consulting fees and-committee 9,000

expenses
10) Contingency fund 6 000

$43 6 431

b) Planning Conference expense:

1) Honorariums to participants to $ 2,000
prepare papers

2 Travel expenses of participants 2,000
3 Meeting room rental and lodging 500
41Duplication of materials, postage, 1,500

supplies
5 Long-distance phone 200
6 Meals for participants 500
71Contingencies and residue as seed

for first Urban Communications
Institute 9,000

515,700 $15,

$59,

Respectfully submitted,

PITTSBURGH
COMMUNICATIONS
FOUNDATION

John Troan, President
Thomas E. Morgan, Secretary

October 31, 1968

I
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12/13/68

COI NTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(BLACK PANTHER PARTY)

ReBulet dated 10/28/68.

Relet authorized contact with
Racial Liaison Source, in connection with counterintelligence
regarding the Black Panther Party.

As the Bureau has been advised, the Black Panther
Party has not been successful in its organizing efforts in
Pittsburgh. No activity in this regard has taken place since
September, 1968.

has not been contacted regarding this matter
and it is not believed he should be contacted in view of the
failure of the Black Panther Party to organize. If the
situation changes this matter will again be considered.
It Is known that is against violence and it is believed
he could be approach without fear of embarassment; however,
it does not appear that any purpose would be.served.

2/- Bureau (RM)
1 - Pittsburgh

RIR:rmr
(3) REC S9
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UNITED STATES X NMENT

Memory lum
TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) DATE: 12/

FRoM : - %AC, OMAHA

SUBJECT: -{OUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(VISUAL AIDS)

Re Bureau airtel to Albany 12/6/68.

Omaha has no such material as described in
airtel available. However, it will remain alert for
material and furnish same to the Bureau on receipt.

qj!IDureau
2 - Omaha
GDW: c w
(4)

FDEC 10 1
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UNITED STATE : NMENT

Memorandum
To DIPFCTOR, FBI .(100-448006)

:ISAC, WFO (157-1292) (P)

SUBJECT: COU[NTFRINTELLIGEN1CE PROGRAM
.SLACK NATIONALIST - HATE CROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

ReWFO letter dated 10/15/68.

DATE: 12/12/68
5

In accordance with instructions set forth in
Bulet dated 3/4/68, the following data is submitted:

I I OPFRATIONS UIIDER CONSIDERATIOP

(2) It is noted that the'Black United Front (DUF)
is attempting to establish an office with a full-time staff
to coordinate BUF activities. Consideration is being given
to placing a source on the office staff in the ev'nt such
an ogfce is opened,

0 (a
Li

I'/'/ , /
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WFO 157-1292

f (3) A publicity campaign to discredit STOKELY
CA22MICI/JL among Black P)anthcr Party (BPP) members is
being considered. However, in view of the fact that CAR-
MICHAEL has apparently moved out of WDC and has indicated
that he plans to leave th United States in the nrar
future, it is deemed advisable to hold this consideration
in abeyance until such time as the plans of CAIUICHAFL
become known with more certainty.

II. OPERATIONS B!INC EFFECTED

WFO is not currEhntly effecting any ope-ration untier
the counterintelligence program.

III. TANGIBLE RESULTS

As a result of information received from sources
that CAPMICHATL was planning to leave the United States,
WFO recommended to the Bureau that this data be made aveil-
able to appropriate news media contacts. A number of articls
appeared in local WDC newspapers indicating CARTMICHArT,'s plans
to leave the United Statcs, and further indicating that CAR-
1IICHAEL might, in fact, be running away from the problems of
his less fortunate "brothers" who must remain behind to face
the new administration which promises sterner measures to
effect "law and order".

IV. DEVL.OP1E1TS OF A COfUTERINTE.LLIGF1CECEI INTEREST

As the Bureau is aware, according to information
in possession of STOKELY CARMICHIAEL recently arranged
for shipment of his household goods and personal possessions
to Conakry, Guinea, in care of SEKOU TOURE, the President offthe country. Although CAPUIMAE Adictij hn-tr- ossr'ssions

Oat CARMICHAEL is now living in New York City.

2
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WFO 157-1292
- '-f

to re-establish former connections and may br plan-
ning to try and reopen the WDC, SNCC office. To date,
no action has been taken in this regard.

Colonel HASSA1 JFRU-AHMrD BEY, Commnnderr of the
Blacnan's Volunteer Army of Liberation,on 11/24/68,
announced the establishment of a Moorish Republic pro-
visional government in the U.S. At a press conference,
in the organization's newly painted headquarters at 1624
Newton St., N.W., HASSAIJ said that he would go to the State
Department to seek diplomatic recognition for hi's military
regime. HASSAN said that the Moorish Republic to which
every black man belongsowns 2,000 acres in several African
countries. WFC sources report that HISSAN's group consists
of only himself and about ten to twelve followers.

The New School for Afro-American 'Thought (NSAT)
recently was involved in an internal power struggle for control
of the school. Sources of WFO familiar with NSAT indicate
that as a result of the struggle, the more militant clique
has been put out and the more moderate group -hich is intent
upon stressing and fostering the educational irtcnt of NS .T
in the field of black history end culture has taken control.

I

-3-
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Date: 1 2/11/68

Transmit the following in
(Type in plainsexi or code) I

(priority)
- -- --- --- --- --- --- -- - --- -- - --- -- --

TO;

FiHOl-i:

SU3JLCr1:

DIREkCTOR, FI 000-44128o060

SAC,9 NEW YO*.M

< 2O3TLIlTbL1IGI~ilCL. PkROGRAR'
BLAkCk?JAT] J,v4ALl Si-HATb GROUPS
ihkCIALITILG:CI
(VISUAL AIDS)

Rcuairtel, 12/6/68.

briclosed h,'rcwiLh are 24~ photographs con-
cerniing various racial disturbances) in JYC area.

b-5(,tjt to tfic BIurcau.
i t(fls arc rcccivcd thry v11].

I

&ncls

IJD:tfwYr

'I- Surv. #4+3

Approved:- Sent M________ A Per
Special Agent in Charge

- ---. ~.. ___________________________________
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UNITED STATES - NMENT

Memoranauum
DIRECTOR, FBI (100-14j8006) DATE: 12/12/68

SAC, LOS ANGELES (7 l

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST-HATE GROUPS
RACIAL MATTERS (BLACK PANTHER PARTY)

ReBulet to Atlanta and other offices, 10/30/68.

With regard to the Bureau's plans to circulate a
slogan to cause friction between the extremist Black Panther
Party (BPP) and the extremist Student NonViolent Coordinating
Committee (SNCC), as well as to ridicule and help neutralize
the BPP to its followers, the Los Angeles Office advises as
follows:

1. This technique would not affect BPP-SNCC
relations in the Los Angeles Division, inasmuch as SNCC
is a small, ineffective group which is in a state of
decline and not considered a threat to the BPP.

2. This technique would not have any affect on
BPP recruiting.

3. There are no news media sources available who
are in a position to publish such an item.

4. Los Angeles has an informant who could possibly
circulate the slogan, however, SNCC is not of sufficient
stature in the Negro community to have any influence.

5. Trusted BPP informants could make statements
to other BPP members that they heard SNCC members make
statements containing the slogan.

No counterintelligence action will be taken by the
Los Angeles Office without Bureau authority.

I --T'( - V,2 - Bureau M0Cri.lf) V
I
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UNITED STATES GO( -NMENT

Memory urm
TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) oAT:12/13/68

-,--SAC, SAN FRANCISCO

SUBJECt: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
FACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(BLACK PANTHER PARTY)

Re Chicago letter 12/4/68.

San Francisco has received no information indicating
that US is attempting to or has expressed an interest in
establishing a branch in Chicago.

Information relative to the strugg between the BPP
and US has emanated from Los Angeles, US not being active in
the San Francisco area.

*2 V
(27- Bureau (E

.1-Chicago
1 - Los Angel )
1 - San Francisco

APC/jr
(5)

R (- 2 -

1. 12 DEC 161968
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UNITED STATE@ *ERNMENT

* Memorandum
Iffo :DIRECTOR, FBI (100-4480o6)

FROM/L tAC, ATLAlfTA

SUBJECT: COUNTER IflTELLIGENCE PPOGRAI

BLACK NATIONALIST. - HATE QT
EACMALJHITELLIGENCE

Be Jnckson letter I
of feacibtlity of m3kini t-l
letter 10/30/C8 to the St'dv
or a Conrrev'ttno Sp t In th

For the information
Office of SNCC has been with
period of time because nf no
continues to maintain office
of local individuals. cbJ c
still closel1; affiliate wi

Thee Care several p
in At-lanti, however, telepho
existence, probably because

Atlanta arrees with
phone call beinr a dtsruiptiv
a call tr) be effective and n
dircrte.d to a location where
or hbitZ would be known.

2 - Bureai (RM O
2 - Jecon
I - New York M

3 -Atlantta

EUC/b. 1
8)

*~B ByUS. Savins: Bonds Rip

DATE: 12/11/68

IOUP

1/20/08, requesting Atlanta to advice
phone call as outlined In Jackson
lent Norviolent C:.ordInatincr Commttte/
e Atlanta Division.

of Jackson and New York, the Atlanta
'out telephone service for an extended
n-paymvnt of bill. However. SNCC
s fit 340 Nelson St., 3.W., ind P numlr
ts of Atlanta inventirL-m,1. are

tlaces where SNCC sumn: thircrs coner-r-:
ne service to these locations is non-
of financial conditions.

Jackson as to the rurits of such a
e factor, but It is believed that such
ot subject to suspicion, it must be

it Ia topical that -knm
*oo=

lIs.i

ularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
(~5'

* . IS.



AT 100-6488

There is no Information available to indicate ti:t a
been in the Atlanta area in the recent past.

It has been reported in Atlanta that soon after January 1.
19(9, S11CC will recelvc a rant of $34,000 in the name of the
Afro-Amprican Society of Preater Atlanta from the National
Episcopal Church in Few York. This will obviously be used by
SNCC to pay some of .their outstanding obligations and amonp other
things will enable them to have telephone service restored.

Atlanta will follow this possibility clicely and in the
event it materializes and telephone service 1' re-establiched
at SUCC. will advise Jackson and Hfew York so that further con-

sidrat In me be vivpn making the telephone call rewarding
reviously outlined.

-2-
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UNITED STATE* 'ERNMENT

Memorandum
TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) DATE: 12/11/68

RSAC, MEMPHIS -

SUBJECT: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM,
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS;
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

Re Buairtel to Memphis, 3/4/68.

REQUEST OF THE BUREA(L

furnish t-W N
lit selected literature and ihiformatimn

a sic a is ac ua and which could be obtained by anyone
with the proper sources in the black militant groups
at Memphis.

In an effort to counteract and discredit
black power activities at Memphis, the Memphis Office
is desirous of furnishing on a highly selective
basis printed material issued by the Black Organizing
Project (DOP),the primary black militant group at
lemphis, and distributed by the BOP, to a trusted
newspaper contact at Memphis and such other information
which can be used to embarrass the BOP without possible
compromise of the Bureau'& Interest or sources of
information.

/ upera ive w 11$ Bureau in ic past. is
deeply concerned regarding BOP and other militant

black power activities at Memphis and has written
several articles exposing illegal black power

q practices in connection with employment of black
''1 militants by the liar on Poverty Program sponsored

by the U. S. Office of Economic Opportunity at
MIemphis and the use of funds of the War on Poverty
by these black militants.

(L Bureau (RM&) .~C2 .. . A.

HSL:PEH .
(4)



ME 100-4542

Thij m m is willing and able to write
-articles discrediting black militants at Memphis
and exposing the true aims of the DOP organization
at Memphis has indicated this on numerous
occasions to gents of the Memphis Office.

all contacts with this
has been found to be comp

re iabe an rustworthy and it is felt will
conceal the Bureau's interest in this ma er All
information furnished this office b n
the past has been accurate and factual

In addition, 1 has expressed great
admiration for the Bureau and has expressed n desire
to cooperate with the FBI in any way possible

I



SACO Memphis

director , FBI, lIb.-44BOO')~.

12-26-6C8

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROG'tAM
LACK ATIONALIST -HATE GROUPS

RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(BLACK ORGANIZING PROJECT)

Reurlot 12-11-08.

Authority 18 granted to furnish public source
information and lead material, which will not jeopardize
youir sources. concornin taFlonck Or anIzin ,Prmject (flOP)
to entablFseik source. U i!J JJIj[i

"V

(

D EC2 619 6 8
COMMFBI

IAN.. ROM CEYUNTEJ

- C

___A?

a
m

neure your source n-i-wTWWWWW
u ca all n ed as the source of this information.

Advise of tangible results and be alert for other
means of neutralizing the BOP.

TJD:lis/bad,
(5)

NOTE:

The DOP is a violent black extremist group in Memphis
which includes the Invaders Organization. Members of the
Invaders have sniped at police officers and been involved in

f ~he 13 s dvocated & an guerrilla w re,

s will ing an e UL
I e IT rs o the BOP organization.

Members of the BOP have been employed on poverty projects and
have received Federal funds, facts which we have previously
disseminated. Because of this involvement in the poverty
program, it is especially important to publicize the extremist
nature of this organization.

I
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FBI

Date:

*0

12/11/68

Transmit the following in ior
.(lype la pleastest or code A I

A TEL AIRMAIL 1
Via

(Priorily)

I TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

FROM SAC, INDIANAPOLIS

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(VISUAL AIDS)

ReBuairtel to AL 12/6/68.

Indianapolis Division to date has had no major racial violence.
Photographs of sniping attacks on police; photographs of
arsenals or black extremists engaged in military-type drill
are not available. Any that might be received in the future
will be submitted to the Bureau for their use.

- Bureau (RM)
- Indianapolis

LLG/kmg /S
(4)

Approveta- .. 1, Sent _______ ~ Per ________

- -w-.:- -

Decial Agent in Charge



VUJ t*5 Rev. $*22*64)

Transmit th following in

Via AIRTEL

- 4 '1

F BI

Date: 12/11/69

f7ype in plaintext or code)

AIR4AIL I
(Priorigy)

------------------- ------------ - - ------ - - -- - -- -- -- -- - - - - -------

TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

12/6/68.

DIRECTOR FBI (oo-448006)

SAC, MOBILE P)
157-x 57 i p

TOUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(VISUAL AID3)

Reference is mater to Bureau airtel dated

Mobile Office is not in possession of any of
the indicated material to be furnished to the Bureau

-an outlined in re airtel. This matter has been brought 62
to the attention of Agents of Mobile Office working
racial matters and any items of interest received in
the future will be submitted to the Bureau.

, Bureau (R1)
2-Ilobile
JTB:paw
(5)

REC 54

N-

I,. 7

- .-mwp 9 - -

Approved:"

m A ~

Sent M

1 0... -

[c

Speciti A6Wnt in Charge
Per

-
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UNITED STATES d IMENT

Memorandum ads-m
TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) DATE: 12/13/68

no SAC, DENVER (157-199)(P)

SUBJECT: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE (BLACK PANTHER PARTY)

ReBulet to Baltimore dated 11/25/68.

VIsed tat fehe pt eeved throughbtoRe W
letter

ng meeting for "concerned citizens 'at 3 ., Sunday,
12/15/68, at the High Street Parish, 34th and High Streets, /
Denver. The letter was signed "Core City Ministries". The
meeting was to discuss the deteriorating climate of police-
community relations, and was to include a visit to the Black
Panther Party Headquarters, 3401 Franklin Street, Denver.'/

In way of background, the Denver Police Department,
on 12/7/68, attained a search warrant to search the premises
of the Black Panther Party Headquarters in Denver, based on
information that weapons were located inside. The premises
were searched by thirty police officers. The police did find
three weapons and ammunition, but were accused by the Panthers
publicly of malic ou ] destro ing the premises in the a t
of 00,

condctean investigation to determine
f the search ig o cers went beyond the bounds of the search

warrant in destroying the premises maliciously. The findings 1(

(2 - Bureau (RM)
5 - Denver

(1 - 170-106)
(1 -157-211)
(1 *157 160)

.. *.
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UN

Df 157-199

acquitted the police officers of being malicious and a city
engineer determined the damage to be $450.00, since wall
partitions and tile had to be removed during the search.

The information furnishenwas
immediately furnished to the Intelligence Bureau of the Denver
Police De rtment since it is known by the Denver Office that

s ter .I1 w
anr

hohough white, is a militant.and
espouse te Neg telligence Bureau

stated they would advise o, in turn,
will contact members of the Colorado Council6ohurches to
show how they are duped by the Black Panther Party and
other militants

UACB Denver will continue these counterintelligence
measures aimed against the Black Panther Party when time is of
the essence and the Bureau will be advised of the action taken
When there is adequate time, Bureau approval will be requested.

.2

-. twmwp~~r --

0-6. . ...

;17

3-i

-- 31
-i



FD36 (Rqe. 5-22-641

F BI

Date: 12/11/68

Transmit the ollowing in

AIRTEL

(lype in plaintext or code)

(Prioriiy)I
-- L

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: SACo. BALTIMORE

SUBJECT:(

material

(ioo-4BoorE-)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(VISUAL AIDS)

Re Bureau airtel, 12/6/68.

The Baltimore Office does not have requested
available.

/-

17 DEC 12 1968'G. C. * BIslicy.

i3): Bureau (REGISTERED MAIL)
1- Baltimore
FJW: j tk
th1 ort%

Approved: 4
I/4 DEC 201j9Aent in Charge

Sent M Per

.1A

I1

- 7

c10



FBI

Dote: 12/11/68

Transmit the following in

(T RT E
Via.

IR

(Type in plaintext or codel

AIRMIAIL

mD : DIRECTVRl

/ ROlI

SUBJIECT

(Prinrity)

FBI (100-448006)

SACI SACRA11ENT

' COUNTERINTELLIGENlCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(VISUAL AIDS)

Re Bureau airtel to Albany, 12/6/68.

Sacramento has no available material
in referenced airtel.

.Lco-(

requested

4

p.

(0- ure'au
2 - Sacramento
GIS/mcm
-(5) 4-..

Ab.

Ii.-

Sent Per

U*. -w

rD-.6 Rev. 5-22-64)

(
~i;

I I

C-

v IcUs~h Agent in Charge K

I tAlire

a r IL IN a S;J"



12/11/663

* Transmit the oIlovw7nq in

*Via i ft, ;

.1
-. 

I'I

* D
TO:

PRO i:

PIE:

(lypie in pfoiniexi op code)

A Iit I IhIL - P. riwI ..rBiIBD

DIREcrOR, 1FU I(100-11148006)

*1

II

L3LACZ tI", ~T- fH'TIrECROUlla

(I &u XL AIDS)

Ile: TRrepu ri 4 rtel to Albalvy and other off'Ices, 12/6/66.

Tbe Los 1nfc1c-.n )ffice haw no ac1itioll'-J.V13U-'Jl
ratcerial rclot.nr, to violence by black e;:treriats which hac
not bocii prcviousJlr urric to thbc Bureau.. U uori receipt
of cuch rmnterin'l in tlic; Litire, it will be Innieciately
furnished to the Bureau.

1-Los Anr.;elos

9.

I ~4
At

Sent________ M

nt In Charg

Per

FBI

Dote:

- (priority)

r.1

IA

PKC

.. MP-W-WWW

9 C LID

-Lf



FD-36 oev. 5-22-64)

Transmit the ollowing in

Via ( A IRTEL

-I Date: 12/10/68

(Type in plainedt or code)

(Prioriiy).0- (Priority)

----- T--DRECOR-FI-0----------------------------

I TO: DIRECTOR, FBI1 (100-448006)

FROM:

SUBJECT:

AC, MEMPHIS (100-4542) (P)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - RATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(VISUAL AIDS) .

Re Bureau airtel dated 12/6/68.

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are 8 photographs
depicting activities of the black militant group at
Memphis, Tennessee, known as the Invaders in an attempted
take-over of Lemoyne-Owen College by this group on the
evening of 11/25/68.

These photogranhs are numbered 1 through 8 and
are as follows:

(1) A photograph of Invaders who took part
in attempted take-over at Lemoyne-Owen
College, holding a black nationalist flag

.- I

(3) A photograph taken 11/25/68 of group of
Invaders in Administration Building,
Lemoyne-Owen College, evening of 11/25/68

3-Bureau (Ence. 8)(RM) (- 'O4'
letype 2-lfManin4 Po.,9I V?
a -- N_ (--5)

A

.1

SjeDoe

Res X8 4 1_____
Special AgeAt in Charge'

v Au

PLC. 51

lo

I -

%e,



kg--
9<

ME 100-4542 S
(4) Pho hnown

n Tva erette, after take-over
Adm n stration Building, Lemoyne-Owen
College, 11/25/68, by Invaders and the
raising of the black nationalist flag
over the Administration Building

&0

of

(5) Photograph of
and other officials of Lemoyne-Owen College
being refused entrance to Administration
Building.of this college on the morning of
11/25/68

(6) Photograph of group of Invaders and
sympathizers who occupied Administration
Building, Lemoyne-Owen College, evening
of 11/25/68

(7) Photograph of group of armed Invaders
who took part in take-over of Lemoyne-Owen
College, evening of 11/25/68

(8) Photograph of
Lemoyne-Owen College, morning of
when he was allowed into Adminis rathin
Building and the demands of militants
furnished him in exchange for militants
leaving this college.

.iL
9 ap

.1

rl:.



FD-35 (Rev. 52-4

9
F BI

Date: 12/11/68

Transmit the following in

Via - AIRTEL

7t ype sn plnest or code)

AIRMAIL

-1

(l'riorscy)

--------------------------------------------------
A-----

TO: DIRECTOR* FBI (100-1448006)

FROM: SAC, JACKSONVILLE

L o .-i

2
SUBJECT: '..COUNTERINTELLIGENC?"PPOGPAM

BLACK NATIONALIST - HATt GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(VISUAL AIDS)

Re Bureau airtel 12/6/68.

The Jacksonville Office has no material such as
that requested in referenced communication.

Jacksonville will be alert for any such material
and will promptly submit to Bureau.

.
l4

it

I.

I-uK
'I

1/ f

O3BureauC
2-Jacksonville
TJW:eal
(5)

I I.-/ -*

r.
('5 6p fIt

~j.

. ,) 1 T

AprDroved. Sent M Per

98JA N-17 l j'~a tna) 'charge

I

RMP

v AuI

Vs %0 .U



FBI

Date: 12/11/68

Transmit th following in
(Type in plantest or code)

IRTEL AIR MAIL - REGISTERED
Via

--- V--(Priority-

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

FROM: SAC, PORTLAND

RE: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(VISUAL-AIDS)

Re Bureau airtel to Albany dated 12/6/68.

Review of Portland files and other sources disclose
no material available of the type desired by Bureau.
Portland will be alert for such material in the future.

3- bureau
1- Portland

LEF:tms
(4)

oel :TP-DErC 14 ir-

Approved: Sent M Per
special l Agent InCharge

7



rD-36 fMe.5-22-64)

9
F BI

Date: 12/11/68

Tronsmit t following in

A RTEL
Via a

[Type in plainlexi or code)

AIR MAIL
(Priority)

TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

FROM : AyPD MILWAUKEE

SUBJECT: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST-HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(VISUAL AIDS)

ReBuairtel to Albany, 12/6/68.

The 11waukee Office does not have any available
photos of the civil disturbance which occurred In 1967. If the
Bureau desires photos of the above, Milwaukee feels that appropriate
contacts can be made with local news agencies to forward footage
of the results of the disorder.

Bureau is requested to advise Milwaukee of its desire
in this matter.

63 - Bureau
1 - Milwaukee
FGS:EAK
(4)

1 9
IRE05~

1 1

17 DEC 14 1968

Irt 0 LV

15
Approved: "(I f

I 'I 'IC , $.-SalAgent in Charge
('i ri .-

Sent M Per

Ii

(,,\,Ll
IAINV

IL -0-7-se 1

G. 0 SOO



FD-36S(R*. 5 -22-641

FBI

Date: 12/11/68

Transmit th following in

IA I RTEL
via

(Type in plains or code)

AIRMAIL
I1(priority)I
--- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ----- V.

G (i~t

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

"pC, MINNEAPOLIS

COUNTER NThLLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(VISUAL AIDS)

ReBuairtel to Albany 12/6/68.

In accordance.with instructions contained in
reairtel, this is to advise Minneapolis Office has no
such material as that requested in reBuairtel.

Bureau
1 - Minneapolis

lfR1:pah
(4)

jOLr35
1,'',.

If.

K

- /

17 DEC.13'1968

-tIr~f

Css C*

~;~a II~
RA C A l4J st 4

Sent M________L Per

TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

I

F

)

*2

IF,
fI -

Approved:

*- *,'*..

Special Agent in Charge
i I



FD-31 (74.i. 542.64)

0 O-

F BI

Date: 12/11/68

Transmit th following in

Via A! TEL

(Type in plaimnex or code) I

AIRMAIL
(Prior-y) -

------------------------------------------------------------ I------

7o: DIRECOR, raI (100-44006)

Fo: SAC, ATLANTA

.COUNTLRINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - KATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(VISUAL AIDS)

Re Bureau airtel to Albany dated 12/6/68.

Atlanta is is possession of so material, of t
type described in reairtel, to submit to the Bureau at
this time; however, Atlanta will continue to be alert
for such material as it becomes available.

(3 Bureau (1RM)
2-Atlanta %AQDE
CTH :bjc

(5)

rpedeSent M Per

tpec la Agent in Charge

ptt~

the

K)

A..

iv &%§
I

I



ro-JS (ReV. 5-22-641 1 )

FBI

Date: 12/11/68

Transmit thi following in

AIRTEL

(Type in plaansexi of code)

Via (pririty)

----------------------------------- I

i
I
I

I

TO: .lRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

FROM: BC, P1 TMBURQ1I

L)SUBJE TCOUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(VISUAL AIDS)

ReBureau airtel to Albany dated 12/6/68,

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are two photographs
of an arsenal which as confiscate b th ittsburgh Mlice
Department from following a gun
battle between nd the Pittsburgh Police
Department on at ti a wer Center, 717 North
Homewood Avenue, tsbu utilized the .30-.06 rifle
with the scope and i ized ie 12-gauge shotgun, which
are pictured. The si casings, empty cartridges, and
binoculars in the other photograph as well as the two walkie-
talkie radios, were confiscated by the Pittsburgh PD inside th
Black Power Center following the gun battle.

Also enclosed for the Bureau is oneverox copy of a I
three-page outline entitled, "Improvised Explosives and
Incendiar ," which we obtained by th w York Office from

during an interview on at the John F.
onal Air ort to ng

iad tou
possession at tat 1me an turned t over to the New York agefits,

For the Bureau'
on the Agitator Index and
inclusion on the Security Index.

I - 4

~ .jBureau q(Enc..-3 (d).(
LIC/Jsk 0/ (

is Included
considered for

Wy

Sent M Per
Special Agent in Charge

a

ed:

---- 4

bin

F

STA 
-I

1 z

p
LLS being



PG 100-15780

No further items are paSently available
ich were requested by the Bureau in referenced airtel.

-.2-

* - S

VI



FD-3S (Rw. S-522-41

FB I

Date: 12/11/68

Transmit t following in -

V1I AtRTEL

(Type i'm ptafnsexz of coe)

AIR MAIL - REGISTERED A-
(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

FROM: SAC. SAN DIEGO _____A

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE (VISUAL AIDS)

/ j (L2.~

ReBuairtel to Atlanta, etal, 12/6/68.

For the information of the Bureau, San Diego has
submitted all pertinent visual aid material to the Bureau on a
current and continuing basis. At the present time there is no
such material available in the San Diego Division which-has
not previously been forwarded. 6

San Diego will continue to submit items of
interest and pertinent visual aid material on a continuing basis.

3)- Bureau(AM) (REGISTERED)
- San Diego

RLB: bef
(5)

Ru.: J A 9
,~~.111

3/j

DEC 14 196
- -.w i"-mo

VIO

JIA X1Jh.

( ecial Agent in Charge
Sent M

~JSEW;

Per

-I--.- . -. - -- __

....-.

___j

,tqp
.- Approv-'e8:

a.-I!;



12/12/68

Transmit the. following in

via AIRTEL(7ype asn plaintezt as code)

REGISTEREDMAIL
ii

(P'riority)

a--------------------------------------- - - ----------- - - - ----- - - --- -- -- - - - -- ------

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

FROM: SAC, MIAMI

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE.GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(VISUAL AIDS)

*1

. IRe Bureau airtel, 12/6/68.

No visual material is available within the Miami
Division relating to violence by black extremists.

Miami will remain alert for such information in
the future and as items of interest are received, they will'
be submitted to the Bureau under this caption.

'YeLP
Bureau

1 - Miami
JCM:jth
(4)

(RM)

t7 DEC 131969

toQ

DilAgent in Charge
Sent M Per

F BI

Date:

- - 11 i - , - 16 - , ._. -- .-- . I

~i /1

vlu I-



rD.36 (Fow,. 5-22-641

F BI

Date: 12/12/68

Transmit the allowing in
(Type in plaintexi of codel

IRTEL AIRMAIL
(Priority)

------ ------------------------------------------------- L----

TO:

FROM:

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

SAC, NEW ORLEANS (105-3138) (P)

SUBJECT: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALISf. 'HATEGRIOUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(VISUAL AIDS)

/7
/ I

I.

Ile Bureau airtel to Albany, 12/6/68.

All pertinent material which has been received in
captioned matter has previously been furnished Bureau by
New Orleans LHM dated 6/3/68, Lationedil"S tuden t Non-violent
Coordinating Committee" ( _1 -

nd no additional material received

All agent personnel assigned to the New Orleans
Division has been instructed to remain alert for such
material through contacts with informants and local law
enforcement agencies.

Any additional pertinent data received will be
immediately furnished to the Bureau.

C;).)- Bureau (RM)
2 - New Orleans

-F

(7t/

~t~fl4

SMC:Jmp
(0)

~* *w~~W'V

IDEC 14 1968
SIMi1c ~.

- ------ f .4 ;

I -.

Sent _M Per

-~pe - PeYPgeqefn~horge

'/{'

4 9

V --- .. I

'z

0.10,



F BI

Mate: 12/12/68

Transmit the following in .
7r po in plaint Pest or rodel

Via AIRTEL IRMA__L
(P rimry)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)
oPr'.-I

FROM: SAC, JACKSON

COUNTER INTELLIGENCE. PROGRANL
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE (VISUAL AIDS)

Re Bureau airtel to Albany, 12/6/68.

I Visual material of Black Nationalist nature
mentioned by Bureau in reference is not presently availabl

1 0

at the Jackson Division; fny material subsequently receive
will be expeditiously provided under this caption.

-~ - *1'I

6-Bureau (RH)
2-Jackson
TF:mah
(5)

- _~*

-- - . ., -.. .

,54A
Srclu Acdt in Charge

Sent M Per I9

- -U-.
d.

0 90
- -710, . I - --

/ / t1, , // "' / '

I -



*Prom"A1.FOUU M&
84AY T 1 46
as&APP"" (40 armwl sittA

UNITED STATE NMENT

Memo ra ndu m
DIRECTOR, KI'T (ioi-44o6) DATE: J3V1/ 65

SAIII':: YORiU ,(I o- 161 iin)

C OUT !ITER I TELL I G ElirO1:
PLACE T['TICi!,LjTZjT -

RACIAL 11TPTI E~

Re13::et.

PROGFA?1
HATE ';!-OUFS
( I-PP)

i5/6/8~.

On 3 2/12/6A3. tlv TJYO -biiJt+t.i

J ,t t1..-i to ti, : i'~;nov 'l dr Part..
o rno!

Outth

(:1
DE~ 7:.

C.

'4U ~

4.

&JOE#,
Buy U.S. Sovings Bondk Relmdarl7 on the Payroll Savings Plan

4 .. '~.q..

.0

(I')

co,)-itr-r'ntejl irr-ncto

On P7/6r. I., , - I'YO reqiv-.,zt- .1 p, is.-O Or .-. 1 v-i

., tic 2cr:t ti.-.,o vc-ekc the: 11.1"YOD,)Y-irt!- t"
article, v.hlch d in t1tv., "Nei., Ycr'". 9,-11%,
r 1 ,,j '11 9611 - Ti-3-- pro jcct Ir- t"-,(-



December 17, 1968

Ate1 W
To: SAC, Seattle (100-29488)

From: Director, FBI (100-448006)

COUNTERI1TLLIGENCE PROGRAll
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(VISUAL AIDS)

Reurairtel 12/10/68.

The copy of "llandbook of the Flame," enclosed with

reairtel is not sufficiently legible for 
Bureau purposes. BY

return airtel submit a conpletely clear copy 
or the original

of this pamphlet.

In addition, a letterhead memorandum (1ll;) concerning

the circulatiOn of this documentshould besubmittcd 
under the

substantive case caption. include in your cover copmrificatiofl

to tnist l1U1 the steps you are taking to identify the source of

his document.

JD:ekv.'v.,
. J * I

._ 1(5)

JOTE: This document concerns the organization of a guerrilla

roup, the manufacture of explosives and silencers 
for firearms.

Seattle advised the source of the document 
is unknown. An 1I111

has not yet been submitted concerning it. 
Clear copy needed

for counterintelligence purposes.
eLson~ - ..
fateark

Bishop -

Cellaho .
Conrad

feclte f%'

. yMAIL, TL YPE UNIT



t 0-36 Flew. b-22-414)

Transmit the allowing in

Al TELVia A-l

FBI

Date: December A2 1968

/t'( J; A
(Type in plaintedt or code)

AIR MAIL

I

I Po

FROM: SAC, SAN FRANCISCO (157-601) (P)

L('
SUBJECT: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM

BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(VISUAL AIDS)

Re'Bureau airtel, dated 12/6/68.

This office has already furnished photographs of
the type of material desired by Bureau in those cases where
such were available. San Francisco will remain alert for
this need and furnish photographic meterials as received
in black nationalist cases in the future.

1'~ 1~ -

fi'

Bureau (RM)
SanlFrancisco

WAC/sfm /

j~rpved: Special Lent 11 Sent M
n Charge

(priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

I

-,

I

L

v Au
'

Per



rD-15 144-v-54-22.64,b

- K

FBI

Date: 12/9/68

Transmit the oilowing in

AIRRTEL AIR MAIL
(Priority)

--------------------------------------------------

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

FROM: I ,IAAC, KANSAS CITY (100-12448) -P-

RE: CeOUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(VISUAL AIDS)

ReBuairtel 12/6/68 to Albany and Various Offices.

The Kansas City Division has, and knows of, no
"visual material", specifically identifiable as related
to violence by "black extremists", as described in
referenced Buairtel,

In the racial disturbances at Kansas City, Mo.
in April, 1968, during which six Negroes were killed
allegedly by Police or National Guard shootings with no
white fatalities, damage resulting from night arson was
estimated in the hundreds of thousands of dollars. The
arson in Negro neighborhoods was attributed over several
nights to unknown Negro hoodlums, retaliating against
Police and National Guard action, and not to any known or
suspected "black extremists".

3)L Bureau (AM)(RM)
1 - Kansas City
HKJ:ENV
(4)

/r)

(I 5

ye
;.'-~~) )-

t e
L', i"~)O -. I

I *f
- ~ V

ofI 
I

Approved:

5 DEC20 I1 Agent in Charge
Sent M Per

:Z7-- V

I 7I/

N
'N

~tt'

vju
I

a



.
100-12448

Therefore, ]ACB, since only newspaper copies of
certain arson damage pictures (not glossy, 8"x10" photos)
are available in Kansas City files, no effort will be made
to obtain glossy prints from news media.

2

9q

- - - ---.--or



69AT MWDYS

41" WitaInco r) ,,.-.

UNI FED STATESd* WNMENT

*Memorandum
DATE: 12/12/68

CULT, JTkAIl JG1,1 A1 GL. JCL PROGRii
iBLACI. A'IIC G .L] ST - iATEJ GhOVUFs
RACI AL I NI;LLIGL.'ICL

The folloving coun,-riritcll1igc ncr
for the iuvenu 's rconsitratic'r:

Thec:,."1 ec(.-irc!- to xerox or othcrv-1'i
3911~ corics or thc a'.,trchcri circulp..- :hi h v,-411

div..rlbutc-1 tiroughcout '.h( city ol.1 ilY.

':~iUVC is hii

r4roducc
1.~)( a

T'he oririncoil and onc x(J'ox copy i vjbcir- fur-
nishcrd thce urcau. it Is notcd that Pho1to I). 42 Is no..
too c'rn~r on the xcroy. copy made in the *IYO. I c1-haps
the bureau might bc In a btter ron' tivr to prolucc- a
b(.Ltcr copy vhich vill still not ooV' too rr j:,1
it ir, also suggr std tihvit tr ru3710 copic sbhrevcronur'fd
at tOc Jur~au in the i-itrr't of furtlir sf:curit..

'..hri nthf, copies rmr-ctivcd from thE i3uXau

1. Lach arnci". i'idto Vic Racial 'J-iuad
vill hc.1n distribute r oplys at variou~e!1oct'.ttonis
(Apt. brouses, 'tr) dur!'-w th( courrc of tVhr dally woi4.

T hc a Pr i4.-s vw11 b 0a1. . 1 -IS0to thC "1CC-3tity cf 5rcurity
a.( ',d dI I t-r'e tilt .

2.A good tiot '.ii:i of tue. circult-rs i 11 bc
lc~f L i i zubiva.y cri-s J i tIhr. -var~ous subway IJ n( -,vhic1h travcl

tlirouahuut .IYC. For1l '-who ridc subway cars i rany
~I -ta-ics. v! 11l tmcnd Wurt al any thing. At tViIr tiwt this
would at:;Pcav to h: c wir of tir.I-c cttcr incans of rI~~u.~

6!U1.
1-(.,w

JJV: tf
(3)

au (Lqiclr-.
Yo rl1 v

Ed5)
~,

Il1z.( 22

~4 D~JG j7 ~

Bw~y U.S. Savigi Bondk Regularly on the Parcli SavinP ?hn

TO

9'

I
W

t I

.~ I
~ I

,'~ C:
11.

I
V.

.'1
I'

'1

as-i
-do. op.. .1. ,Do 

- - -

DI RLCTOR, FBI (100-448016)

r. u b...'. I tF.-fj



.0

4 *S

I

3.- i'c~ct : v i 11 he riaII i~i'' ; r6 r' I
3kgro (rali'i in toc. jYC ,rf:a

.1
wlucrc A-1,rocs aru knulvnI o ficqu n.. (Ctcjcl: Full .C £Ifut:-,cl?-c)

-2-

I

f.'r, V.-J! lou-

190-161140



.0

NY 100-161140

It,.1:., fel t fhat '.hisr.countfcri ntel 11i,-t -wo
VC I -<r-'tfdith ast re .thr l-y #,y

C, frItLmay 'r.u'r t.'4f
c( Q..ni, and .ijnt v ciaue J 7 c:- to cea teii a-'

cl i Uons with 31acP I xtLrer.1s1ts Groups. Th; tolalI impact
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SACO Now York (100-161140) 1/7/69

Director, FBI (100-443006)-- 'o

COUNTER INTELLIGENCE PROGRAMli
BLACK NATIONALIST - UATE GROUPS
(BLACK PANTIER PARTY)
RACIAL JNTELLIQENCI

Reurlet 12/12/68.

Authority Is not being granted to reproduce
and distribute the proposed circular concerning Aponte,
Collier and Brothers1

Although the widespread distribution of the
circular In the Now York City area way have the effect
of creating suspicion concerning these individuals, the
Bureau bas reservations concerning the efficacy of the
action when the possible benefits are weighed against
the risks Inherent In having Special Agents distribute
tho circular.

Furthermore, the photographs and detailed
descriptions appearing on the circular give rise to the
presumption that the circular was prepared by an Intelligence
or police agency.

The Idea of casting suspicion upon the three
extremists mentioned In the circular Is a good one, It Is
suggested that you concentrate on one of the three Individuals
who you believe is moot vulnerable to counterintelligence
action Involving the charge of being a police informant.
If this Individual as not been Interviewed recentlyyou
should consider requesting Bureau authority to Interview him
for informant potential prior to making a specific recommendation
to impliont counterintelligence measures against him.

____WDN:ra MAI LEI~k',

-ciw(7) t3e sibe b fsEE aNre PAGE TWO
thecirircular.

Gal......J,. 
'1e

Frthe1rmore, ta

decrptospparn ontb cicua -give ristoth

G Cindy ____ MAIL Room /TFLETYP:UNT=J

prsmto0htte.iclrwspeaedb nitliec
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Letter to SAC, New York
RE: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
100-448006

NOTE:

In relet New York requests authority to anonymously
distribute approximately 3,000 throw aways identifying three
black extremist Hice ntheticall

IN sa good one, however, orea
Ten e above letter, it is not being recommended

that this counterintelligence maneuver be adopted.
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Date: 12/11/68-ye'

Transmit the following in,

Slit- fA T DTV
Via DaALA "A

(Type in plainted or codeP i.f
(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (LUu-448006)

FROM: $AC, CINCINNATI (100-16921) (P*)

SUBJECT: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(VISUAL AIDS)

I

BCK/maa
(5)

I '1'/

. SpecialAgent in Charge

A-

Re Bureau airtel 12/6/68.

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are two 8"x 10"
glossy photographs of weapons and ammunition confiscated
by the Cincinnati Police Department on 12/2/68.

Ithse items were located at 2600 Euclid Av ue,
Cincinnati, at the residence of one ARTHUR TRCiERN RTbR,
Negro, male, born 6/26/46. CARTER is also known b the
name 'Checka". CARTER was arrested along with three
companion after they had attempted to purchase weapons
using a fraudulent credit card. As a result of the arrest,

the Cincinnati Police Uepartment obtained a search warrant

for the residence of CARTER and located the cache of
weapons and ammunition. CARTER has been identified as a
member of the Black Turks, an organization self-described
as non-violent, organized into a drilling and marching
group, formed to create an image of Negro manhood and to
help their neighborhopo4"cool it" when tensions arise.

(3- Bureau (Enc. 2).(R4)
3 - Cincinnati (1 -

(11
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CI 100- 16921

Additionally, they have indicated they want to cooperate
with the police and intend to keep their neighborhood
secure from vandals.
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UNITED STATES 0O tNMENT +

Memoordum
TO DIRECTOR, FBI A-T006) o : 12/16/68

SAC, SAN FRANCISCO (157-601) - P

SUBJECT: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS

During the recent past the following results of a
counterintelligence were observed:

to 0tmnemoyment with th
in the East Bay. terting this on a con i entia.

basis to officials of th later
learned that the personnel o ice ut of
applying. This is considered a positive accomp ishment.

This office does not have a plan to present to Bureau
for action at this time.

~ I

I,

(61 DEC 21

.- '. 4

(j2L Bureau (RM)
- San Francisco

WAC/jr
(3)
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Transmit th following in

VAIRTEL

(Type in plainiezi or code)
I

(Priority)
------ ------------------------------------------------------

TOO DIRECTOR, FBI (1oo-448o06)

/ : SAC, BOSTON (157-654)

UNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE (BLACK PANTHER PARTY)

Re Bureau letter to Baltimore 11/25/68.

Boston is aware of the struggle taking place
between the Black Panther Party (BPP) and the U. S. Organ-
ization. However, to date the U. S. is not known to have
established a unit in the Boston area. Boston race sources
have been alerted in this regard and if a unit of U. S.
should be established in the Boston area, suitable recom-
.mendations will be submitted to take advantage of the
situation.

Concerning the BPP, it has recently been ascer-
tained that the BPP are holding political education classes
each Thurdday at 7:30 p.m. at Northeastern University,
Boston. This matter has been discussed with members of
the Intellip eneUi t of hPonAt
indicated

a- he
Intelligence Unit should intact appropriate officials at
Northeastern University and acquaint them with the aim and
activities of the 3FP so that the use of university meeting

3-Bureau
1-Boston S.
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BS 157-654

Rooms may be denied to the BPP.
Bureau permission is hereby requested to suggest

this course of action to the Intelligence Unit of the
Boston PD.

( -



SAC, Boston (157*654) December 17, 1968

( D rec tor sa(100-44006) 1 'c colder

1 1-TT 1 -fA

COUNTERIlIlLLLIGLICE PROGRAMIL1
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(BLACK PAliTHER PARTY)

Reurairtel 12/9/68.

In accordance with the guidelines furnished you
by the Training Division at the Police Training J riefintJ
Session held at the Dureai on 12/9 and 10/68, you should
brief Command Officers of the Intelligence Unit of the
Boston Police Department concerning the activities of the
Black Panther Party (BPP) on the campus of Northeastern
University, Boston, Massachusetts. However, confine your
briefing concerning the 1PP to authorized police officials
and do not confer with any college administrators concerning
this matter nor suggest that the Boston Police Department so
confer with college officials.

In view of the fact political education classes
sponsored by the DPP are being held at Vortheastern University,
you may desire to forcefully bring to the attention of public

icials the fact that the 1UPP is advocating arson, killing,
a aSI disruptions of campus life. You may accomplish this under
W c. ptioned program through an anonymous mailing or other means

a ich will not be traced to the Bureau. Carefully devise a
Pq4 unterintelligence action to effect the desired result and
c a 1bmit same to the Bureau for approval.

In view of knowit 3BP' animosity toward Jews and
responsible Negroes, consider counterintelligence which will
have the effect of aligning the considerable Jewish population

Enclosureb
WN: ekw; V*

SEE NOTE PAGE 'f1lRE1

Mr1 1PEu J1 J;
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Letter to SAC, Boston
RE: COUNTERINIELLIGEICE PROGRAZI; (BLACK PAITIER PART)
100-448006

iq the greater Boston area and the prestige of Senator Edwa
Brooke behind a move to force university trustees and/or
administrators to deny the use of school premises for Black
Panther anArchist activity.

In this regard, there is enclosed for your
information a cartoon which appeared in the 10/19/68 issue
of "The Black Pantherp" the official publication of the BPP.
You may desire to consider identifying the caricatures appearing
in the cartoon as public officials in Boston by iandprinting
their names on top of the caricatures. As an example, the
white caricature could be identified as a wealthy Jevish
businessman or public official who is involved in the public
weal in Boston. The four subservient Ne ro aricatured Co
be identified

thi rd wellkown responsible Negro leaders, and a
egro police officer.

The cartoon could then be reproduced ond mailed to
the individuals identified in the cartoon as well as other
prominent Jewish and Vegro citizens who are in positions to
bring pressure to bear upon Northeastern University officials.
The cartoon should be prepared in such a manner thot the
recipient will believe it was mailed to him by the IM.

If you believe the above will effectively marshal
public opinion among responsible Negroes and the Jewish
community against the JiPP, you should submit your comiments
to the Dureau to that effect along with your detailed recommendation
and request for approval of this counterintelligence action.

Take no positive action without prior Burenu authority.

-2*
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Letter to SAC, -Boston
RE COUNTERINTELLIBENCE PROGRAM; (BLACK PANTHER PARTY)
19-448006

NOTE:

In reatrtel Boston advises that the BPP is holding
political education classes one evening per week at Northeastern
University In Boston. Boston voin a out th otn

O N paest a iureauauthority to Ue Doston o ce
Department that it acquaint college officials with the aims and
activities of the DPP so that the use of university meeting
rooms may be denied the BIP in the future. Boston is being
urged to submit a more imaginative and less risky counter-
intelligence measure.

-3 --
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UNITED STATES# RNMENT

Memorandum
To : DIRECTOR, FBI

mom : ( \ SAC, OMAHA (I

SUBJECT: 'COUNTER INTELI

I (100-448006)

157-272) (P)

LIGEIICE PROGRlAM

DATs: December 16 1968

BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(BLACK PANTHER PARTY)

Re Bureau letter to Baltimore dated 11/25/68, and
Omaha letter to Director dated 12/2/68.

As noted in referenced Omaha letter,
f the Black Panther Party (BPPYin a iia,

n* cated that the BPP in Omaha was in the process
1e n ing.c informants have advised that regular

meetings of the BPP in Omaha have not taken place during the
past couple of months.

The BPP group in Dos Moinos, Iowa, has continued
to operate as a loose-knit group, however, to date the organi-
zation and purpooos are not :nowvn.

In view of the foregoing, it is not felt that in-
telligent recommendations can be made at the present time
regarding counterintelligence measures aimed at crippling
the BPP. This matter will continue to be closely followed
by Omaha, and any suggestions for counterintelligence action
at a future date against the DPP and/or its leadership will
be submitted by separate letter.

(1( / / A.1/

(2)Bureau registeredd Mail)
2-Omaha.

GDW: pw
(4)

I.1"1'
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UNITED STATES 'NMENT

Memorandum
TO

FROM

SUBJECTf

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

SAC, SACRAJE21T (100-894)

COUITERINTEL11GE1N1CE PROGRAlI
BLACK MATIOI'/tIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE (BPP)

DATE: 12/16/68

ReBulet to Baltimore dated 11/25/68.

Innsruich as a sortotis strurr1e is tAkinr place betreern
the Blac. Ianther Party (PP,1) and the US organization,
Sacramento is c^nsidering obtninpng r stencil an' nrtIting .
the letters US on the IWP h'endquarters in Sacremente,.
If Sacramento determines that this could have some significance
in a counterintelligence vay, this will be submitted to the
Bureau for their approval.

For tile Burenu's information some reaction to the
anonyTnrusly maled transcription of 1UROY ELDRIDGE CLEAVCR's
speech maode in Sacramento on 10/2/6C. has been rece4 vrA.

idvised that heF had tilkedvdithF several
individuals who.had received a copy of this speech and these
individuals indicated that if th! four letter words had been
omitted, the speech meant absolutely nothing. These individuals
indicated that the specrth was in no way constructive but was
completely destructive. ELDRIDGE vas only indicating that they
vere going to replace the pigs with pigs.

I.

I'

1:
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I.
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I
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*69 1#1 9
IINITED STATF (AiVERNMEN)

Memorandum
TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) DATh: 12/16/68 ,*

FR7 M SAC, INDIANAPOLIS (157-761)

UJECT: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE (BLACK PANTHER PARTY)

Re IP letter to Director, 12/2/68.

The Black Panther Party and other black organizations
in Indianapolis continue to battle for publicity and money among
the black community. At this time in the Black Panther Party,
dissention is continuing over the misuse of funds, and enough members
have quit at this time that they are now becoming what appears to
be a defeated organization in Indianapolis, Indiana. They at
present are facing a rapid decline in the total number of members
and also the number of apparent.active members is decreasing.

* * At the past two public meetings where they were attempting to draw
-I new members and support they had only ten to fifteen persons present
3 at both meetings and those present were the officers of the Black Panthl

Party and the only active members. The BPP at present is not enjoying
any support from the majority of the black community and the word

AV is spreading of the misuse of the funds as well as the gifts and
food cdlected by the Black Panther Party which never reached the
needy for whom they were intended.

Measures taken to increase the speed with which the
BPP seems to be declining in Indianapolis have been through
interviews with members of the Negro community at which time mention
Is made of the facts concerning the food and money misused by the
leaders of the BPP serving to help the whole Negro community to
learn of this, In addition to thq above, informants are used
in attempts to help maintain dig qntion within the BPP and the
other black organizations.

-?Bureau (RU)
I - Indianapolis

LLG/ndv
(3) 17 DEC 18 1968

J~.4.

i~r~I10

0 do. .
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0

IP 157-761

In view of the fact that the BPP In Indianapolis is
declining so rapidly at this time through much fault of its own,
no other counterintelligence measures are deemed necessary at this
time. It is felt by informants that the BPP if it continues to go
in its present direction will be virtually dead in Indianapolis in
a matter of months. The number of active members has dropped to
approximately one-third of the number they had less than two months

-2-
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DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) DATE: 12/12/88

(157-2209)

COUNTERINTELL IGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE&GROUP
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

Re Chicago letter (quarterly progress) dated 10/25/68.

Set forth hereinafter is the periodic progress
letter concerning captioned matter, as requested in Bureau
airtel dated March 4, 1968, under the captions as instructed:

1) Operations Under Consideration

On a continuing basis Chicago is in the process of
analyzing and considering the constantly changing local
Black Nationalist situation from the viewpoint of the
development of an effective counterintelligence program.
At the present time emphasis is being placed upon the develop.
Ing Black Panther Party (BPP) group which has only recently
opened offices on Chicago's west side and which Is now actively
recruiting and establishing itself as a functional organization
locally. This situation remains somewhat fluid and as yet
so specific counterintelligence program has been developed
for this reason.

As an example, in the initial stages here of the
establishment of the BPP group there was conflict between
rival factions, one recognized by the parent organization In
Oakland, California, the other unsanctioned. The rivalry
between such militantly orientated persons briefly threatened
to erupt into physical confrontation on several occasions,
however, before this situation could be exploited the problem
was resolved and the gxoup merged under the leadership of
ROBERT BROWN, former deal leader of the Student Non Voilent
Coordinating Committeed The personalities which have sub-
sequently emerged as fdminant within the BPP locally are, in
addition to BROWN, ROBkRT RUSH, FRED HAMPTON, Maywood, Illinois,
and DREW FERGUSON.

DE-15 REC lIS 000 aI 1
Chicago is closely following the development of

this group, and In line with a recent Bureau letter requesting
the bi-monthl subm s ion of a counterintelligence letter

2 Bureau &M)
. Chicago

JCS:pad./1
(3) DEC 18 I68
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CG 157-2209

on the BPP, anticipates the submission of such communication
on or prior to December 16, 1968,

By letter November 22, 1968, Chicago su 1l
counter intelligence recommendations concerning
local Black Nationalist personality, who has mos recen ly
been an influential advisor -to young black students in Chicago
who have been involved in student boycotts on the high school
level. No response as yet has been forthcoming and Chicago
will take no action regarding the recommendations submitted
without prior Bureau approval, Chicago is continuing to attempt
to isolate instances regarding local Black Nationalists who
have been in possession of firearms in the past and who appear
to possibly be in violation of local and state firearms
provisions. It is anticipated that such a review will be
completed shortly and where appropriate, communication will
be submitted to the Bureau with specific recommendations
contained therein. It appears in some instances however, that
action in this regard may be taken locally which is not purely
counter intelligence in nature.

An example of such was the recent instance where in
connection with a review of background information concerning
JEFF FORT, local leader of the Blackstone Rangers, south side
Chicago Negro gang it was determined that a warrant was out-
standing for FORT for failure to pay a .fine of $50,00 on a
disorderly conduct conviction. In conversation with the
personnel of the Chicago Police Department, Gang Intelligence
Unit, this information was made available and it was agreed
that if an arrest warrant for FORT was executed at his residence,
a search could then be made of the premises and contraband
such as firearms or narcotics might possibly be located.

This was in fact done, as set forth in Chicago airtel
and letterhead memorandum of December 9, 1968, under.the
caption JEFF FORT, Contempt of Congress, Miscellaneous -
Information Concerning. When the arrest warrant was served on
FORT a search was made by Police Department representatives
of the premises at his residence and a .22 caliber four shot
derringer pistol was located. As a result FORT was subsequently
charged with having an unregistered weapon in his possession
as well as Unlawful Use of a Weapon, He is scheduled to appear

-2-
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CG 157-2209

in court on December 18, 1968, to answer to these charges.
It might also be noted in pass intbzQco continesto

ntain odic contact with
approved by the reau or c

usage sometime ago, but primarily against the NOI. These
contacts have been amplified recently by virtue primarily of
changing times and events to embrac . ack Nationalist
field generally. The contacts with . informal In nature,
are considered to have been directlFT*osible for recent
statements by him, widely reported in the Chicago press
media, critical of gang influences in the Ghetto as well as
Black Nationalist groups, the latter described by him as
"glib exploiters of disenfranchised people."

It is felt = will certainly continue to speak
out in such fashion and the contact by.Chicago productive
of such will continue.

In referenced Chicago letter reference was made to
possible friction between ROBERT BROWN, above, and ROBERT
LUCAS, the latter the National head of the newly formed Black
Liberation Alance (BLA). Since referenced letter no significant
developments have taken place in this regard and no further
information has been developed reflecting any interest on the
part of BROWN In this group. The BLA holds regular meetings,
however, to date less than 10 Individuals have actually joined
the organization, its activities limited almost exclusively to
these meetings and to such activities as literature distribution.
At the present time BLA appears to be floundering and to have
no real or apparent support within the Negro community or from
Black Nationalists in particular. It is felt a counterintelligence
interest at this time in the BLA is not warranted.

2) Operations Being Effected

Re m eviously been made to the periodic
contact with to this end. It has also been
noted that Ch s awa ing Burea Implement
a counterintelligence * g-m agains Recom-
mendations regarding ere submon ov r 22, 1968.

m 4w

I



CO 157-2209

Chicago also will continue to selectively advise
local authorities of instances where local Black Nationalists
appear vulnerable to arrest on local charges, Io instances
where such information is either not available or apparent
to them. This is in reference to-such instances as that set
forth previously Involving JEF ORT.

3) Tangible Results ---- _

a.,.

a

In this regard, the remarks o alluded
to previously and the arrest of FORT both appear as tangible
results of Chicago counterintelligence activity.

4) Developments of Counterintelligence Interest

The principal development locally, subsequent to
referenced letter, would appear to be the emergence of the
BPP Chapter referred to previously under the leadership of
ROBERT BROWN and his associates. The question of the ability
of this group to provide a unifying and polarizing influence
within the local Black Nationalist community remains to be
seen. Chicago will very closely follow the development and
activities of this group, through knowledgeable BPP sources,
and will submit counterintelligence suggestions in the bi-aonthly
letter requested by the Bureau as instructed.

4*
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UNIrED STATES 'IMENT

Memoran tum

TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) DATE: 12/16/68

FAC, SEATTLE (157-721)(P)

SUBJECr: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

Re Bureau letter to Baltimore, 11/25/68 and Seattle
letter to Bureau, 12/2/68.

In response to Bureau restrictions contained in
re Bureau letter to Baltimore 11/25/68, the following
information is being furnished:

., I. OPERATIONS UNDER CONSIDERATION

No additional operations are currently under
consideration. The operation outlined in Seattle letter
to Director, 12/2/68, is still being considered.

II. OPERATIONS BEING EFFECTED

A. The "expose" news special being considered
by 9 i still in

S) preparation and the ureau wlI when this "news
special" is ready for public presentation.

' B. No information has been received indicating
that the names furnished to the New York Division have been
recipients of the "New York Daily News" item of September 18,
1968. The Bureau will be advised of results of this distribution.

III. TANGIBLE RESULTS

None. vi y
* ( 2-Bureau (RH)

2-Seattle /
nREC-19
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SE 157-721

XV. DEVELOPMENTS OF COUNTERINTELLIGENCE INTEREST

4 No pertinent developments of specific counterintelligence
interest to supplement information contained in re Seattle
letter, 12/2/68.

The next biweekly progress letter will be submitted
12/30/68.
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Date: 12/10/68

Transmit the following in
I -

Via AIRTEL
(Type in plaintesi or code)

(Priorty)
TIL.

TO:

FROM:

RE:

Director, FBI (100-448006)

SAC, CLEVELAND (157-1189) (P)
0

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(VISUAL AIDS)

/( -

Re Bureau airtel, 12/6/68.

TAC/mls
(5)

D' EC 11;*.

I .. Cr

Approve Sent M Per
a ent n Charge

I

I

1
I

ii.

7
)

i/f

losed for the Bureau are 80 photographs taken
Of these photos, 23 dl lack extremist

engag ng in military type drills in just prior to
the racial disturbance which erupted o The other
57 photographs enclosed depict va iousWichoccurred
during ard immediately after the disturbance.
Some of these photographs were pre ous y submitted to the
Bureau during the time the incidents occurred. They are
being resubmitted at this time in the interest of making them
immediately available.

Items of interest of this nature will be submitted
to the Bureau under thIs caption on a continuing basis.

(4 ,wvureau (Enc(.: )RM)
Cleveland

0

r4.,.;
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FBI

Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL

Date: 12/16/68

(Type In plabstex or code;

I
*1.
I(Pnoruayi

---- O:-IRETOR-FBI7--44---------------------------ITO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

FROM: SAC, WFO (157-7292)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BiACK NATIONALIST-HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE.
(VISUAL AIDS)

- U'
WFO is in receipt of no visual material relating

to violence by black extremists such as photographs of
scenes of racial violence, sniping attacks on police, arsenals
of black extremists or of black extremists engaged in
military type drills, not previously furnished to the Bureau.

As Items of interest are received, they will be
submitted to the Bureau under this caption.

4d

I

BREC 11

/0oo'/I d, V
- .- -

'9X. Bureau r
i- WFO

RN14: tj d
(4)
AIPTEr f)

Approved:

~~ i~-_ 1~charge
Sent M Per

I

I
I
I
I

t. ., I I.P
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UNITED STATES .RNMENT
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o .%1 RECTOR, 1BI (100-448006)"1s

A-- - Z. LA1-* '

S FOMnIrk CHICAGO (157-2209)

SU Et OrERINTELLIGENCPROGRA 4
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FBI

I)ue: 12/9/68

ransmit the fol wing In

AIRTtt,

I yp. 8&a phsoutex air rode) I
..%------- ------------------- 1------LI

I:! I)
4rf

I
t F

FRUtI :1 SAC, 'IilCAGO (62-6683) (P)

SV;J~.;. r:

'I /;~

JkJ PURT
COUNTkJPT Of* CldGkL3

3ICiJ 1.AN..UU3 - T FORMATION COW'LRi rNGr
(Gr.,tkL .IINVLA.TIC*ArTTVL 1J1VISTOV).

ReChicago airtel to tne Bureau dated 11/26/68.

triclosed for the hIureau are 12 copies of
a LHN dated and captioned as above. Two copies are
being; furnished to W'O in view ot the fact that I'(RT}
is awaiting a sentence in Washington following his
conviction of Contempt of Congress. one copy each is
being furnished the USA, and U.S. Secret Service,
both in Chicago, and Region 1, 113th MT Group, Evansto
Illinois.

As pointed out in referenced airtel, on 11/22/68,
information concerning a warrant issued for FORT on
3/16/67. for failure to Dav a $50 fine was fu_______
'to

-0 r.CLOSURE--2-)2-c,
9- urcau (tncl. 12)

(1- 100-448006)
2 - MO (Lncl. 7) 1?
5 - Cnticas'u

(1- 1 7-2209)

(1

RAC/s1s
(1) f C

C 12 1968

I- *

DI 1012- 

.F -

-e

i

N

4~

.6

I
II-.

V.,

p.

M PerApproved:

;)

9-w
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4 62-6683

ChicagIllinois, Police Department.
tca' advised he would determine whether tuis

rran s still outstanding and would take appropriate
action.

-2-
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Ff.DEVI 1. 41Itl'll1:4t1 1W INVE. TI4ATION

In ftejyI w .sChicago, Illinois
r N.. 6 6683 December 9, 1968

JEFF FORT

Reference is made to Chicago memorandum dated
November 26, 1968, captioned as above.

On December 8, 1968
Chicago, Illinois, Police Department, a se art,
Leader of the -Blackstone Rangers, a Negro youth gang on
Chicago's south side, was arrested on that date on a
warrant issued for failure to pay a fine of $50 following
a disorderly conduct conviction on March 16, 1967.
Fort was arrested in his home at 1534 East 68th Street,
Chicago, Illinois. During the search of his apartment
at the time of his arrest, a .22 caliber, four shot,
Derringer pistol was found and as a result, Fort was
charged with having an unregistered gun and unlawful
use of a weapon.

Fort paid the $50 fine and was released on a
$50 bond on the latter two charges. He is scheduled
to appear in court on December 18, 1968, on these charges.

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the Federal Bureau of

.- Investigation. It is the property of the
Federal Bureau of Investigation and is loaned
to your agency; it and its contents are not to
be distributed outside your agency.

I

1*
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GSsA PPMP(41 CFr) set-the
UNITED STATES J.NMENT

Memorandum
DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

SAC, NEWARK (100-49654)

SUBJECT:

11/25/68.

DATE: 12/16/68

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE (BLACK PANTHER PARTY)

ReBulet to New York 11/7/68 and Bulet to Baltimore

i1- Newark <
AGO:aas .E DEC 10f
(3.)

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savinss Plan

1968

TO : .

FROM

/

~%mm.. '~

I

a.

No counterintelligence measures were aimed against
the BPP by the Newark Division during the past two-week
period and no accomplishments obtained under the program.

It appears at this time that situations which exist
within the various BPP chapters differ from chapter to:chapter
and that a situation which may offer counterintelligence
possibilities in one division has no relationship with
conditions in another division.

I The main BPP activity in New Jersey consists of the
Jersey City and Newark, N.J., chapters. Even though in close
proximity, these chapters differ greatly in regard to leader-
ship, finances, tactics, etc. Neither of these chapters
appears to fear reprisals by other militant Negro groups, nor
are there any known differences with US or PEACE AND FREEDOM
PARTY white hippies.

The Newark and Jersey City chapters are under close
scrutiny by local authorities.

The recent arrest of Jersey City BPP leader ISAIAH
ROWLEY and two associates has seriously crippled this chapter,
resulting in meetings not being held and orders being given
to stop wearing the BPP uniform.

The recent explosion at the Newark BPP Headquarters
in which the BPP Captain was injured has curtailed the
activities of this chapter.

The Newark Office in addition to informant coverage,
injbotb.the Jersey City and Newark BPP chapters has been able.

2 -Bureau (RM) *- -. #VI



NE 100-49654

to maintain a direct line of communication with the Newark BPP
Captain.

In view of the presently existing situation in the
Jersey City and Newark BPP chapters, no counterintelligence
operations are deemed advisable in the immediate future.

a- *'- Wfr-MUbMf



SAC, New York (100-161140) 1-96

. . irector, FBI (100-448000)1-

COUNTRINTELLIGENCE PrOG"AMI BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INELLIGENCE
(BLACK PANTHER PARTY)

The August, 1908, issue of "Mojo," official
newspaper of the Black Student Congress, (BSC) editorially
condemned the Black Panther Party (OPP). The editorial
notes that It is not the general policy of "Mlojo"l to
criticize the "liberation efforts of brothers." H~owever.,
"MoJo" warned the community, "Beware of the Panthers!"

Dissemination of this article on a widcsproad
basis might be appropriate at this time after the National
Assocition for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP)
hasedtorially criticized black extremists. New York
should submit recommendations for counterintelligence use
of this editorial, commenting specifically on the degree of
Influence of the BSC in your area.

Sineo the BPP is now attempting to make Inroads
upon the Negro college population, dissemination of this
editorial might be directed to Negro college groups. New York
should also consider the possibility of making it appear
that the editorial is being disseminated by members of the
BBC in New York. No counterintelligence action should be
taken without Bureau authourity.

TJD:Jkb/bkh

PEC 49/ ,

':etishon

All D 4'

tI01'168

;e168
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FBI

Date: 12/13/68

Transmit the following In

Vi AIRlEL -

(Type ins plamicz* or code) ii
(Priority)

--------------------------------- .-

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

FROM : SAC, CHICAGO (157-2209)

SUBJECTiPCOUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST -
HATE GROUP
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE , '
(VISUAL AIDS) '.

Re Bureau airtel 12/6/68, above captioned.

C Chicago is is contact with the Graphic Arts Section,
Chicago Police Department, in the process of obtaining suitable
material of the type requested reButel. This material will be
forwarded immediately upon the receipt and processing by Chicago.

tg
jd(

I ; ,-'~, ( a ~

v i *

(3- Bureau (RM)
0 - Chicagp

JCS:a I a
(4) o] .hop

Li

/ 0 ' )a L -, ?
;YY FT'4jent intcharge

Sent M Per

~--- -

- - . -

Approved:
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UNITED STATES V NMENT

Memorandum
DIRECTOR, FBI (100-44 0DATE: 12/18/68

SAC, WFO (157-1292)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM .
BLACK NATIONALIST-HATE GROUPS '} I
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE '

(STOKELY CARMICHAEL)

ReBureau letter to WFO 11/15/68.

In response to Bureau request, Los Angeles Division
suggested that to help neutralize STOKELY CARMICIIAEL, a letter
be written anonymously to his wife, indicating that CARMICHAEL
is using her and her funds to travel for illicit romantic activities
and that his black nationalist activities are mostly a cover
for these activities.

WFO is of the opinion that this suggestion would
not effectively serve to neutralize CARMICHAEL for the
following reasons:

1. WFO has learned through sources that f1iRIAM
'AKEBA,CARMIICHAEL's wife has become Increasingly annoyed
-cause of the number of phone calls received at their residence

WNom people in the "movement" trying to reach CARPICHAEL. She
ndicated that she felt his involvement in the movement was
aking too much time and that they did not have enough time
o themselves. This indicates that MAKEBA is aware of the
ature of CARMICHAEL's activities and would be unlikely to

believe that they were other than legitimate.

2. Recently, AKEBA has accompanied CARMICHAEL on
ost of his speaking engagements andwould undoubtedly be

aware of or reasonably suspect any current illicit affairs
of CARMICHAEL. In the absence of factual information in this
regard, a letter indj'tiating CARMICHAFL was using his black
extremist activities(ts a cover for illicit affairs would be.
highly suspect by MA)D.3A and could well have the reverse I
effect on their relatILnshi in and Am.liationto the movement. *

B 

L

hg 4-, ureau i- l
2 - WFO

01- 100-43503)

v .4wu y U.S. Savings Bonds R
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4. CARMICHAEL's marriage has served to divide his
time between the "movement" and his personal life, allowing
him less time to be actively organizing.

Such a statement would seem to indicate
a moderating of CARMICHAE-L's more violent attitude and a
more cautious approach to future activities.

6. CARMICHAEL's marriage would seem to be a
factor in his apparent decision to leave the United States and
if he were to become separated from IAKEBA, it is quite
conceivable this would serve as an excuse for his re-dedication
to the black extremist movement.

For, these reasons it would seem that C^TICHAEL
is neutralized more by his marriage to MAKEBA than he would
be by attempts to disrupt this marriage and WFO recommends agai
the suggestion at this time.

p. .

hst

I
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Pf 100-15780 f
is in a position to influence grants made by the Foundation,
and this matter is followed closely with him in order to pre-
vent funds from being furnished to any Black Nationalist
extremist groups. The.matter is also being considered from
the standpoint of attempting to determine if source is in a
position to influence grants from other foundations, both to
the Pittsburgh area-and in other areas, to prevent funds from
such other foundations from also being furnished to Black
Nationalist extremist groups.

The counterintelligence operation aimed at curtailing
use of Presbyterian Church funds in irresponsible racial pro-
jects has been brought to include a fictitious name letter
sent to Presbyterian Churches in this area protesting the use
of such funds to finance an agency in the Homewood-Bruebton
area of Pittsburg h- d1y black area, which Agency
is directed by an Agitator Index subject
of this office

(3) Tangible Results

On 11/14/68, the Pittsburgh Urban League submitted
a written program to the Mellon Foundation as a result of a
previously-submitted request for funds. The written program
included a proposal for the creation of a civilian police
review board. Public source material containing documentation
opposing such civilian review boards was furnished to our
source at the Mellon Foundation. As a result, funds for the
Urban League were delayed until the Urban League submits a
more satisfactory proposal.

(4) Developments of Counterintelligence Interests

Pittsburgh sources have reported recently that
racial activities in this area have decreased markedly in
recent weeks. Various groups and organizations that had
been previously active, now appear to be inactive.

It is noted that the Pittsburgh City Council has
recently voted approval of a new disorderly conduct ordinance,
wbich tripled maximum penalties and which was more definite as
to the types of actions which could bring arrests. Additionally,
the Allegheny County Prosecutor has been requesting, and obtain-
ing, higher bail for persons twolved in assaults against
police officers. This increa-a* * a , am*unts
ranging as high as $25,000.

- --- -- W 9 *2
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f 100-15780
as expressed the opinion that these two

7flUW,7Eom iced with the wounding of DAVID OWENS and another
Individual to the gunfight with Pittsburgh Police officers,
which was mentioned above, has been responsible for the decrease
in racial activities in the past several weeks.

4
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UNITED STATESW7^RNMENT

Memorandum
DIRECTORs FBI (100-448006)

SAC, LOS ANGELES (157-1751) (P)

DATE: 12/18/68

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(BLACK PANTHER PARTY)

Re Bulet to Baltimore and other offices, 11/25/68,
and Los Angeles letter to Bureau, 12/2/68.

Counterintelligence Operations in Effect
Against the Black Panther Party (BPP)J

The Los Angeles Office furnished a list of prominent
Negro leaders in the Los Angeles area to whom a newspaper
article portraying the fear the BPP instills in the Negro
community could be sent in order to discredit the BPP in the
Los Angeles area.

Counterintelligence Operations under
Consideration

An anonymous letter to the Peace and Freedom Party
(PFP) indicating that the BPP plans to kill the whites in the
PFP when the revolution comes.

An envelope indicating that it might have been
prepared by the Los Angeles BPP to solicit donations for
the defense of HUEY NEWTON will inadvertently be sent to
the Oakland BPP showing that possibly a great deal of money
was being collected in Los Angeles.

'a - Bureau (RM) . ;5j
2 -Los Angeles ~o- -- ,

1 (1 - 157-1618)
LWS/gow
'(4) 0

s2 DEC 231968

'4
~%

TO

SUBJECT:

b0

(I

(

do) f0

An anonymous letter to be sent to BPP supposedly
ember of "US" concerning the BPP contract to kill

indicating that "US" plans to ambush leaders

L.



LA 157-1751

AccomplishmentB Obtained

There has been no reaction to the operation now in
effect.

2
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FBI

Date: 1

Transmit thj following in
(Type in plainitzi

Via AIRTEL AIR JAIL_

F-

2-17-68

or codeJ

I

ii
I

(P i ridy)

------------------------------------------------------ L--- -------
TO: DIttF'CTO.R. Fli (11)(1-44300G)

4FROM: SAC, SPRhINGFIil), (157-802) (P)

SUBJECT: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGR1AV,
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RtACI AL IN~TELIAGEllCE
(VI5WAL AIDS)

Retiunlrte) to Allbrjiy 12-6-68.

At tl'e presti't time, Sppritigfield Dlvi-c.ici is not in
pGs-uessioii of any material of the type requested in reoirtel
that has rot already been furnished the Bureau.

'rc- 5?

t.
4* . .1) I rv,7

13ureau (100-448006) (101)

-S'pringfield (157-00*)

Yrn: mts

Approved:
Speci A nt in q argo

____ _ _ (4
Sent UA Per

I.
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FD-36 (Rov. 12-13-bI

Troy

Via

Date: 12/18/68

nsmit t9 folinwing in
it fl i(Type in plain Sext or code)

IRTEL
(Priority or Method of Mailing)

-------------------------------------------- L--------

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

FROM: SAC, NEWARK (100-49654) 7

SUBJECT: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(VISUAL AIDS)

Re Busirtel to Albany, 12/6/68.

Available material of the type requested in re airtel
has previously been furnished to the Bureau.

NK has contacted the Jersey City and Newark, NJPDS
and Is expecting to receive in the near future a photograph
of firearms confiscated in connection with the arrest of BLACK
PANTHER PARTY (BPP) leader ISAIAH ROWLEY and two associates
and photographs taken in connection with the investigation -
of the recent bombing of the Newark BPP headquarters. Th4seJ
photos will be forwarded to the Bureau when available. 7

3- Bureau (RU)
I- Newark
AGO:1gl
(4)

*0
"4

* bp

'I6 aDFc I q, 13SP

* ~ ~- m.- ~

Approved: Sent M Per

- *.&vd-... -~ - - -

Special Agent in Charge
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SUBJECT:
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UNITED STATESW'NMENT

Memorandum
IRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) DATE: 12/17/68

SAC, TAMPA (157-3213) (P)

COUNTER INTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST -
HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(VISUAL AIDS)

Reference Bureau airtel, 12/6/68.

The Tampa Division does not have in its possession
any visual material relating to violence by black extremists.
In the future any such items will be submitted to the Bureau
upon receipt.

2- Bureau (RM)
2 - Tampa
JEH:bap
(4)

00,-

* c= #, '_____ - dJ1 Ud... SvngJBnVdfW- LWFU £uzf~l, n-,Parl av sPa
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FBI

Date: 12/23/68
..%

Transmit the ollowjng in
(Type an plainteds or code)

ARTELVia A(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

FROI.6'AC,PHOENIX (105-2544) (RUC)

COUN ERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLAC K.NATIONALiST - RATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(VISUAL AIDS)

Re Bureau airtel to Albany, 12/6/68.

Delay in reporting attributed to case agent's
assignments out of headquarters city on special re ROBERT
BOLIVAR DE PUGH, MINUTEMEN.

A review of Phoenix racial files, particularly those
in regard to the racial incident of the summer of 1967,
indicates there is no visual material relating to violence
by black extremists.

In addition, contacts with PXPD, Tucson PD and
Arizona HP Intelligence Units indicate no information re
captioned subject available in these local law enforcement
agencies.

CDrbureau 5 D
A-Phoenix

Approved:
Special Agent in Charge

Sent ------ _ M Per

FD-36 IRev. 5-22-64)

.#I I I
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FBI

Date: 12-19-68

Transmit th following In

(Type in plaintex or code

Via AIRTEL AIR MAIL --REGISTERED
(Prionty)

-------- ----------- - -- -------------------- 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

FROM: SAC, 8T. LOUIS (157-5964)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACX NATIONALIST-HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(VISUAL AIDS)

Rebuairtel to Albany 12-6-68.

Enclosed for the Bureau are 3 glossy photos which
depict the St. Louis based Black Liberators, headquartered at 28 0'
Easton Avenue while they guarded ADAM CLAYTON POWELL during
POWELL's visit to St. Louis on 8-17-68. Also enclosed is a
newspaper article which appeared in the "St. Louis Post-Dispatch'
on 8-18-68 and which pertains to enclosed photos.

Shown in photo number 1, which was printed in the
"St. Louis Post-Dispatch" on 8-18-68 from left to right are
Black Liberators JOSEPH LARONE THOMAS, FRANK DELANO WASHINGTON
and LEON HENRY DENT. WASHIINGTON and DENT are generals in the
Black Liberators.

Shown in photo number 2, also published on 8-18-68
in the "Post-Dispatch" are from left to right, FRANK DELANO
WASHINGTON, ADAM CLAYTON POWELL, POWELL aide CHUCK STONE, and
JOSEPH L. THOMAS with the sawed-off rifle.

Photograph number 3, published in the "St. Louis
American"' on 8-22-68, depicts from left to right, LEON HENRY
DENT, CLIFFORD VALENTINE (partially hidden), JOSEPH THOMAS,
behind THOMAS, FRANK D. WASHINGTON, ADAM CLAYTON POWELL,
EDWARD STEWART BAILEY, CHUCK STONE, and CHARLES ENLOW KOEN,
Prime Minister of the Bla cL {e/ators.(

3-Bureau (Encs. 4)(AIR MAIL REGISTERED) . '""---* .uwh

2'- St. Lou s (157-5964)
DRS:mys ' * 4 DEC21. 196g

Aproved..1~i _________M PI~,L AT

I. . * . ecial Agent in Charge (
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Date: 12/20/68

nsmit theiholowng in 1" -
(lype in plrainlew or code) . *-- I

ALPTflt tTRMAIL i' -
(P riority)

---------------------------------- - - - ------ --~-- -- -- -- -- -- ----

TO: IDIRECTOR, FliT (100-448006) U
rp.4 A p E-Z.Am#nt f t nn o e%.ann

suJeCT CrtRIhML :NiPROGRAII17
LACK I1ATIOWI'T - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTFl,Ljr):11cFr
(VISUAL AIDS)

Re INreau airtel, 12/17/60, advisinrn that the copy
of "Handbook of the rlarn&' submitted by Seattle in captioned
matter was not sufficien~tly legible for Burcau purposes.

inclor~er for thc. 1 1ircatu anid San rrancisco are onecovy each (Pf a docuinerL titledd "Pandbook of tivo ricatne'--, Y -I -I 9-# 0 17' 1
This cOpy7 is readilile w,.itit the exception of page 6. The
Bureau is to mite that the original of this document is not
available and that all conies of the document obtained by
Seattle sources have cinlv hc'em copics which in tbe'rselves
are riot clear on parc f6 S~attle i., attcrnptinp to ascertain
if aii orir'iruri of this docurocnt exints and th'n'A7"I will
beaJi;e in the nuar Future rcp~arrdinr this matter.

Tihe obtailillin"01 ithis documnent wr 51.1-tt
flinrmvav -, xhilitA in ths! report o-

at CSe-litlQ captioned
1-A-v BU 'V ps ta-ken to I m ouc

the docuincrtit are reflecLn-c in this report fromi pal-fl-Ato
rmnr ? 1n r eport incl.cates that on

-Mvisedlie had examined) a copy O
the d o e-ite .Ye lad ookDt the rianic" and stated

6LE0 urcal '(Undl. 1) (Jr(,)RE6''
fa rrancisco (Enl. i.) pr.

2 cattle c24W4G:cmh - 6 .E

-. 110PJf .;1I2LDiC241968
~1. ~-**

a
-- o

Th
~1

C

I - -. - -.
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ApfkvId:J 444 ( I1.. Sent ______M Per _______
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SE 195-6933

that it appeared to be identical with a copy of ' t
w ch.h d observed in the "Haramlee Temple",

(Itarambee is a Black Natina* s
0 oaiizatliocn - an TrcoMa Washin to

b-( of tvOhePOVC PJr-rot of
Wac dcl'(;i.uatc'I for tan Franc.ca fPr information.

. es1ofthis report were also designated for U.S. Secret
Service, Seattle, Army, !!avy, and Air Force.

San Francisco is requested to contact racial
.ources ani advise if the "handbook of the iami" is knoun
as a docuTr!nt Leing nublishe' in the San Francisco area. Also
obtain a l3cgib1n ccrv' i- f j- -

revie-w hevnort ol
rerartlin7 third rel'jcst

I00
-2-
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UNITED STATES -i1ET

Memoralidum
.DIRECT)R, FBI.(100-448006) DATE: 12/27/68

AC. SACRAMEITO (100-894)

.COMllTERINTELLIGECE PRcOGRml
BLACI HATIOrAIlLIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL IITELLIGI1CE (BIPP)

ReSClet to Bureeu dated 12/16/68.

After giving more thought to consideration set
forth in referenced letter, Socromento has decided not to
submit this for Bureau opprowl. Socromento feels that en
act such as this might create an incidenfe-of violence in
the ghetto area where the Black Fanther Headquerters is
located.

Sacramento will continue to consider possibilities
for harassing the Black Penther Party.

1> Bureau (RIM)
3 - Sacramento

(1 - 157-610)
GUS :nme
(5)

JAN 7 1969

Buy U.S. Savings Bondsf Regularly on the Payroll Sarings Plan

*1*.
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UNITED STATE !.ANMENT

Memorandum
DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) DA: 12/30/60

: .?4SAC, NEWARK (100-49654)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE (BLACK PANTHER PARTY)

Re Newark letter 12/16/68.

During the past two weeks, no counterintelligence
measures were aimed against the BPP and no accomplishments
obtained.

As set forth in referenced letter, the Jersey City
BPP continues inactive and the Newark chapter relatively
inactive as the BPP Captain has not recovered from his injuries.

2 Bureau (RM) *-.
1 Newark
AGO:aas
(3)./

Bhu U.S. Savings Bonds Regudayly on the Pay1roll Savixgs Plan 4
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UNITED STATES C.. NMENT

Memorandum
\

TO : DIIWCTOR, FIji (1OU-44000G) DATE: Decomber 30, 196C

x f SAC, OMAIMA (157-272) (P)

SUBJE .COUlTRITELLIGCIJE PIOGRALI
LACK NATIONALIST - IATE GRtOTJPS"
":ACIAL I1TELLIG-lNCE
(BLACK PANTHEIR PALTY)

Re Omaha letter to Director dated 12/16/6. i
The Blact: panther Fart- branch in Oaunha, 1ebi'rala, con-

tinicni to be inactive vsith no regular meetings having been hold
in recnt monthn. The DAact; Panthor Party group in Dos 11oilon,
lona, Crontinues. to operate no a looso-knit group, he::'ovcr, no
information has been received regarding its activities within
the past several weeks.

In view of the above, Omaha continues to feel that intelli-
gent recommendations cannot be made at the present time regarding
counterintelligence measures aimed at crippling the Black Panther
Party.

Thi; matter will continue to be closely folo:cd, and any
suggestion; for counterintelligence actiori nt a ftu date
against the Black Panther ParLy and/or its leadership will be
submitted by separate letter.

. B~ihureau (Registered Mail)

* .i-, Buy U..S. Savingst Bornds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan

Sele*Iss-.- ..e.
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UNITED STATES NMENT

Memorandum
TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

FROx, /SAC, TAMPA (100-1200) (P)

SUBJECT; COINTELPRO - NEW LEFT

DATE: 12/30/68

I f
ReTPlet to Bureau, 9/30/68, and TPlet to Bureau,

12/20/68, the iter captioned, "COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM,
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS, RACIAL INTELLIGENCE",

The following represents the quarterly status letter
regarding Tampa activities in captioned file:

(1) Potential Counterintelligence Action

Tampa continues to remain alert for potential counter.-
intelligence material to be utilized in captioned program.

(2) Pending Counterinteligence Action

finter-viewea tnree students Irom tie university
l goiuth Florida including BEN BROWN, one of the speakers at
the 12/7/68 demonstration held in front of the Federal Building
in Tampa, Fla., protesting the war in Vietnam. These inter-
views will complete the interview portion of a television pro-
gram scheduled to be shown over WFLA TV sometime in the near
future. The program is presently being edited by the News
Staff of WFLA TV*

(3) Tangible Results

None received to date.

Tampa will follow above matter closely wit

(I

- Bureau (RM)
- Tampa

(1 - 157-3213)
JJO:cj
(5)

REC. 50

Buy U.S. Savinpr Bonds Reg'darly un the Pa1roll Sovin&Is Plan
I1 '
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMEN I

Memorandum
Director, FFI (100-444006) rATE: 12/30/6f'

SAC, Indianapolis (157-761)

COUNTERW INTEI"LIGINCE PROGRAM
DLACK1 NATIONALIST - IATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE LACKK PANTHIR PARTY)

fe Indianapol is let to Jir'2ctor 12/16/63.

'ihe ITacit PanthI'-r Party in Indianapolis had their
headquarters located at 113 West 30th Street raiIed on 12/18/68
by members of the Indianapolis Police Department and the Alcohol
Tobacco Tax Unit of the U. S. Treasury Department. Thre IPD and
ATTUl were attempting to put in affect a Fedozal search warrant
based upon information developed by the IPD that one or more
machineguns were in BPP headquarters. Two BPP members who were
in the building denied officers entrance and guarded the iront
door with a shotgun. IPD than used teargas to gain entrance to
the building and arrested the two Panther members as they came
out of the building.

The above search failed to turn*up any automatic wcapods
and has only served to at least temporarily uniLe the UPP in
Indiiapolis and to disrupt the measures taken to date to split
up the JDPP in Indianapolis.' Efforts to talk to oLher Slack
Nationalist leaders in Idirnapolis and to further cause dis-
sension among the blackP organizations and the IIP will be
contit nued.

In addition, HARRY BLACKWELL, who was assistant deputy
chaiiinan, BPP in Indianapolis, was arrested by the IPP on 12/29/6.
on warrant for uttering a lorged instrument. BUACKWELL, who
had beon in hiding and previously was unavailable for interview,
will be interviewed.

kZ-Bu re a u (P)
-Indianapolis

LLG/sj r
(3)

. 1otA 0
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UNITED STAT* ',RNMENT

Memorandum
To DIRFBI DATE: 12/24/68

aROM PITTSBURGH (157-1036) (P)

sunJEC. COUNTERINTELLIGENCE / 7 "J) I . / *
BLACK EXTREMISTS ,

4 RXI
RLo

ReBulet to Baltimore dated 10/21/68, and,
Pittsburgh letter to Bureai dated 11/6/68.

inrreater Pittsburgh Chamber
of Commerce, .nquired regarding any practical ideas
received from Bureau inquiries of other Chamber's
of Commerce concerning the matter of countering violence
on the part of black extremists.

As the Bureau is probably aware, each Chamber
of Commerce is independent and ere is little exchange

' of information between them, inquiry was with
the view of developing any programs 12 the Pittsburgh
Chamber should consider.

Itfissuggested that Bureau consideration be
given to furnishing all the offices Involved the results
of inquiries by the other offices. A copy of re Pittsburgh
letter was furnished to each office involved,

.. (ft-hureau (RM)
1 4 -Pittsburgh

. ~ RIR/djk

(4)

7, EE~~~Cc/ - -*..

'Ir

1 -'K

(1b

Bay U.S. Savings Bondi Regularly on M/e Payroll Savings Plan



SAC,-Pittsburgh (157-1036)
- 8&Q-U4

1/17/69 j
Director, FBI (100-448006) ' I

LOUNTERINTELLIGENCE
LACK EXTREMISTS
RACIAL MATTERS

ReBulet 10/21/68 and urlet 12/24/68.

Re~ulet 10/21/68 instructed recipients to
submit their observations as to how the Chamber of
Commerce could make a worthwhile contribution within
the law enforcement context. Regulet did not instruct
nor authorize you to contact local Chamber of Commerce
representatives in this regard.

You should promptly contact
Greater Pittsburgh Chamher of Commerce,.ani usuret sat

nderstands that the Rureau is not attempting to
react the activities of the Chamber of Commerce in the

countering of violence on the part of black extremists.
You should express your thanks for his interest in this
matter but take no further action.

JCM:ra, ,
(4)

*0QIE: Iulet 10/21/68 to a number of offices including
ittsburgh requested the views of those offices as to how

r hlie Chainkr of Commerce might be utilized to make a
Worthwhile contribution to law enforcement. Pittsburgh
2 ook it upon itself to contact a local Chamber of Commerce

a 0 -epresentative concerning this matter to solicit his views.
-, hat Chamber of Commerce representative has now requested

'ttsburgh to advise whether any practical suggestions have
been received from other Chambers of Commerce concerning
the matter of countering violence on the part of black
extremists. Instant letter points out to Pittsburgh that it
was neither authorized nor instructed to contact tic Chamber
of Commerce and instructs Pittsburgh to recontact the Chamber
.of Commerce representative to clarify this matter.

$shp

* /ele I1

:wdy *_ MAIL ROOM TELETYPE UNITED

-, /
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UNITED STATES * MENT

Memoranaum
TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) DATE: December 31, 1968

FR AC, CHICAGO (157-2209)

SUBJECT: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAlf
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(VISUAL AIDS)

Re Chicago airtel dated 12/13/68 and Bureau
airtel dated 12/6/68.

Chicago has reviewed the material readily available
at the Graphic Art's Section, Chicago Police Department, as
indicated in referenced Chicago airtel. This material was
somewhat disappointing, and none was believed suitable or
appropriate in line with request in referenced Bureau airtel.

Chicago has recently obtained a set of photos, made j
available by ABC-TV, Chicago, as a result of their coverage of
a Black Panther Party meeting at the University of Illinois,
Chicago Circle Campus, near the end of November, 1968. These
photos are in color, and are numbered 1 through 3 in he

ed. The individuals in photo numbered 1 is
Black Panther Party Minister of Defense; pho ograp

er 2 depicts two members of the local Black Students for
Defense group, present at the meeting and photo number 3
depicts five local Black Panthers standing against the wall
of the meeting room. These photos are being provided for any
interest they may have, and Chicago will be most alert for
more specific photos of the tye desired in the future. No
photos of black extremists dri ling, or their weapons are
available in the Chicago Office or at the Police Department.

*1 ~
:4 \

Bureau (Enc. 7
3 - Chicao

JCS/kag c .1OJ~? Ur".I
5) c

~s5~
/4/

~t 1'.

. in Bonds Regularl on the Payroll Savings Plan 4



CG 157-2209

Regarding diagrams of explosives and sabotage devices,
.reference is made to Chicago Letterhead Memorandum, November 26,
1968, under the Black Panther Party caption, which on pages 10
through 16, sets forth the so-called "Black Panther Party De-
struction Kit."

Also enclosed for the Bureau's information are photos
numbered 4 through 7, representing pictures of a Cincinnati,
Ohio, based group known as'the Black Turks. These nine Negroes
were in Chicago, on August 17, 1968, at a period just prior to
the Democratic National Convention. Due to their dress and
actions, they aroused the attention of the Chicago Pblice De-
partment. Their automobile was searched and four machetes
were found, causing their subsequent arrest on Unlawful Use
of Weapons charges.

The photographs numbered 5 through 7, were taken at
the Chicago Police Department's Second District. The photo
numbered 4 was made available by the Chicago Police Department;
however the location or circumstances of the apparent Karate
exhibition is not known.

Chicago will continually be on the alert for all
future material received of the type of interest to the Bureau,
and it will be provided under thiscaption.
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UNITED STATES RNMENT

Memorandum
TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448o06)

SAC, NEW YORK (100-161140) (P)

DATE: 12/3138

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIOALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(BLACK PANTHER PARTY)

ReBulets 12/19/68.

The NYO suggests that xerox copies of the complete
newspaper "MOJO" specifically marking the editorial column
on page 2 should be mailed to the student newspaper editors
at every Ilegro college In the United States. Pager 487 to 504
of the Negro Almanac lirts 117 Negro colleges in the US.

In addition, it is recommended that the complete
newspaper specifically marking the editorial column on page
2 should be sent to the following black student organizations
in the NYC area who have in the past exhibited evidence of Black
militant views in current issues. All these organizations are
connected with institutions of higher learning in the
NYC area.

1. PretIdent-Student Organization for Black
Unity, Lone Island University, Brooklyn Center, Brooklyn, NY.

2. President-Student Afro-American Society,
116th Street and Broadway, Columbia University, New York City.

3. Liberation School
c/o Student Organization for Black Unity, Long

IEland University, Brooklyn Center, Brooklyn, New York.

4. President-Society for Afro-American Advancement
at Fordham, Fordham University, Bronx, New York.'P) >~,

5. Pres
Center, University

Bureau (R14)
- New York (#43)

JJD:jlam
(3)

Buy U.S. Saving Bonds Re&

ident-KATARA, New York University Uptown
Heights, Bronx. N1Y.
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6. President-ONYX Society, College of the City of
New York, Convent Avenue and 138th St., NYC.

7. President-Black Allied Student Association,
Downtown Center of New York University, eth Street, NYC.

The Black Student Congress has no influence in this
area. Their only function is to publish and distribute
the "M1OJO" newspaper.

In order to make it appear that the editorial is
beinr discreminated by merrbers of the Black Student Congress,
each envelope containing the "MOJO" xerox copy of the newspaper
can be marked with the return address "Black Student Congress,
New York, N. Y.".

An examination of the August, 1968 xerox copy of the
"MOJO" newspaper available in NY file 157-2013 (Bufile 157-8839)
Indicated that this is not a clear copy. Therefore, it is felt
that the Bureau should either send the original copy of the
newspaper back to New York for xeroxing purposes or the xeroxing
of 125 copies be done at the Bureau.

The NYO will, of course, afford this operation the
proper security measures.

Bureau authority is requested to place above counterin-
telligence measure into operation.

-24
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SACy New York .(100-161140) 1-28-69

Director, FBI (100-448006)

rEo.127
COUITERIN TELL I GENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST-HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
MOJOO)

Reurlet 12-31-68.

Enclosed is the August, 1968, issue of mojoO,"
publication of the 3lack Students Congress (BSC) previously
furnished by you.

New York is authorized to copy the editorial
on page two of "MIOJO" and send copies to the seven black
student groups set out in relet. New York should advise
the Bureau of any results of this anonymous mailing and
at that time consider resubmitting your recommendation
to anonymously mail this editorial to all the Negro colleges
in the United States.

Use commercially purchased stationery for this
mailing and insure that it cannot be traced to the Bureau.

Enclosure

TJD:scJ
(4)

00

C, g asEnclosed issue of ."MOJO," the newspaper of
8 a black student group in New York City, contains an

-, editorial critical of the Black Panther Party and its
-,extremist methods. Since the Black Panther Party is S/
currently attempting to recruit students, Now York
recommends this editorial be sent to other black student
groups in New York to alert them to the true nature of
the Black Panther Party. Since this mailing is anonymous,:
there -s no possibility of embarrassment to the Bureau.

-am We are holding New York's further recommendation to send
copies of this editorial to all Negro colleges in abeyance.
until results of the first mailing can be evaluated.

Jj wn-

j 3J 4flyTELETYPE UNTL..
kj~.
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UNITED STATES W.NMENT

Memorandum
DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) DATE: 12/31/68

SAC, NEW YORK (100-161140) (P)

COUNTERINTELLIGENIE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE (BPP)

ReBulet, 11/2m/68.

Counterintelligence suggestion of New York dated
12/12/68 aimed against the BPP has not yet been approved
by the Bureau. I

On 12/19/68, the NYO, upon receipt of Bureau authority,
prepared andoniled the approved anonymous letter to the Peace
and Freedom Party.

The 1YO is currently preparing counterintelligence
action in regard to "MOJO" official newspaper of Black Student
Congress.

,2'- Bureau (R?4
1 - New York (//43) it'-

JJ :1jmJ .
a3)

Buy U..S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
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. Date: 12/10/68

Transmit th following in

(7ype in plaintext or code

IRTEL AIRMAIL
(Priorary)

-. ------------------------
-* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . L

itf. iI I! WM--
Air.P -f.rh

11 r. M hrg*-

Ater..j'
Teld.(-

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

FROM : SAC, SEATTLE (100-29488)

SUBJECT: 6lOUNTER INTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(VISUAL AIDS)

IL

yo/

Re Bureau airtel 12/6/68.

-tfl6-jpW38

17 h.PerApprfedj

~. -9.

Enclosed rpi photographs
taken by I tanw
conferen l .e by the i3LACK PANTHER PARTY (PP), Seattle,
on 12/3/68, in Seattle. These photographs reflect members
of the BPP exhibithg rifles and shotguns.

Also furnished is a copy of the document captioned ;
"Handbook of the Flame," commonly referred to as "The
Flame." The author of this document is unknown at present,
however, is being disseminated through circles in the Seattle-
Tacoma area. This document contains information on preparatibg
of molotov cocktails, hand grenades, and utilization of
weapons and silencers. /

Material received subsequently will be promptly
furnished to the Bureau in connection with this program.

I .(

(3'- Bureau (Enc. 5)(REG)
3 - Seattle.

(2 - 100-29488 '

SSC: - ~ ~ ~ .T
(6) L . -
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UNITED STATES * _,tNMENT

Memorandum
To : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) -DAT: 12/30/68 $

Rn : AC. CHICAGO (157-2209)

SUBJECT: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RAC IAL INTELL IGENCE
(BLACK PANTHER PARTY) (BPP)

Re Bureau letter, 11/25/68, requesting bi-monthly
submission of counterintelligence suggestions regarding the
BPP, and Chicago letter, 12/16/68, setting forth a counterintel-

* ligence suggestion regarding the BPP.

In accordance with Bureau instructions, no counter-
intelligence action has been taken in this matter.

The factional disputes within the BPP locally continue.
ChicagLifM2s forth information reflecting
that If the Mau Maus, Chicago Negro
youth ng, a l iated with the BPP, is in opposition to th
current leadership of the BPP being provided by RODERT BROWN 1
BOBBY LEE RUSH and FRED HAMPTON. Information has been developed
that the latter three have used the local BPP headquarters for
sex parties and have been challenged byd-.Wio act like
revolutionists and not lovers. He is also reportedly writing
a letter to National Headquarters of the BPP complaining about
the present leadership and questioning its loyalty.

Chicago recommends that *e advised In an
anonymous letter from a "disgusted Black Panther" of the many
past organizational affiliations of BROWN and to a lesser degree
of RUSH and HAMPTON. The writer would indicate an acquaintance

.of several years with BROWN and RUSH and would characterize
them as opportunists and hustlers, out for their own personal
gain, who go from one group to another with real allegiance

bonly to themselves. It will also be alleged that BROWN and
RUSH are sex perverts, the public knowledge of which could
prove embarrassing to the ima e of th BPP. The letter would
be handwritten, addressed to -b and would be in street
language, with appropriate useo bconities.

As instructed, no action will be taken wit out rior
Bureau approval.

<2- Bureau (RM)
2-Chicagto 1 A 916

JCSSJ
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SAC1 Chicago (157-2209) 1/18/09
- .-- '. REG-138.,

Director, FBI (100-448006) 6 f
COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
LACK NATIONALIST i iIATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(BLACK PANTHER PARTY) (BPP)

Reurlet 12/30/68.

Submit a verbatim copy of your proposed anonymous
letter to be addressed to Abdul Kenyatta to the Bhreau for
approval.

Do not mail the original anonymous letter to
Kenyatta until you receive Bureau authority to do so.

WDN:slw.
(4)

NOTE:

In relet, Chicago advises that the and the
Mago Negro youth gang, under the

are having a falling out because o
oppose current BPP leadership in the persons o
Robert Brown, Bobby Lee Rush and Fled Hampton.
Is disturbed over the fact that the three BPP 1--F *
been using BPP ad uaren for sex parties. Chicago
recommends that be sent an ano ttcr signed
by a "disgusted ac anther" advising of the
fact that the three BPP leaders are oppor u are
using the BPP for their own personal gain, will
also be advised that Brown and Rush are sex perverts.
Objective sought is to widen the cleavage between these
two black extremist organizations which are currently loosely
affiliated and thus weaken the black extremist movement in
Chicago.

.shop L

I i Jcit8-- I PA
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UNITED STATE ERNMENT

Menorandum
TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

FRAf C , CLEVELAND (157-1848) (C)

SUBJECT: UNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
LACK NATIONALIST - RATE GROUPS

RACIAL INTELLIGENCE (BLACK PANTHER PARTY)
BUDED: 12/1/68

Re Bureau letter to Baltimore 11/25/68.

DATE: 12/13/68

/I Left

Cleveland does not have Black Panther Party (BPP) or US
units operating within the Division and is not fully con-
versant with the struggle between these two groups.

In view of the fact there are no units of either organiza-
tion operating within this Division, Cleveland will not
participate in this program, UACB.

cd_2;- Bureau (RM)
1 - Cleveland

PVD/mf p
(3)

F~1 A

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
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UNITED STATES 'RNMENT

Memorandum
TO : ,.. DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) DATE: 12/12/68

.- SAC, LOS ANGELES (157-1751) .

SUBJECT: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM IBLACKNATIONALIST - HATE.GROUPS (A
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(BLACK PANTHER PARTY)

ReBureau letter to Los Angeles, 10/31/68,
and Los Angeles letter to Bureau, 10/14/68.

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau's approval are the
following counterintelligence measures:

AnM~~I os etter t gslt to....

a rngee, w o as o aison con ac w rinaAngeles.

2. An envelope purportedly used in soliciting
donations for the defense of Huey P. Newton. (C

3. A copy of a subscription request to the BPP L
newspaper.

In view of the curr ad between%
RON KARENGA and the BPP and
in this situation, the anony s e or o
not being prepared at this time.

The anonymous letter to the individual in the Peace
and FreedomeParty should be band printed on cheap-type
stationery and possibly 1led from Ven nica
area.

2 - Bureau (Encl. 3)
2 - Los Angelea-VUteDS

LWS/gow

1, *1 D4 l EC J (I196P.ieor it

___ _ ___ _ _VOW



LA 157-1751
f

It is suggested that a dollar bill be placed in
e preprinted envelope for the NEWTON - CLEAVER Defense

Fund and a three-month subscription be obtained for the
Black Panther newspaper in the name of a deceased Negro
donor whose name will be obtained from one of the Negro
newspapers. Both of these will be placed in another envelope
and addressed to the Black Panther Party, P. 0. Box 8641,
Emeryville Branch, Oakland, California.

No positive action on the above will be taken
without Bureau approval.

1,p



I have felt that I should tell you about
what the Black Panthers have said. I know some
Panthers and they talk alot and because I'm Mexican
they think I will follow them. The people that lead
the Panthers are smart. The rest are just little
crooks. The leaders are smart because they got you
good. The Panthers say that they got your money.
And When the time comes if you whites get in the way
you go up against the wall too. I no longer follow
the Panthers because if the time comes I don't want to
be near the Panthers or their kind. If you people are
smart you can look at the blood the Panthers caused
and be glad that it is not yours. And later when the
blood does flow I think you will be guilty too. I an
not a Panther so I cannot tell you what to do but
remember that when you look down the barrel of the gun
you helped pay for it.

Amp W*rnia

1WTJTON - CLEAVER HFENSE F1U4D

MASS RALLY NOVr;MIER 17D 1968, TRADE T1C O1CCOLE.,G
10O W. Washington
2 pih

YOUR DOLLAR IS N% WO LITTEF: rqq '?LP TME CAUSE OF

FilE DOM



I have felt that I should tell you about
what the Black Panthers have said. I know some
Panthers and they talk alot and because I'm Mexican
they think I will follow them. The people that lead
the Panthers are smart. The rest are just little
crooks. The leaders are smart because they got you
good. The Panthers say that they got your money.
And hben the time comes if you whites get in the way
you go up against the wall too. I no longer follow
the Panthers because if the time comes I don't want to
be near the Panthers or their kind. If you people are
smart you can look at the blood the Panthers caused
and be glad that it is not yours. And later when the
blood does flow I think you will be guilty too. I am
not a Panther so I cannot tell you what to do but
remember that when you look down the barrel of the gun
you helped pay for it.

os Angeles California

1iEN;TON CLEAVER IL -fU

-IV YI



SAC, Los Angeles (157-1751) December 31# 1968

1 1-Mr. DeLoach
Diector. FBI (100-448006) 1 - fir, W. Ce Suiiiv4

REC 49 1 - Mr. 0. C [bore
COUNIEflIRI ITELLIGECIE PRUGRAIl
bLiaCK !!ATIUNIALIST - HATE GRUPS
RACI L ICTELLIGENCE
(IILACK PANTHLR PARTY)

Reurlet 12/12/68.

Authorit renteri to mail verbatim con of ot
proposed letter t
Hand print the letter on uinitermarked paper.

Authority is also granted to enclose $2.50 for a
three-month subscription to the "Black Panther Newspaper."
Enclose the subscription blank and money in an envelope addressed
to Black Panther Party, Box 2967, Custom House, San Francisco,
California, 94126. Sign the subscription blank with the name
and address of a deceased itegro whose name and address can be
obtained from the obituary column of any Los Angeles newspaper.
Place a $1 bill in the preprinted envelope for the lewton-Cleaver
Defense Fund and place it with the subscription in above envelope
addressed to the Black Panther Party address appearing on the
subscription blank.

Take all precautionary measures to insure the mailing
is not traced to the 11 aInd report all tangible results to the
Dtireau.

. DU: ekwk**
(9)

IOTE: See nemorandlim G. C. Ifoore to W. C. Sullivan dated
12/27/68, captioned "Counterintelligence Program, Black

:____Nationalist - Hate Groups, Racial Intelligence," prepared by

s- MAILEO 24

DEC31 19 6 8
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UNITED STATEA- LNMENT

Memorandum
TO

SUBJECT:

DIRECTO$, FBI (100-448006)

SAC, SAN FRANCISCO (157-601) (P)

COUNTER INTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
$LACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
LTACK PAJTHrR PARTv

DATE: December 3(, 1968

'Recent activity in this field is as follows:

A affair. true name
jwas interviewed 12/17/68 in San Francisco

County Jail, with no attempt made to disguise the fact that
Federal Agents were interested in him. At the conclusion
of the interview in the resence of rearo trusties,
was thanked for hIs cooperation. is already under
suspicion of the Black Panther Pa .

2. The KATHLLEN CLEAVER cash withdrawal. An agent
of this office, monitoring the CLEAVER account learned that
KATHLEEN had withdrawn $33,000 in cash. This was subsequently
disclosed in the press, backed up by a statement by the office
of the U.S. Attorneyserifying the accuracy of the account.

KATHLEEN, in a press conference on 12/23/68, claimed
the Sory was an FBI plot to discredit her husband and the BP7.

Informants have stated this publicity has caused
the EPP much difficult in their continued fund-raising
campaigns, as some people who formerly donated now were
inclined to let ELDRIDGE CLEAVER defend himself, since he
had so much money.

The Sari Francisco Office also participated in the
idea of the State audit of student funds at San Francisco
State College, which resulted in the disclosure that one check
went to a black Student Union (BSU) leader, who purchased a
high powered rifle with it. This disclosure was widely
noted in the press and the news media called on the BSU to
explain their policy on money aid guns. The next step by the
San Francisco State College administration appears to be a
curtailment of the right of the Student Council to disburse
thf studentactivity money estimated at $40000 annually.

ri~I stuent/ -_f

RE~-g 22 JAN 3 13

OV.

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Reularly on the Payroll Savingi Plan
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SF 157-601
WAC/sfm

T 's curtailment will immediately be felt by militant groups

The above is a summary of the most successful
Cointel activities in the rast two weeks.

This office continues to be alert to exploit
whatever situation offers itself.

2

* - * _____ - -____
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UNITED STATES NMENT

T Memorandum
TO :DIRECIOR, FBI (100-448006) DATE: 1t

FR %C, WFO (157-1292)LP)

SUBJECrS COUNTERIN"ELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACY NA' IONALIST - HAIE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(VISUAL AIDS)

'ReBUairtel 12/6/68.

Enclosed for the Bureau is one xerox copy
erature describing how to mak-e a "Chemical Fire Roti

It is believed that this item may be useft
visual aid purposes.

2; Bureau (Enc...1

Ay U.S. SvingBonds Regularly on the Parl i
WNO*"I

3/69
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UNITED STATES * )(NMENT

Memorandum
.~bc.-SullIivpn : ow1.: 11/22/68

t.C. Moor (

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE (BLACK PANTHER PARTY)

I -

Authority requested to send attached letter to those
offices having active BPP branches. It instructs that a letter
be submitted every two weeks containing recommendations aimed
against the BPP under captioned program.

A serious power struggle is now taking place between the
BPP and US, in which threats have been made against various leaders
of these two black extremist organizations.

With the end in mind of curbing extremist acts and the
growth of the BPP, we should not miss.the.opportunity to.exploit
existing antagonisms existing between the BPP and other
extremist organizations.

RECOMMENDATION:

That attached letter to designated offices should be
sent for the reasons cited above.

Enclosure

100-448006

1 - Mr C. D. DeLoach
1 - HrW . C. Sullivai

Mr G. C. Moore

WDN:ra/ ?FC-10
(7 44:/
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UNITED STAT j .MENT

Memorandum
To : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

F :C, WFO (157-1292)

SUBJECr: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
/ BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS

RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(BLACK PANTHER PARTY)
BUDED: 12/18/68

DATE: 12/18/68

Re Bulets 12/9/68 and 10/22/68; WFO lets 10/14/68
and 12/10/68.

-51,. 0 ,-# 4-..I

WFO noted in reWFOlet 10/14/68, that since the
closing of the Washington, D.C., office of tudent" '
Nonviolent Coordinating Committee-S

p. S1

4

(2)- Bureau
i. *WFO
RNr/mee

61 3e 'I I 1 .3
Bs U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payra.m Pla
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In view of these factors, it does not appear
feasible at this time to set up the Afro Information Center.

With respect to the feasibility of establishing
an Afro-American cultural-type bookstore under the control
of Bureau informants, WO is of the opinion that such an
operation is not practical at this time for the following
reasons:

1) WO is not currently operating any source in
the racial field who is professionally competent to run a
business of this nature.

2) Any suchhboo ore would necessarily be in
directometpnywithth

upon un favorably by the black extremist clique in the 14th
Street area. Moreover, this would be the only logical area
to run such a bookstore inasmuch as the area of 14th and U
Streets is the center of extremist activity in Washington, D.C.

3) WFO has no source in the racial field who
would be able to logically explain the source of the mor
necessary to open such astore.- -1

-2*

4 D -
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Date: 1-2/26/68

Transmit thj following In

4P.TEL

(ype ina plaintext or code)I

Al RI AI L *1
(priority)

----------- ------------------------------------ ---

TO: l1lWECTOP, FBI (100-448006)

FROMl: SACt SAN FRANCISCO (157-.1204)(P)(157-60l)(P)

SUI13JI:CT i LACY PANTHITP PAP.'Y (IPP);
COUUTEP-I!ITLLIC(EIJCF.PROGRAI I
BLACK IATIOIALIST - HATIECrpOUPS
.-ACIAL IIJTEJLrGI1iCE
HP?

'4000

A-ttached for
III.Ar AVPAITTI-rPAP-I'Y -

Bureau are ten copies of LI entitled
ELIhpTrjtE CLEAVER D I)SE rII?'1"

~t~tC5Local dissemination has been made to the United
StaesAtto~rney, Secret SCervicet n h Intclli7-J'crn

units of the Army, Ilavv and Air Force,

00

(COIIJTEL)
(CLEAVER FUIJE
OBPP) )I

wDEC 2118

epfq4V

Sent -__ _ M Per
Special Aqeit in Charge
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151-1204
15-7-601

C/crv

The attached 1-111 se'imsn to indicate that the 1TF
in San rrantcisco is iii a aelzitively quiet state at this
tire; informants have not bo:on able to locate the classes
of instruction or the mcii who formerly taught them. Spec-
ulation may indicate that the leaders are engaging in some
underground type of work, such as -crime, but no verifica.
tion of this has yet come to lipht.

*rhis material indicatcs that the BPP hbar had
problems created for it by the revelation of the amount
of wonry accumulated b l-; foG; CLIAVJ.T: in such a short
timc. lrhart more thin in any othcr field, tie r'uniey
question among the INegrocs appears to be the most sensi-
tive, and therefore th, most exploitable of the counter-
intelligence avenues.

- 2



In Reply, Phase R4fr d
* Fk A. I

UtL STATES DEPARTMENT O 0CE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

- ~ I - San Francisco, California .

December 26, 1968

BLACK PAHITHEP PARTY -
ELDRIDGE CLEAVER DEFISE FUND

Eldridre Cleaver is the publicly named Minister
of Information for the Black Panther Party (EP).

A characterization of the 1UP is
attached.

The Oakland Police Department has advised that
Cleaver's recent activities were as follows:

In April, 1968, while on parole from a California
Prison for another crimp, he participated in a shoot-out
with the Oakland Police Department. After considerable
court activity he was ordered returned to prison as a
parole violator. He failed to appear on November 27, 1968
as ordered by the Parole Authority. He was due to appear
in Alameda Superior Court on December 23, 1968 to answer
the charges arising out of the April case; at that time
he was free on $50,000 bail. lie failed to appear. Judge
Folger Emerson declared the bail forfeit. According to
the San rrancisco Chronicle of December 24, 1968, Mrs.
Yathleen Cleaver, wife of Eldridge, gave a press confer-
ence, at which time she announced that the friends of
Cleaver would go to the public to raise what she called
"ransom" money for him. She also denied that she had

his ocument contains rather recommendations nor con-
I lusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and
is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to
be distributed outside your agency.

IT - 1 K
Too ... ..
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BLACK PAUJTHIE.R PARTY, aka
Black Panther Party for
Self Defense

According to its official newspaper, the Black Pantr
Par y (BPP) was started during December, 1966, in Oakland,
California, to organize black people so they can take control
of the life, politics, and the destiny of the black community.
It was organized by Bobby George Seale, BPP Chairman, and
Hucy P. Newton, rVP Minister of Defense. Newton is presently
serving a sentence of 2 to 15 years on a conviction of manslaughter
in connection with the killing of an Oakland police officer.

The official newspaper, "The Black Panther," which
further.describes itself as the "Black Community flews Service,"
states that the BPP advocates the use of guns and guerrilla
tactics in its revolutionary program to end oppression of the
black people. Residents of the black community are urged to
arm themselves against the police who are consistently referred
to in the publication as "pigs" who should be killed.

"The Black Panther" issue of September 7, 1968, contains
an editorial by BPP Minister of Education, George Mason Murray,
which ends with the following:

O"Black men. Black people, colored persons of America,
revolt everywhere! Arm yourselves. The only culture worth
keeping is a revolutionary culture. Change. Freedom everywhere.
Dynamite! Black Power. Use the gun. Kill the pigs everywhere."

Included in the introduction to an article appearing
in the October 5, 1968, edition of "The Black Panther" is the
statement, ",,.wc will not dissent from American Government.
We will overthrow it."

Issues of "The Black Panther" regularly contain quotations
from the writings of Chairman MAO Tse-tung of the People's
Republic of China and feature MAO's statement that "political
power grows out of the barrel of a gun."

The national headquarters of the BPP is located at
3106 Shattuck Avenue, Berkeley, California. Branches have
been established at various locations throughout the United
States.

APPENDIX

I
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In Reply. Pleas o er to
F NI6

SEDSTATES D:PARTMEN STICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVEST ifCATION

San rar.-c 4 ro, Calfornia

Tvmrr.cr 26, ]9G

:'I.(:r rT/"I yr r-rry

r .CT p; *'e"r

Lvtto r? < d .trr>:r slatp

cd he t crfd as atc*r..

All sources (except any listed below) whose identities
are concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable
information in the past.

This durument contains nelthet recoemendations fnog conclusions of the FDI. It be the property
of ghl rHI and as loaned to your eq-ney; it and its contents are not to L* da'aributed outside
your rO1pncy.

1*

Title

Character

Reference
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SUBJECT:

f *QMAL, FOM A W essMs
MAY O 01IMN

UNITED STATE t NMENT

Memorandum
S- %m. DIRECTOR, FBI (100-48006)

I

.0

DATE: 1/2/6

SAC, LOS ANGELES (157-1751) (P)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(BLACK PANTHER PARTY)

Re Los Angeles letter to Bureau dated 12/18/68.

Counterintelligence Operations in Effect
Against the Black Panther Party (BPP)

There have been no operations placed in effect
since date of referenced letter.

Counterintelligence Operations
Under Consideration

-way-a- =or-on cas-ei 01 a inacK rantier rarmy-SoUT-on, nas men
using the BPP to spread .the Communist Party (CP) ideology and
h-her BPP members are objecting to this action on the part

ANUMM~i W

of

/*.
The Los Angeles Office is considering what actijfyvdan

be taken in this regard to cause further disruption within the
BPP.

The Los Angeles Office continues to follow closely
violations of the Anti-Riot and Gun Control laws by black
nationalists to determine if these individuals might be
prosecuted under Federal or State laws.

2 - Bureau (REGISTERED) '
2.- Los Angeles

t (0- 157-1618)

(4)

57TJAN 131969
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A source in the BPP has advised that they have
iscontinued their vendetta against , and the "Un

organization due to his prominence an suspec e support of
the white community. The BPP feels that too much 'heat" bas
been brought to bear against them; therefore, they are easing
"1off"I "US".

- In view of the above, the Los Angeles Office
recommends holding in abeyance the proposed anonymous letter
concerning the vendetta against "US".

Accolishments Obtained

There has been no reaction to the operation now in
effect.

1 f- (
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SAC, Sna Diego (100-14192)

f
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12-27.-08 ,

Director, FBI (100-448000)

COUNTErtINTELLIGENCE PDOGrAN
BLACK ITATIONTALIST - ATE GROUPS
flACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(BLACK PANTIER PARTY)

_has a white girl frin i not

ruown to rank-and-f1e BPP members, you should whblait
recommendations for further counterintel nee action to
neutralize to his followers.

TJD:is :dgf.
(5)

NOTE:

The BPP and US, two black extremist groups, are
currently feuding, Dy showing a BPP leader acts contrary to
the group's teachings by having a white girl friend, the BPP
will be further ridiculed in the eyes of US members, thus
continuing the feud, It is important thatblftlc extr6.miist*
groups be kept divided so that their strength is not

I i creased throw gh united action. Recommendations are also
4- ind'Y64uste so as to neutralized the eyes of

Pjrank-qtid',f le members.

t B a .* .* *A
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FBI

Date: 12/24/66
.00^

Tranmitm ta Intipwing in
Transm itt ef l(Type in plainsexr or code)

AlkTEL
(Priority)

----------------------------------------------- 1----- ------- -

DMkLTLR, FM1 (1.ou-448006)

FIRL4 I : SAC, CIIICAGL (157-2209) (P)

SUBJECJ2T: CLlITCIUNTL.IllIG&NtCL % PRLGRAI
BLK hIIATA likl ST - IAT GP. UPS
4AT'IONF rSj.Al

who has been uti ized i n tepastn
erviews of certain GP1 figures in Chicago and has

published a story regarding these individuals and their
remarks, contacted this office and stated he ias interested
in obtainin public trial regarding the 11L. 11
e;:plained he desired tu write a story about the organtzation
and added he had already been ;n contact in recent days
vi.th LI1JAl IhUlU! AUinl d othersOM and had been re-ivn a
tour of their new business enterprises in .hicao by them.

The above 'as do d i ith Agents fer-iliar
'th theF ITuI. (It is felt could be utilized in

Counterintelligence Vrogrma il he were directed towards
uritinga story about the !t, 1;ith emphasis on the fact
new 11/.i businesses sucht as the b5alanms Rocstnurant, 'Your
Suprnarhet, etc., are listed in public re'xor'.is a's betnp
owned by such J.1lincIs corporations as Pro-ressive Land
£.evclopers, Inc., and/or United vynanics Corporntion, inc.
These organizations h;'ve ilLL officials as their officers
or directors; however, there is no other appArent
connection with the religious aspects of th -1Hu.

%3 - Bureau
.1 - Chicago

JRS:jto - (..

I.(4) if 8 r' A

1 Approved: Sent M-
V _ _ _2" r o

Special Agenf'tfl Charge



CG 157-2209

Bureau authority is requested to furnish
:ith such public data as necessary as would .

na)>le him to possibly write an article which might
Sex:pose some possible fraudulent aspects of the IM.

and its so called econojT;c pregrani to the rembersht p
of the organization and alsc to the general publ ic.

-2-
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SAC, Chicago (157-2209)

D rector, k81100-448006) C I i(
COUUTLRIl!TELLIGECE PROGIRAZI
BLACK li.TIUNALIST I&HAT GROUPS
RACIAL1t ITELLIGENCE
(NATION OF ISLAlI)

1 Mr,

Jan'inry 6, 969
shoj

(9

Reurairtel 12/24/68.

Authority is granted to furnish Publi cow e
datn and nd atorial to

na conf ent bas s concern ig
te Lation of Islam. Insure your sources are protected
in this matter and that will not disclose the Bureau's
interest.

Advise of the results of this counterintelligence

TJD:ekw
(6)

NOTE: The OI is a black nationalist group which
preaches hatred of the ihite tace and the d ruction of
the vL e race.

Uhicago aiihias bcen utilized on
confdentiarmatters in the past. lie is interested in
doing a story on the 1401 and Chicago recommends he be
furnished public data to enable him to write an article
exposing the 101 interest in businesses. The 1101 has
established a number of businesses to further exploit
its membership economically and enrich 1101 leaders.

.AILED 7

9'aJAW 
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.UNITED STATE ANMENT

Memorandum
, .. DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) DATE: 1/2/69

SAC, DENVER (157-199) (P)

SUBJECT: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - IATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE (BLACK PANTHER PARTY)

Re Denver letter 12/13/68.

As was pointed out in referenced letter, the Denver
Police Department raided the Black Panther Party (BPP) head-
quarters on 12/7/68 causing extensive damage and that a meeting
was hold under the sponsorship of the Colorado Council of
Churches on 12/15/68 to discuss the overzealousness of the
Police Department.

* pelore teabove in--ident, a l$ -a

devised that the Five Points merchants had
orgnize an association and sent a delegation to see the black
militants and the militants were told that the merchants would
not tolerate any more damage to property or any interference

jTIP of any type in their businesses. It was made clear to the
militants that either they would stop any such activities in
the future or the merchants would take whatever measures were
necessary to stop thom, even to the point of organizing a
merchants' police force paid for by the merchants to meet the

V militants with the force that might be necessary.

This source also advised that in an effort to counter
some of the activities of the militants in the high schools .)
and to make youth aware of the public responsibility in the ,
community, they were going to contact the Public Relations1

Department of the Denver Police Department and attempt to set
up some public work shops in Manual and East High Schools
where Negro businessmen and the Small Business Administration
could meet with students and make them aware of how small
businesses aid a community and help build a better community.

.. Bureau (m) iL-33
Denveru a n ar

IV:pgr

At ~Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan Vf

t.. .. -
t * * a- -.

m
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ant

It is suggested as a counterintelligence technique
that the Bureau make up a leaflet showing the true revolu-
tionary cause of the BPP as established by the BPP leaders
in the Oakland and Berkeley areas. This leaflet could be
distributed either anonymously by mail or through Denver
integration liaison sources to the merchants in the Negro
area. This could possibly offset any gains made by the BPP
in their recent exchange with the Denver Police Department.
This leaflet should point out the criminal records of the
leaders and be worded to the effect that it would put fear
in the minds of the Negro businessmen to do business with
any BPP member.

The Denver Office is open to any further suggestions
by the Dureau to further implement this technique.

-2-

.1
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1 uld Gui e older

SAC, penver (157-199) 1

director, FBI (10. 40006) I5'/(
EX-103

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - NATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE (BLACK PANTHER PARTY)

Reurlet 1-2-69.

For your information, the Bureau has adopted and
is currently preparing a counterintelligence action similar
to the suggestion contained in relet, that is, a technique
aimed at exposing the criminal activities of Black Panther.
Party leaders.

In view of this, the counterintelligence suggestion
contained in relet is being bel4 in abeyance. You will be
turnisbed additional information concerning this matter in
the near future.

WDN:bkb/hls
(7)

NOTE:

In rolet Denver suggests that the Bureau prepare
a leaflet showing the true revolutionary and criminal aspects
of the Black panther Pvrty leaders for anonymous distribution
in the Denver area, A similar type expose under the
counterintelligence program, which would utilize Bureau contacts
in the ncws wedis field, is in the preparatory stage and there-
fore, no action is being taken on Denver's uggestion at this
time.

MAILED 6

JAN23 1968
*'~ v----_ _ COMM-FBI a .

S I _ _ ._ _ **
MAIL 10091 FTYFE UNI1TO



SAC* Chicago (157-2209) January 7& 969

Director, FBI (100-448006) 1.
CAIVUERINTELLIGLNCL PRDGRMI
BLACK 11tTIONALIST - IATI GROUPS
RACI AL IlflELLIGUICE
(NATION OF ISLAll)

tIthouigh the Uation of Islam (101) does not presently
advocate violence by its members, the group does preach hatred
of the white race and racial sepnratism. The nwbership of
the UOI is organized and poses a real racial threat. The 1101
is responsible for the largest black nationalist newspaper,
which has been used by other black extremists.

The 1401 appears to be the personal fiefdom of
Elijah uharunad. Ihen he dies a power struggle can be expected
and the 1101 could change direction. Ile should be prepared for
this eventuality. lie should plan how to change the philosophy

. of the VUI to one of strictly religious and self-improveient
orientation, deleting the race hatred and separate nationhood

REC 49 / 4 - -f f
In this connection Chicago should consider what

w counterintelligence action might be needed now or at the tine
of Elijah 11'batmmad's dcath to bring about such a change in
101 philosophy. In.portant considerations should include the
dentity, strengths, and weakuicases, of any contenders for tiol

i adership. Mhat are the positions of our informants
a ref;ard to leadership? flo could potential Icnders bb turned
g neutralized? . ...

The alternative to changing the phj1poophy.of-the
1101 is the destruction of the organization. This might be

aaccomplished through gcnernting factionalism anont the contenders
__ f Elijah Iunhaimmad's leadership or through legal action in

Plhop

k'Vp-'-p bate-court on his death. Chicago should consider thc que tionCo leh"
-*" how to generate the factionalism tro

, ol by splitting nto seve
-ve -- TJD:ekw
ravel.R

e*I*. ROOM (5
Holmes *
".endy MAIL ROOM CTELTYPE UNITO.

...............
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Letter to SAC, Chicagovi
RE: COUNTF.RINTELLIGUICE PROG NATION OF ISLA)
100-448006

Legal action against the NOI on the death of its
leader depends on the answers to several questions:

I1. 1.Does Elijah 11uhaimnad have a vill?
2. Is the NUI incorporated?
3. In whose name and where are N01

bank accounts?
4. In whose name are other NO! assets, suich

as mosque buildings, school buildings, the
newspaper, Elijah tuharmmad's homes, and
1101 businesses?

Depending on the answers to these questions,
probate law in Illinote, and whether Chicago might have a
confidential source in probate administration, tying up the
NOI in probate administration might be possible.

Chicago should examine the NOI from the above
counterintellivence angle and advise the Bureau. Consider the
possibility of drawing up specific counterintelligence
recommendations, to be acted upon when necessary, with various
contingencies covered.

I'IF
2g}IF iA

*~*'. ~ -
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SAC, Sin Francisco (157-601) 1-7-69

director, FBI (100-448006)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PPOGRAN
BLACK NATIONALIST - HIATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(VISUAL AIDS)

ReBusirtel 12-A-68 and urairtel 12-12-6R,

Referenced airtel concerned the need for glossy
photographs at the Bureau for visual aid purposen.

San Francisco should furnish any available glossy
photographs of disturbances at San Francisco State College,
San Francisco, California, showing black extremists in action
or the results of actions taken by black extremists.

Newspaper photographs should not be furnished,
however, if appropriate photographs appear in a newnpaper
and San Francisco has reliable contacts and can secure glossy
prints of these photographs, they should be furnished.

TJD:dgf 8
(5)

NOTE:

ReBuairtel requested selected offices to furnish
visual aid material retnrding black extremist activity. The
continuing disturbances at San Francisco State College might
be a good source of appropriate photographs,

REC 5

MAILED -7.

PopCOMTBI

stInses * -

rldA

M .316 /
MAIL RO TLETYPE UNITIZ
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I irtel

REI N PN VEL;#

1/8/69

To: SAC, Philaidelphia (157-237M

From: Director, FBI (100-448006)

COtflTFJINTELLICENCS PROGRAM
BLACK ?IATIONALIJSTS - RfATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIdGENCE
(NiATIONI OF ISLAM)

RcP11tel 1/2/(*,V captioned "William n IDSNy, alia
ct at, Girard Dank and'ITrust Company, 1/2/C3, IDanl); ltobbcry,"
your f Lte 91-5693,

fletel noted that bank robbery subjects Ina this
case arcevmembers of the Nation of Islam (NOX). You should
submit recommiendations for counterinltelligence action to
insurc that the 1(01 reccivedS bad publicity in this natter,
1{dtcI noti-s that the subJ(cts are receiving extennivc press
covcragc In Pilondetpliio. Advise the Dureau If thist col.crngre
includes coum.,nt on their N01 activity, and il not', subo~tt
rccozuwvndntloas as above'. 14o counterintelligence action
should be taken without Bureau authority,

TJL):chl/rcl 0

NOTE:

Publicity about Involvement In a bauil: robbery
would help portray the 1101 as the extremist group thint it is.

MAILED 21.1JAN? 1%9
I comm-rei
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UNITED STAT )RNMENT

Memorandum

TO : - Director, FBI. (100-448006) DATE: 1/6/69

FRM SAC, New Haven (157-785)1

SUBJECT: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST-HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

Re New Haven letter 9/7/68

In accordance with Bureau instructions, the following
information is set forth: I

2."TI&fw"Maven Division does not have any specific
counter igence operation in effect at the

present time"

3. fNone.

14. None.

The New Haven Division is aware of the importance ofs
effectiveIcounterintelligence program and every effort
will be made to penetrate and disrupt the black nation
movement in Connecticu Ogg?" -

I I2 Bureau """"

-Now Hay:
RCP/lr f 17JAN 8 96
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Pu-JO IptV. -22-14)

Transmit thelfolIow

Via Ajf'TELY

C
W

8B1

Date:

wing in
(Type in plaintcit or code)

(Fraon ay II

-----------------------------------------------L

D1I-0 FTof, 0110 ~ m'I:~O~

SAC, P,0011'QIT (s..'5

P C T P A TEL T*rgo'r-"IT

V., i~ ~rfrc,' t;hec ',I c rc n'~to !iol.~e~f"c 1h:; oc

A ex L Ie ;lt.

"'Vierc ":we bccil '-n r2ccui 1 nc j.J ent - 'A'c.. c. lided

Sbcel rvr70 the 1urrat" .0-j rf,Ircr rc]in .ioulc1 hfa-vc ILccr, tal!-En

be c"'eri- i tI n vEflu.rc ;rl ;bttaiin po7;o1zof rh LO nii~lrc

o nt onc'J
. -, -)n .i'tl- I'rr %--.r~c unlderiwcV rto

Tnc PBlurewi liar ,Th'ei
c t)i'lti ir .Tir~c l) i'cy ti.7 . T 1r J. ,f I Jit c oncrri .

moct ori pi f 11 r v'uc.Feed b,. 1t'icct dL'rin- ii:i.4cCii, t J.~

in W ir e'ccv'iof'2'.M;r .S; a !!or' Coc';tal I

agc~AtT.c1.9-t0 rr~t'irimu1to 1dm. r'olc possibl it*. c.-O.sts
th-at Vw ic . ' ,jl-- iv c er'b1211cfl for cop)iyj.l,, JIf tMir.'ureau

belAev~ r'~: ti ~ ~naturc wotviLd/pe of value C.'sa

- cai z(La, mi'ay bc ic cests-3'.:for ;w

i'il~ii to br ::ecn by thice u'vc..Ou before :3'icli a. dci.r5Onii could

be inae. Tine 13wcau'S opion on th-;1-0 matter i.s. ref iuc!tcd.

J- )urcau- - I i
(5)%Ic l

Approve d:

-a-

I~ULU, a..' 1% -%P

Sent ______ ~ Per r9

~1ii

I)
'Cs

Special Agent in Charge

IP 04ne; rw I
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SAC, Doston (157-915)

- SEIL-28
Director. PB( (100-448006) ? '

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST -UIIATr. GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(VISUAL AIDS)

*9

12/26/68

0.owper_
-jL'r -

I van

'm ta

Reurairtel 12/10/68.

The possible Antiriot Law violation concerning
the motion picture film mentioned in roairtel should be
resolved before any effort is made to obtain a copy of
this film. The Burcau rould be interested in a copy of
the film for visual aid purposes if the film is being shown
by black nationalist extremists in ghetto areas.

TJD:I1s
(1)

NOTM:

The film mentioned above allegedly contains
instructions on manufacturing of a Molotov cocktail. The
film apparently was made by a.Chinese alien for "social
cormwntary" purposes. Tin United tates attorney has boon
cou:ultcd re a possible Antirlot violation and in withholding
his opinion until th" film in returned from Canaca and can
be vi--w0d by bm.

- * - - - - - -- * I
j ,~*a' ro 4
U -Ii
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a-
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MO36 Rev. 6.22-61 (()

FBI

Date: 1/6/69

Transmit I followingIn in
(Type in ploselest or codel

VAIRTEL
Via

(Priority)
------------------------------------------------------------

TO*Director, FBI (100-448006)

FRO1 : SAC, Detroit (157-3214)

, / COUN4TERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM

BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS

RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

(VISUAL AIDS)

I/

Re Bureau airtei. dated 12/6/§8. /

A review of Detroit files including the file oil

the Detroit riot of 7/67 failed to locate photographs or

dther material pertaining to racial violence or diag -rs-_

aS.n--c- iedin referenced airtel. However, through

attempts are being made

obanpooral 7M h Free Press photographers,

during the 7/67 riot which should include excellent scenes

of racial violence for briefing and lecture purposes.

When obtained Detroit will submit to Bureau with

airtel.

r ow-).41/

3-Bureau (M1) ~
2 - Detroit

Df IL/cc .

Approved: Sent MI Per61

in CharI6 1 Alf111I

.'.~*.. b *@.. 7 _ --
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UNITED STATES )-JRNMENT

Memorandum
TO MR. W.-C. SULLIVA' O

FROM . G. C. MOQRE1 CA /

I - Mr. VeLoach
1 - Mr. W. C. Sullivan
I - Mr. G. C. Hoore

)ATEDecember 27, 1968

r. P - -

to:,,.s

lot-

SUBJECICOUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS 7
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

Authority requested to conduct two counterintelligence
actions aimed against the flagrantly extremist Black Panther
Party (BPP) involving the mailing of two letters in the names
of a fictitious and a deceased person.PA

Letter il1: This le ddressed
Los Angeles,

California. e letter will bear the signature of a fictitious,
Spanish-sounding name. The writer states that although he is not
a member of the DPP, he is a Mexick who is trusted by BPP members.
The writer advises that he has learned from BPP members that certain
whites in the PFF who get in the way of the Panthers will be dealt
with in a violent manner. The objective sought in this letter
is to cause a breach between the PFP and the BAF. The former
organization has been furnishing money and support to the latter.if

Letter #2: A subscription request to the BPP newspaper
will be submitted in the name of a deceased Negro formerly residing
in Los Angeles. The letter will be addressed to the BP? in
San Francisco, California, and will coincidentally contain an
envelope purportedly used in soliciting donations for the defense
of Huey P. Newton and Leroy Eldridge Cleaver, BPP official?. A
dollar ill 'will-be placed in the preprinted envelope for the
Newtont1ipyer Defense Fund, making it appear the envelope was
inadyLtently sent'tq the BPF in San Francisco, rather than
Los A 1s. The desired effect would be to give the BPP in
San Francisco the impression that funds are being collected in
Los Angeles for Uewton but that the money is being pocketed by
Los Angeles Panthers. Objective sought is to cause a breach - -
between the BP headquarters in Opkland, Californta, and the PP
thjpter in Los Angeles. JLC IL 1( C O /95? ,-
ACTION: Approval of attached letter to Los Angeles in accordan e
with the above. Los Angeles is being instrue ed to insure mailing

not traced to FlI. isucd
7 \\2o"t

'-as.
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UNI' LD STATE*, RNMENT

Me morandum
TO : Mr. W.. C. Sulliv.a

FROM :I. G. C. MooreA 0 i

DeLoat
1 - Mr. Bishop
1 - Mr. SulliN

DATE: 12-30 -68
1-;
1

/
SUB4 CT: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM

STOKELY CARMICHAEL; ELDRIDGE CLEAVER
RACIAL MATTERS - BLACK PANTHER PARTY

6 ! I

ch_

6ran II
CIP'

GPaiI

This is to recommend item about danger to this country
of black extremists preaching violence and anarchy to the youth
be furnished a cooperative news source on a confidential basis
by the Crime Records Division.

Many individuals in this country have belittled the
strength of black extremists. While the number of black extremists
may not be large at this time, they can have an incalculable effect
on this country by spreading a doctrine of revolution and anar y
primarily to audiences of youth.4 . ty'

Since the Fall of 1966, black extremist, Stokdly
Carmichael, has spoken to live audiences of well over 1/4 million
people in the United States including appearances at over fifty
college campuses advocating a black revolution of violence and
guerrilla warfare. He has also made frequent appearances on
television, held many press interviews and written a book, as well
as numerous articles. In addition, during a five-month trip abroad)
in 1967, Carmichael gave many speeches before large audiences
advocating unity of the blacks throughout the world by-violent,
revolution. p I*,#O/6\JA

Black extremist, Eldridge Cleaver, who is currently a
fugitive from justice, has in the past year spoken toover 35,000
people primarily at college campuses. If anything, Cleaver has
been more vitriolic than Carmichael. A/

ACTION:1

4u,
Enc

PTB

ooze

liv'

That attached item be furnished a cooperative news media
rce .on a confidential basis by Crime-Records Division. I
losure

:sd (9) ' '7AN-16
17JNrp16
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Some individuals in this country have belittled
e strength of black extremists. While the number of

lack extremists may be small at this time, they can have
incalculable effect on this country by spreading a

doctine of revolution and anarchy in speeches before
audiences of college students and other young people.

Since the Fall of 1966, black extremist,
Stokely Carmichael, has traveled extensively throughout
the United States advocating a black revolution of
violence and guerrilla warfare. He has spoken to live
audiences of well over 1/4 million people. Carmichael
was one of the principal speakers before 125,000 at
the Spring Mobilization Committee to End the War in
Vietnam held in New York City on April 15, 1967. The
remainder of his talks were primarily at over fifty
university and college campuses.

This is only part of the story as Carmichael
has also made frequent appearances on television, held
many press interviews and written a book, as well as
numerous articles. His exposure to the public has been
formidable. Nor has Carmichael restricted his speech
making to the United States. In 1967 he took a five-
month trip abroad including Cuba, North Vietnam, China
and seveui countries in Africa andEtrope making frequent
speeches before large audiences where he advocated unity
of the blacks throughout the world by violent revolution.

Another black extremist, Eldridge Cleaver, who
is presently a fugitive from justice, during the past
year has also been active in giving speeches to over
35,000 people. These were primarily college audiences.
If anything, these speeches were more vitriolic than
Carmichael's in advocating a black revolution through
violence.

ENCLOSURE
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UNITED STATEl ( TRNMENT

Mem7o r71n 7'i/urn7
TO

FROM'V

SUBJECT:

At

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) DAIE: 1/8/69 -

SAC, SAN DIEGO (100-14192)(P)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
IJLACK NATIONALIC3T - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

Re San Diego letter to the Bureau 11/22/613,
and Bureau letter to S-n D iego 12/27/68.

I. OPERATIONS UNDER CONSIDERATION

Opera tions prvsr'nIl concern Bilnck
Panther Marty (DPP) mcribcr vill be further
pursued as they relate t personal life.

In addi , consideration is being given toward
determining travels throughout the State of
Crlifornia aT 'a other states in regard to DPP actvities.
A determination as to whether or not this is in violation
of his present parole status will be made and, if thc
travel he is engaging in is not with the approval of the
California Aduilt Authority, permission -;il-1 he requiested of
the Dureau to make this information available to the Sain Diego
Office of the California State Attorney General's office.
They are in a position to furnish this information 1o the
Californin AdulL Authority and thus preclude the Unireau being
identified as the original source of the infr' . The
nin of such activity, of course, is to have parole
revoked.

When the above determination is made, appropriate
requests will be forwarded to the Bireau.

II. OPERATIONS BEING EFFECTED

1ia concerm- or=menl-aodcas

2 Bureau (REGISTERED) '
San Diego

RLB:bef
(4)

per".

1~
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January 7. 1969

4rtel

To: SAC, Albany

From: Director, FBI (100-4i48006)

6COU4TERITELLIGUNCE PROGRAII
SLACK ?ATIUZNALIST .LtA11. GROUPS

'-RCI/J, II-ITELLIGC14CE

Enclosed for each office is a Xerox copy of an article

Enclosure

w Atlanta (Enclos-i
13altimore (1Enclc
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Airtel to SAC, Albany
C UITERINTELLIGENCE PROGRArI, BLACK NATIONALIST-HATE GROUPS
1 -448006

from "The Crisis," magazine of the National Association for
the Advancement of Colored People. This article condemns
black nationalist extremists and is one of the first such
condemnations by a responsible civil rights organization.
The article received some notice in the regular press when
it was published.

The Bureau feels this article may be of use in

contacting potential sources, to show how responsible Negroes
reject violence in racial matters. The article may also be
of counterintelligence use. For example, in cases where we
might want to alert an individual or organization to the
extremist nature of some black nationalist group, we might
also want to use the editorial to justify opposing extremists.

Any suggestions for counterintelligence use of the

enclosed article should be subMitted to the Bureau for approval.
The article may be used as necessary in contacts with racial
sources or potential sources.
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Transmit t following in

Via IRTEL

*'
F BI

Date: 1/7/69

f Iypc An pfazl'west or code)

(Prioraly)

----------------------------------------------- i------

TO:

FROM:C

BUBJET:

Il

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

SAC, NEWARE (100-49654) ()

COUTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK:NATIONALIST - SATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(VISUL AIDS)

Re NK airtel to Burau, 12/18/68.

Enclosed for the Bureau are 13 photograph
on 12/19/68 from the Newark PD.

18 obtaine Id~

These photographs were taken by the Newark PD
Arson Squad on 12/1/68 In connection with the investigation
of an explosion at 321 Hawthorne ave., Newark, the headquarters
of the Newark Chapter of the BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP).

The Newark BPP alleged that Individuals In police
type vaiforms threwgi explosives into their headquarters and
the police surmised that BPP members were experimenting with
materials including acid that could be used in a bomb and an
explosion resulted.

When available, Newark will forward a photograph
of firearms confiscated by the Jersey City PD In connection
with the arrest of a Jersey City BPP leader.

3- Bureau (Enc. 13 )E 'iOLin:a
1- Newark
AGOgigl aL

4) Il.C 101ft

C. Cf - ishop
C( -... WOO

Irc 7,0')

12 JAN4 8 1~9

Jx A 5 1969
Approved:

Special Agent in Charge
Sent -.. M Per
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UNITED STATES ANMENT

Memorandum
DIRECTOR, FBI-(100-448006)

SAC, ALBANY (157-231) (P*)

COUi:TERINTELLIGEl!CE PlOGIM
BLICI IATIONALIST - IIATE GUPS
IAC IAL INTELLIGEIICL

*^TE 1/9/69

,'4
/4/' ir

Re Albany letter to Bureau, 10/9/68; and
Bureau airtel, dated 3/4/68.

The following information sets forth the summary
of the Counter intelligence Program for the Albany Division
as requested in re Dureau airtel:

.. operations Under Consideration

The United Dack Brothers of Syracuse has
recently been established in Syracuse, N.Y., and investi-

.gation has been initiated to determine if the organization
is a legitimate civil rights organization or a black
nationalist organization. If investigation reveals the
organization to be mi.litant, the Albany Division is con-
sidering the possibility of sending anonymous memorandums
regarding the militancy of the organization and its members
to the landlord of their headquarters. It is expected
that this may result in close scrutiny of the organization
by the landlord and possibly their eviction.

A similar program is being considered for the
Albany Chapter of the Black Panther Party. It is noted
tiat the BPP originally obtained the residence at 20 tiorth
Lark Street as a headquarters but were ousted when the
landlord was informed of their purpose for renting that
residence, (the landlord was notified by the Albany Police
Department). It is felt that when the DPP locates a head*.-

2-tureau (Mi) .?
i-Alb-any
TCK:gab -*
(3)

Buy .S avigs BndsRegla.y on the Payrell Saving: Plans
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AL 157-231

quarters again, the ouner of the premises will be
determined and consideration will be given to advising
the landlord of the DPP by anonymous memorandums.

2. Operations being Effected

There are no operations presently In effect in
AlbMany.

. Tangible Respu

Not appli.cable at this time.

NDevlo aents of Coteommntliscc Interest

Do change sc'.i~ce commxents 15,.sLied in referenced
r.

-2-
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UNITED STATE Q RNMENT

Memorandum
TO :IRteFOR, FBI (100-448006)

ACSEATTLE (157-721) (P)

CT:COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

60fc

DATE: 1/6/69

Re Bureau letter to Baltimore, 11/25/68, and
Seattle letter to Bureau, 12/16/68.

In response to Bureau tMstrtctions contained in
referenced Bureau letter to Baltimore, 11/25/68, the following
information is being furnished:

I. OPERATIONS UNDER CONSIDERATION

Seattle Division is currently preparing a bio-
graphical sketch of a local Black Panther member who has
recently gained considerable notoriety in connect** *
various criminal activities. This BPP member,
is currently free on bond in connection with a ."-aM
robbery and a charge of assaulting a police officer. Upon
completion of this sketch, and the outcome of local
prosecution, the Bureau will be consulted regarding making
it available to established news media contacts with the
idea of publishing it to exemplify the type of individual*
usually connected with the BPP.

II. OPERATIONS BEING EFFECTED

e" ePnews special being considered
is still in preparation.

B. No results have been reported by informants
in connection with the "flew York Daily News" notice of
September 18, 1968, scheduled for distribution by New
York Division.'f.

C. No results reported by informants following
implementation of operation outlined in Seattle letter to

reau, December 2, 1968.

- Bureau (REG)
2 - Seattle i.
WHW:cmh

( *4) B i
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SE 157-721

II.-. TANGIBLE RESULTS

None.
IV. DEVELOPMENTS OF COUNTERINTELLIGENCE INTEREST

No pertinent developments of specific counter-
intelligence interest to supplement information contained
in referenced Seattle letter, December 16, 1968.

The next biweekly letter will be submitted
January 20, 1969.

-2
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U:NITED STATE ES O 7R NNIEN7

Memoranfdum
TO : DItca R, FBI (oo-448oo6)

f AC, BOSTON (157-531)

SUBJECT: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(NEW ENGLAND GRASS ROOTS ORGANIZATION)

12/3/68.

DATE 1/8/69

Re Bureau Ictter dated 12/12/68: Boston letter dated

In connection with a story concerning the background
of leaders of the New England Grass Rloots Organization, two
of whom were murdered on November 13, 168, background informa-
tion concerning their personal history and criminal records has
been compiled.

It was contemnated that this story w'ii he written
under the by-line of_____

However, a documentary film, "White Paper - The Ordeal
of the Amcrican City", was shown nationwide on a two-hour tele-
vision show over the NBC network on December 30, 1968, which
covered the development of the NEGRO organization, including
interviews with GUIDO ST. LAURENT, CARNELL EATOIT and ARNOLD and
ALVIN CAMPEELL. It discussed the Federally-sponcored program
w.hi-h NEGRO was involved in and the subsequent murder of ST.
LAURENT and EATON by the CAMPELL brothers in what was believed
to be a povcr struggle between members of the group. It pointed
out that similar programs are being put into effect in other
major cities and speculated on whether this would create
power strurgles in other areas of the country.

In the light of the above Boston believes the
proposed newspaper story which would have covered the same

2-B reu ~ 1044306) (RI4)
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ea as the television sho.w, would be anti-climactic, and me
ory is being discarded.

Efforts are being made to develop some suitable
so br, t J to te.
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F BI

Date: 1/7/69

Transmit th following in

Via 1ARTEL

(lype in plahnsext or code)

AIRMAIL
(Prioray)

TO:

FROM:

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

SAC* SEATTLE (100-29488)

SUBJECT: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(VISUAL AIDS)

1

Re Bureau airtel to Albany, 12/6/68.

There are enclosed herewith two (2) copies of an LHM
dated 12/5/68, and entitled "ATTEMPTED BOMBING AND SHOOTING AT
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON, FIRE STATION, DECEMBER 2, 1968; INFORMATION
CONCERNING", regarding the initial reporting of the incident
involved and one (1) 8" by 10" photograph of the b sed,

' gnjoEwibwas made av I vb

concerning the incident has een ose since no suspects
were developed by the Seattle Police Department due to lack
of witnesses to the incident and lack of fingerprints on the
bomb used.

r

It is noted from the photograph that other than side j
arm ammunition, rifle ammunition was used in the bomb, plus '
some buck shot. The black mass in the lower right hand corner,
of the photograph is the powder.

Seattle will submit other items of interest in the
captioned matter when appropriate information is developed.

Bureau (Encl. 3) (REG)
1 - Seattle iop p ,G - -

CNQfemh
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UNITED STATW ERNMENT

viemoranaugou T E
TO .0 C. SULLIV,7 "
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Su BJEC9.COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM

BLACK NATIONALIST --HATE GROUPS-
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(BLACK PANTHER PARTY)

This is to recommend a
Black Panther Party (BPP) be fur
source on a confidential basis.

I.

5,

41. ;~.

* *i .3

r TV

DATJanuary So 1969

C62

Voltao

Ilivem I
ve;___
1.1. t...

attached item regarding the
wished a cooperative news

Attached is a copy of a story from "The Black
Panther" newspaper which notes that a teacher invited representative
of the BPP to speak to students in her fifth grade class at the
John Swete Elementary School in San Francisco, California. The
BPP is a black nationalist extremist organization which advocates
violent revolution against the white race. Furnishing this item
to a cooperative news source on a confidential basis would show
the lengths to which the BPP will go to spread their propaganda
among young people, even fifth graders. A newspaperiman or
columnist could make a comparison between this item and Hitle s
technique of recruiting mere children. \IIA"
ACTION:

That attached item regarding BPP members speaking in
a fifth grade classroom be furnished a cooperative news source
on a confidential basis.r

EnclosureI/t0

100-448006%,

;k*Mr.tDeLoach
- Mr. W. C. Sullivan
- Mr. Bishop
1 M G.C Moore

1
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CK PANTHER SATURDAY, NOVE,t , l988 PAGES

01 D5P DOV V®Q%,j'JO C

SAN FRANCISCO -- Juanita johnson, a black teacher, invited rep-
resentatives of the Black Panther Party to speak to the students in her
Sth grade class at John Swete Elementary School last week.

Panther members alternated handling the speaking engagement.
hey opened It by allowing the young students full participation. It

was related to them whi fowded the Dack Panther Party, when it
was founded and why: ifucy P. Newton and Sobby Seale, Founders.
The rules of the part) andthe10 Point Program were also discussed.

The student, ato were all thirr-world, were full of questions butarifu JIWI1jSLJC LuItalcOWC r n ---arya- tscmmnt
still Knowledgeable about the Black Panther PartanIscomiy

N functions. During 5umlnute **tesslon and answer" session, su-
dens asked: . .

Student Question: lihat do you think of the politicians Walace,
Humphrey, and Nixon?

Panther Answer: If Brother Ediridge Cleaver, our Minister of
Information, doesn't get in it doesn't snake any difference which of
those three candidates get in because they really the same -- pigs
who want oppression of all black people[

Student Question: Was the Black Panther Party founded with the
same ideas that Frederick Douglas, Narriet Tubman, and Marcus
Garvey had.

Panther Answer: Yes and no. Douglas, Tubman, Garvey. and Huey
P. Newton all had the desire to be free. But the Panther Party was
mainly founded to decrease and eventually end the police brutality
in the black community.

Student Question: I saw a picture with a lady and her baby in it and the
baby was carrying; a gun. izat was that for?

Panther Answer: The name of that picture is "Hope". he mother
represents one generation of freedom fighters. When this genera-
tion has either died or is killed, then this mother's child and all
the other represented in that child's generation will be educated
politically and miltaritly to pick up the gun; freeing the oppressed

people of the world.
Student Question: Do Panthers carry guns? Where do they get their

guns from? Do Jr. Panthers learn to shoot guns, too?
Panther Answer: Wait. The gun is a tool. A gun h3s never killed
- anyone. It is the person behind the gun that does the killing. The gun

is merely a political tool for defense and the liberation of the
black people. We can never let the gun rule us. We must rule the
gun.

No. Panthers do not carry their guns all the time and Jr. Panthers

zet the same nr'1-'nt as every other Panther. We buy our guns.
Puincl;sl
asked: Do you beli-ve whit the news media has said pertaining to the

Black Panther Partr.?
Panther Answer: No. The whlez recirt press has distorted all factual

news about the Pantlhcrs ever since the Panthers organized. They
have attempted to present the public with the image of Panthers as
a bunch of leather-wearing. gun cArr ing hoodlums that are out to

kill all the pig force and white people within urban areas.
Question: Are Panthers proud of what they are doing.
Answer: Right On, Politically Black and Prouli

AI te Black Panther members received an enthusiastic.response
from the young black students. Representing the Black Panther

Party were sisters Valerie Bowan and Eunice Wallece, along with
Panther Brodier GeorGe Black - all of the San Francisco Ciapter.
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SAN FRANCtZO -* Juanita Johnson. a black teacherInvited rep-
resentatives of the Black Panther Party to speak to the students In her
5th grade class at Jobn Swcre Elementary School last week.

Panther members alternated handling the speaking engagement.
They opened it by aiv.ing the young stuldnts full participation. It
was related to them who found the Buick 'c.nther Parry, when It
was four.ded and v.hy: tIuey P. Nevron and Bobby Seale, Founders.
The rules of the part, andtle1o0 Point Progzam were also discussed.

The, stuerts, wlh% ,ere all third-vorldad, -s.rc full of questions bt
still knowledgeable about the Blacit Panther Party and its community
uI:7. D .; Su-minute "question i answer" session, stu-

dents asi ed:.

Student Quertion: WTh2t do you thin' of the politicians Wallace,
. Humphrcy. and Nixon?
Panther A'sv.er: If Crother Ediridge Cleaver. our Minist'r of

Information, doesn't get La it doesn't make any difference which of
those three candidates get in because they are all the same - pigs
who want oppression of all black peoplel

Student Question: Was the Black Panther Party founded with the
same Ideas that Frederick Douglas, Narriet Tubman, and Marcus
Garvey had.

Panther Answer: Yes and no. Douglas, Tubman, Garvey, and Huey
P. Newton all had the desire to be free. But the Panther Party was
mainly founded to decrease and eventually end the police brutality
in the black community.

Student Question: I sawa picture wltha lady and her baby In it and the
baby was carrying a gun. Whit was that for?

Panther Answer: The name of that picture is 'Hope". The mother
represents one generation of freedom fighters. When this genera-
tion has either died or is killed, then this mother's child and all
the other reFresented in that child's generation will be educated
politically and militarily to pick up the gun; freeing the oppressed
people of the world.

Student Question: Do Panthers carry guns? Whcre do they get their
guns from? Do Jr. Panthers learn to shoot guns, too? 0

Panther Answer: Walt. The gun is a tool. A gun has never killed
anyone. It is the person behind the gun that does the killing. The gun
is merely a political tool for defense and the liberation of the
black people. We can never let the gun rule us. We must rule the
gun.
No, Panthers do not carry their guns all the time and Jr. Panthers
get the same t :a -crr) other Panther. We buy our guns.

Principal
asked: Do you belf-ve what the news media has said pertaining to the

Black Pander I**
Panther Answer: No. ihe v&hite racist prcts has distorted all factual

news about the Panthers ever since the Panthers organized. They
have attempted to present the public with the tmave of Panthers as
a bunch of leather-wearing, gun carrying hoodlums that are out to
kill all the pig force and whte people within urban areas.

Question: Are Panthers proud of what they are doing.
Answer: Right On. Politically Black and Prouil

The Black Panther members received an enthusiastic response
from the young black students. Representing the Slack Panther
Party were sisters Valerie Bowan and Eunice Wallace, along with
Pandahr Brother Gexrge Black - all of the San Francisco Chapter.
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UNITED STAT*§VERNMfENT

Memorandum
TO :{DIRUcTOR, FBI (oo-448006) DATE: 1/3/69

FROM / 9, BUFFAIP (157-503) (-*)

SUBJECT:1 CllELI.lE roG'fAt4
I1M41K NJATIO!AIT . HATE sOUP.

(VISUAL AID")

Re 93ureau a!tril, 12/6/6P.

The Iuffalo Office han no ava.1 laile at;aJe
al.-nor :*e linca reque.:M1'rl i;n rerereiced airte .

The !uveau iav be Jntereoted in o.;taining a
copy of a film which wa, produced by the Los Angeles,
California, Fire Department, a copy of which I now
poacenced by the Buffalo, New York, Fire Department
as a training vid. Thi. fimn was revJewed by the Bur-
falo Orflr in the lattei part of December, 1968, and
hez 'een vetu ied to the ruff'alo Fire Department. Th.rn
film,, hJ b 'Iiru01 for aPrrox.*riate1:' 30m mJuterS , 1 0 ;* 4
.,Ior fil unentit1led "PirefIghtinC Duelng Rilots,"
comp1,Ia3nlIng it iS a cound narration. It highlihts t'e :
pro.le~ic faced by the Lou AiI-;eles Fire I)epartment detinG
the riot which took place in the Watts area Ccveval years
ago, which included attacks on the firemen traveling to
ard f*omi fi-en, ;hc-0h i 'i'e.' n:ewe touched o"f during the
rlot, at& well a i .pi.n; and other acaults o" the i re-
men at thn ierne during those fire. Part of '.h film
Ir devoted to the effortr of the Lot: Anceles lir 1Dopart-

ment to coue wi. th thevr p -o .. 0,

.t . suprested that nuch a rilm I-oul.- of
3 value to the Bureau, not only for 1ec'ture purpor'e to

Agent.ui;ut in police training clasocs, It in L*ieved
that the Bureau could a -tan a cop of this t:1m tvouf-h
the Los Ai -eler Office.O

But-cau (IrI)
-. urfalo0

:mk , **..

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on tbe Payroll Savings Plan
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D .9ZP ctor L (1048008)' t f ''
-T4

r COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE -

(VISUAL AWS) ; t <'

0" Reurlet 1-3-69.

The Bureau appreciates your suggestion, however,
it is noted that the Bureau has already reviewed the fila,
"Firefighting During Riots." The Bureau purchased a copy
of the film for training purposes. Buffalo should be alert
for further material of visual aid interest.

TJD:rel/hs .. ' : .
(41) *

NOTE: .** :

In response to a request for visual aids* Buffalo
suggested obtaining a copy of the above film which was pre-a
pared by the Los Angeles Fire Department..
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UNITED STATE RNMENT

Memorandum
TO : DETOR, FBI

AC, SAN FRANCISCO (157-601)

.0

DATE: 12/31/68

I.
SUBJECT: COUNlTERINTELLIGENCE PROGP.AM

BLACY NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RM

Attached are two copies of an article appearing
in the "Oakland Post," "California's Largest Nepro-Latin
Newspaper," of 12/5/68. It represents a responsible position
on the part of the Negro element in the San Francisco Bay
area. Because it may not have come to the attention of many school
administrators, it is recommended that copies of it be mailed to
colleges and high schools in the San Francisco Pay area where
there has been some activity on the part of black students ,
seeking to gain power on the campus.

The article could be duplicated or reprints could *.
be ordered. Hailing could be anonympus although it could
be maaile" by some organization such as the "Oakland Post" (
itself, the IIAACP, or the Urban League. C -

Bureau authority iS requested to mail.

~1cA,

( 2;- Pureau (Enc. 2)(RM)
- San Francisco

APC/jr
(3)

*1' ;?
t.1..

JA

C
Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savins Plan

.il
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(Mount Cipping In Space Befow)

tALIFORNIAOS LARGEST NEGRO- LATIN NEWSPAPER

'Where there Is no vision, the people perish"- Proverb 29.18

... )THOMAS L. BERKLEY
r Editor - Publisher<

TOM NASH, General Manager ALMENA LOMAX, Assistant Editor (Indicate page. name of
ILYA ADLER, Spanish Editor BERESFORD D. WEEKES, Executive Creative Director ewspaper city .at

Page 2 Wednesday, December 4, 1968 Vol. 5 Number 31

The POST's official position is expressed only In the Editorial below. Other material on this
page and throughout the paper Is the opinion of the Irdividual writer or cartoonist and does not
necessarily reflect the opinion of The POST.

ED ITOR IAL
STim Ngro's Otions

lThe disorders that continue to question a great mass of black;
p ague San Francisco State College people who do not see the estab-'
give this. paper an opportunity td lishment of a black culture depart-
comment on the options that are ment next week at San Francisco
available to the black students an4 State as a goal sufficient to justify
their counterpart, the Negro man 0 ge to a halt. Hua-
in the streets. Without attempting drecs of the black students and
to rnake a judgment on whether or thoucl of the whites who attend
ot to support any given militant

disorder, it has become increas- o hi dcto n h aigo
Ingly clear that the Negro massesthfudainoterftreste 4 Y
are consistently taken advantage of ariotgalofherteidnz '( "

4 by the treatment given to these dis-atcle.OnhibssteywudEti:
orders by the press and by thetkeacmltydifrntcknAuhi
aggressiveness of black and while vifotn h dunsrto dtt

militants, as they pursue what they mtes cnenn h-eolsTte
siy are legitimate goals. What iscurclm

c~grindinottheleollemeteogoalalt. Hhe

f~rstticollegeeregart the dottrmined
ofytheir educationaandnthenlayingho

most deep-seotndaprecepsfotheirifutureiastthe
deocac I tatth atsof aramontigalsif teir ttencn
pary n xeciinghi rghs u t collee. O thisbasittheywoul
totakeiatoompletely differentltackmin

Therefrontingrohemadministration on
studemtttersecdncerningFrancisco

State CotllegThereae oably the

les tah inivdala0n of the el1~~
most de- senutted preceptsF o L-

of te stiker. Thre I witout ~ b~ ydstorsl~
ENCLOSTitle:

___________rs



21.

SIt is not inconsistent that a black life is not a bed of roses and that
s jdnt-r.ight decide that a black-there Is a necessity-at--this point
c rriculum* is not the all-important for changes to be made in the race
Ing In his development. Many relations of this country. In sober
Negroes know that a diligent and Judgment, however, they realize
concerned black student who wishes that Rome was not built in a day
to get educated as to his cultural and that only by the constant long-
heritage and wants to explore the term battling with just and under-
history of the black man's contri- standable demands will the ultimate
bujion to the world, may do so on triumph of total race equality be
his own time outside of school realized' in this country. Theap
hotrs, or may, if he wishes, enroll students, exercising reasoned
ini culture' nd history cla3sss judgment, will, in the final

on Negro history in any number ofaanalysis, be the ones who make th
colleges and junior colleges that greatest contribution to the well-
now are giving these courses. To being of this country and to their
get an excellent review of Negro? race.
history one needs only at this point Many students not participating
to read a series of articles that in the destructive rioting thatare appearing in Life Magazine plagues many school campuses dis-which, in detail, present to Life's agree with the action of the mili-millions of readers, among which tants but are tolerant in taking
may well be any Negro who chooses the position that 'to each his
toi buy the magazine, in-depth own.' They do not see the justi-
pitorial and editorial representa- fication of their moving to stop
tion of the Negro in America. the ridlitant activity. The tragedy

Young black students all over of this line of reasoning' is thatare beginning to question the goals those leadirg the riots on the caM-of militant black students on our pus do not reciprocate in thJlir
campuses. In close confronta- judgment nor do they attempt I totion with these militant leaders, see that in their protest theyblack students conscientiously at- conduct themselves in a way thattempting to get at the bottom of will not steal valuable hours and
the announced goals of the teaching from those students who
militants, are not satisfied with the, wish to attend classes and to pur-
answers to the questions that they suo their education as is their right
receive from these, their contem- to do.
porariesn^I.-----dL&

iDceLUI o zi is iauiity juUaLIIea,

MAJORITY AFTER AN EDUCATION tnere is sounn jusitimati WA uie

The majority of the black use of all the force necessary to
stu-ents in universities and col- allow the cainptiscs of this cou ry
leges are there to get an educaition,tudentsufnhoinothat their
to lay a foundation for their cludes ahoecise tedutin
ca ers, to meet and converse with
of r students and with faculty may have the right to do so. The
members who have the ability toquestion of what Is excessive force,
articulate and pass on to them an whether the polie over-react
informed point of view which may or not, what is justifiable st-ident
be of great value in the years resistance, are all lost In the
ahead. Most-of these positivelyInecessary immediaeies aid udg-
oriented students understand t sat m etowf men chargd-ith the

responsibility of ruaa ning the

I,

U.

I

I
p.

,.I.

5.
I.

.~ :~~*
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4Auniversitiesattempting to do what It Is clear to this newspaper, as
they seA. any given 'ime is we reflect .upon the1til athletic
necessary to do in order to keeP picture, that the Negro athletes at
the campuses in order. San Jose need direction and

guidance. They, like many persons,
ERRORS IN JUDGMENT * have misread history. They mustunderstand that there Is no f

All men are subject to error In lunchrstndorder there succesfre
judgment, and young college mill- lunch. - In order to be successfJ

tdmts arend younptionlege mbrei and to gain the support of men oftqnts are no exception. The more go uget tI is ee-they push and the greater their good judgment, it is first neces-*
demands, the greater their chance sary for their goals to be justified
for error. As the pendulum of and their means of obtaining them
demand swings, it often moves too understandablenractcal and
far to the left or right. In observing proper.
the athletes' demands at San Jose
State college, one Is forced to
wonder at their soundness and
judgment. Two weeks ago the foot-
ball players decided not to play
against the Sun Devils of ArizorA.
At the last minute they agreed
to do so and suffered a defeat ;of
over 50 points. Last week they re-
fused to play against Brigham
'bung university in Utah and the
uhite athletes, without their help,
ion the game while they sat in the
stands and looked on. Now the con-
frontation has spread to the point
where all black athletes may very
well lose their grants and aid and
leave San Jose State as a major
college without Negro athletic par-
ticipation.

Thousands of Negro athletes
participate in athletic programs
throughout the United States
and hundreds of thousands of young
bl;jh school students look to them
as examples of the ultimate oppor-

ity -to participate in athletics on
ae college level and possibly later
come professional athletes gain-

Ing fame and fortune, td say nothing
of later entering the coaching
professions. These young athletics
must wonder what.1sJbe reasoning
behind the activity of the athletes
at San Jose State.

S. .4 ta a 
% 6r

I'



ROUTE INE 1LOPE
SAC,-Ban Francisco (157-601) 1/9/69

irector, 1, (100-448006) -

COUNTFRINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - BATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(OAKLAND POST)

Reurlet 12/31/68.

Authority in granted to anonymously mail copies
of the editorial from the "Oakland Post," enclosed with
relet, to appropriate schools in the San Francisco area.

The article should be duplicated on unwatermarked
stationary with all Bureau marking removed and mailed in
commercially purchased envelopes, to protect the Bureau's
interest. Advise of any results of this mailing.

TJD:Jms /'

(5)

NOTE:

The editorial in the "Oakland Post" California's
largest Negro newspaper, condemns extremist and militant Negro
students who have disrupted the educational processes by their
actions at San Francisco State College. It stresses the
irresponsibility of denying an education to many Negro
students by the few who demonstrate and puts the newspaper
squarely behind college administrators who use all necessary
force to stop disruptions to classes. Mailing this editorial
anonymously to other college administrators would protect the
Bureau's interest and might suggest to them there is support
in the Negro community for standing firm against these
agitators,

tcj t~X

* -)
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M 157-272

authorities on a warrant charging him with arson which
cha ge resulted from an October, 1968 lumber yard fire.
I" and four others were Identified as the individuals
responsible for this fire which resulted in a loss inexcess of $500,000.

Nfone of the known members of the BPP in Omaba Offtice
considered to have a propensity for violence, however,

because of his involvement in the lumber yard
re ni a ones, Iowa, should be considered as having

a propensity for violence. As pointed out previously, he
to ctrrerntly 'boing sought by local authorities on an arson
harge and to date has not been located in the Des Moines 4

area.

K? During the past three months no counterintelligence
'operations have been proposed by the Omaha Division and no

I counterintelligence operations have been effected during this
period. Mainly due to the inactivity of the BPP groups in

2



M 157-272

Omaha and Des Moines, it is anticipated that within the
near future and otber leaders of the BPP in Omaha
and Des Moin a well as the organizations they represent

Sight be the targets for counterintelligence action,
' however, it is not felt that such action can be taken

until more is know of the activities in which these
groups may be involved.

This matter will be closely followed by Omaha
and any future suggestions for counterintelligence actio
against the OPP will be submitted by separate letter.

I
Mob-~N *
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FBI

Date: 1/10/69

Transmit t following in

AIRTEL
Via

Type in plaintest or codel

I

I
I

(Priority)
-0-------------------------I TOy: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) ,,

T FROM: SAC, DETROIT (157-3214).

SUBJECT:( (OUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(VISUAL AIDS)

Re Detroit airtel to Bureau, dated 1/6/69,1

Enclos d for the nureanu are seven nhontrrratnhc
obtained from
Michigan. The enclSpTOMW grapfratfe n3r" Tx'Tu", yet
were all that were available.

Detroit will also attempt to obtain more
photographs from "The Detroit News", Detroit, and will
submit to Bureau when obtained,

(3- Bureau (Enc.
2 - Detroit
DML/cmt
( 5) t - ( 0to

4(ct24

I .3

4,

'Cr

/v_il

Sent M Per

a-
* a

C)
9..

'I'.,

1

,1'J>RM

Special Agent in Charge

.......... m...mmw

Va, I App;ov,6d:
t)*t , , -



FBI

Date: 1/6/69

Transmit the following in

Via

(Type in plainteu* or code)

A RTEL
*1
I

(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

, : SAC, OARA (157-272) (P)

CT:ZOUNTER INTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(BLACK PANTHER PARTY)

9/-

Re Bureau airtel to Albany, 3/4/68; Bureau letter
to Baltimore, 11/25/68; and 0-1 form, 1/3/69.

On receipt of referenced letter to Baltimore contain-
ing instructions that a biweekly letter be submitted under
captioned program, Omaha, apparently in error, assumed that
this biweekly letter would replace the quarterly letter
requested in referenced airtel.

Quarterly letter due 12/1/68 will be submitted to
reach the Bureau on or before 1/10/69.

9'
(ill Bureau Af\
2 - Omaha
GDW:erb
(5)

X RUX-6
,~.~/

"9

ppr

0'

I 1S 1. * f I e':I

pl l Agent in Charge
Sent - M Per

SW -

C
96;:

i? I

V*

-iam .

I

; I



F BI

Date: 1/8/69

Transmit the oliowing in

Via IRTEL

(Type in painted or code)

AIRMAIL
)f-.iw

(---------------------------------------------

TO:

FROM:

RE:

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

SAC, ST. LOUIS (157-5810) PC)
COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

Re St. Louis let to Bureau, 9/6/68.

The following information is submitted regarding
racial intelligence in this Division:

1) Operations Under Consideration.

The Black Liberators have recently been involved in
two attacks against Black people

threee B ac L erators were su sequ ni y rres e y In
connection with t ** /69, the business firm of a
Black capitalist, - was fire-bombed, in all
probability by the : ack 1 rators.

St. Louis is presently considering the best way to
exploit and publicize the above in a counter-intelligence
activity.

2) Operations Being Effected.

There are no current

3) Tangible Results

Two counter-intellige
this Division since the date o
both met with success.

proved: Sent 
Specla ent in Charge

operations being effected.

ence operations were effected in
f referenced communication and

In,

_ M Per

C .0

I' 1'(1
'I
V

I

"cJ
1)1

C

-46, (How. ;'-d2-64)



L: #157-5818

In November, 1968, 200 flyers were anonymously mailed
to various Black leaders and organizations locally which praised
Zulu 1200's and criticized the Black Liberators. Informants
and sources subsequently advised that the flyers and the resulting
publicity in the local newspapers were responsible for all but
eliminating the previous good will that existed between the two
groups. It also hurt white liberal support of the Black Liberator

Later in November a lette as sent t
purported y from some

-_0-S L -n "a'ungton Universi V. It praised him and
ctd azed a and
"rii -FandMn". te er yha an adverse

e ect on the relations between SDS and the Black Liberators.
It is also possible that the letter germinated a seed of distrust
in the friendship of ow n

4) Developments of Counterintelligence Interest.

Since the date of referenced communication, the Zulu
1200's have become almost dormant; the Black Liberators are
recruiting younger and younger members to bolster their sagging
membership. Conversely, the Association of Black Collegians
(ABC), flushed with its relative success during its December
sit-in at Washington University, seems to be increasing both its
influence and membership. However, this group seems to be
legitimately interested in racial pride and community betterment,
and not as concerned with adopting a "militant" posture.

ACTION, a local dissident groupof CORE, is apparently
drawing a close to the Black Liberators. One of the Black
Liberat 'favorite meeting place is the residence o

St. Louis is attempting to formulate a plan which would
frustrate any strong degree of cooperation between ACTION and
the Black Liberators.

2*
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GSA PPMR (40 CFO) t*1.1 .

UNITED STATE RNMENT

Memorandum
TO :

FROu ,'

SUBJECT:

- DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

f)

DATE:

SAC, NEWARK (100-49654)

1/13/69

.1
COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - KATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE (BPP)

Re Newark letter 12/30/68.

During the past two weeks, no counterintelligence
measures were aimed against the BPP.

No accomplishments were obtained during previous
two-week period under captioned program.

/ %,

oftEIk
573

V: JAN )S;Pr"

'2 - Bureau (RU)
1 - Newark
AGO:aas
(3)

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan

*s *

*~ ?I\
/
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Mr. DeL',ach
Mr.'MohT

-P GEMr.NiT-h1p- C
Mr. C P otp' -"

M. DICO 1-4d
Mr. Conad
Sir. Ros't..

WA- m1.d m1 10 69 CN0 IM ~ r. Coal.

FROM SAN,6 1EGO 14192 CODE

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM -TaBLACK NATIONALIST HATE GROUPS.

0 RACIAL INTELLIGENCE.

TKENNY DENMON, SUBJECT BUFILE ONE FIVE SEVEN NINE EIGHT

TWO FI E, THROWN OUT BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP). PRESENTLY

CURRENT ARTICLE LOCAL NEWSPAPER SHOUS SCHEDULED DIALOGUE

F WESTERN UNIVERSITY, SAN DIEGO, ON JANUARY ONE

SIX IN WHICH DENMON SCHEDULED TO BE SPEAKER REPRESENTING BPP

SeDEPNIacE

TOFE THWOLDTCAUSEKFURTTERRSPLITYENMOSASSOCIATN

WIRTH ARTICAGGRAVAESPENPLER SHIPSADEIGE

CASSISTNERN UNERAIZI SN DE00ON JNURYON

SIX I WHIC DENMN SCHEDULED BESMr.KRMohr.SENT....P
Mr0Bahp0
MrAass.

.*7 
4L

4 ~..

-. 0mom -, -2.

END PAGE ONEU
4- -6 JA~~1969
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NOT FELT EITHER ABOVE ACTIVITIES IN ANY WAY JEOPARDIZE

SECURITY OF INFORMANTS

END

*WA ACK A PLS

VXC FBI WASH DC

*1*

* CcR. TRADING
-ROOM 836 9&D



.771...71.7777
4January L** &s-s

'a1  I wir. .Co. as=a

1-r. Neuann
1*r.DeakLn

lot SAC& San Diego (100-14192)

Fros Director, FB 100- 006)

LKmNATIONALIST *HATEGROUP

* . '.My .

RACIAL INTLI=C
(xVun usmsO)

Reurtel 1/10/69.

Inds re neither informant takes any action that at
op d his position and advise of results.

... TM:- ekV~$ j_ _

: Demon was recently thrown out of the BPP, the - hg

extremely violent black nationalist organization. local * - '

newspaper hows Derioto speak as representative of BP-
o 1116/6 at Westerm.University, San Diego, California.

is responathe
-- oror e in BPfP s previously reported by sources.

ts logical in view of recent expenses incurred by Deo. m
anDietof s theseactivities will in no way jeopardisCw -anDigofd t-s *:IiE.. -- ..- :5 1.w -- the security f do

61AN 2 1 C. __lg'J
_ _ an . i . o

... _.I rr - - - - - Didit C
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UNITED STATES RNMENT

Memorandum
DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) DATE: 1/

SAC, SAN TRANCISCO (157-601)

SUJECr: COINTEL PRO
Black Nationalist - Hate Groups
Black Panther Party

On Friday, January 10, 1969, a Brinks Arm
was held up in Berkeley and a guard murdered. A su

en 'd The get-away car was found to be regi
., of San Francisco. Through liaison

ey oce De artment, ' e was able to
the police that and were members
Black Panther Pa y, bei ution manager
Party newspaper. The press then carried accounts t
Black Panther Party was suspected of being implicat
This once again gave the public the impression that
Black Panther Party was connected with a crime of v
a reputation which is presently costing the Black P
Party considerable community support.

The San Francisco Office has no specific
under development at this time.

REC 54

3 1

(2)-. Bureau (RM)
2 - San Francisco
WSC:jb

.61JAN 2 J3, saving Bonds Reularl on the Payroll Savings Plan
-Sele*ISS 7@

13/69

nored car
spect was
stered to
with the
advise
of the
of the

hat the
ed.
the
violence,
anther

project
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UITED STATESW ~NMENT* 7'

Memorandum
TO : DIRECTOR, FB3I (100-448006) DATE: 1/13/69

% S 01MITA (157-~272) (P)I

:su'8JECco CmurptINTELLICE1CIEPROGRtAM
P!LACY NATIONALIST - JIM.TI OtOlIMS

1?ACI AL I NTJELI(EfCE 4
(BLACK PANTHER PARTY)

RE: Omaha letter to Bureaut 12/30/68;

The Dinrnk Panther J'orty Ch'pter In Omrh-i r'ontinties to
be 1n'ctivc and no regu'lar ncetings rof this grronp lvmve b"'*n
beld In rreent rnths. The crnup in Des ffoine3, Tn-n, enntjin

* to op',rntu, as rP loose-knit orranizat~on. However, in re"'?nt
weeiv no information ha'; brep received regarding t; t activItici

Until Informuwtion Is received that the Oimaha and Des
1 Mo~ncs chnrters of the M~ack panther party have become more

active -ind miore inform-ation concerning the activities of thrnn} ciptern is asce~rtnincd, It iq not felt that Intel?4 . nt
rcommendationpr ran be tridr concernirng counterinte'l'genr'e

vnons~rn n Pied nt rcrl'nu thoy Black Panther Pdolrty.

- *~~'.This matter will continue to be closehsl followed and
- - Ii

'I
any suggestions for comitcrintelligenco activities at a future
date against the Black Panther Party or Its leadership will
be subrlitt?rI by separate letter.

Ice

!60.

9.

4 1' ~**

REC 1 * I-I-. C)
'1C. a

'I ~
(,fBureau (JIM)
2 Omaha A

* GO :PJC ~.9

* ~(4) iJ~I L Bu~ U.S. Saving: Bond: Regularly on Mhe Payroll Saving, Plan



RACv pOmhi

* '.ROrvrn T

1uol daco* older)
a(1157-272) J n~v30, 1969

fIrect or. "B! (100-44W')Q'l)
.. I EC. 21

COUTrUVR 'TELLIGENCY PROG!"AM
nlIACV ATIM'AL1SST .hAr r n)ttps
DIACJAL IFTELLICErCT

BLACKK 1PA? 1IC-11PARTY)

Reurlt lt-flq)one Pietanletter to t'nltoore

The renii~jre~,p't art forth in r TV'rene. t-rni
letter that yoir office n-tbyift a bivoekty 1ftt4'r Yivndim

ri~rtlonrd Ipro-vrn!I Vernttoq lei effect.

I W. qger
(7)

IlTE?

Owahtt advises in its letter of l..l3urMfl!tlint "nr
recommendations concerriin' cnptioned projr~v, will NP~
GUI;,itted lintil such time ans more Informaion t~v recpive4
concerning! the activtien or the [fack Ianthwr Tnrty In
Omawha and Des oineae. Omaha Is being inatvi'ctcd to continue
suI'mitti, the biweekly letter under captioned rnran.

/- 'fx.

A 0-el.--
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
To 4 DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) DATE: 1/13/69

SAC, INDIANAPOLIS (157-761)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE (BLACK PANTHER PARTY)

Re IP letter to Bureau 12/30/68.

I,

£ 41)?

or the
Black PantheraParty ,0 za , * ,Awnn arrested
on 12/29/68 by the IPD for violation of the 1935 Federal Firearms
Act and for uttering a forged instrument. On 12/30/68

: s-trial was continued intilEnhruary 1969.

I

. ........

I
.-~b: f

***~'~*%*** 2

I.t

SUBJECT:

I

f

I

'2 - Uureau (RM) * .
1 - ndianapolis REC 49 ,0v)
LLG LW4 /Img

I



indicate a friction beginiY to exist in e BPJP in Indiana s, well as with other groul
in Indianapolis The ma be resigning
soon, and advise thagan pe-as-tobrd inw
doing all the talking an appears to be running P in
Indianapolis. The BPP in Indianapolis also continues to suffer
from a lack of funds, and all attempts to use sources in BPP to
increase dissention are being utilized.

2
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UNITED STATrE(jERNMENT

Memoraidum
TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) DATE: 116

mom CHICAGO (157-2209)

SUBJECT COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS

I RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(BLACK PANTHER PARTY) (BPP)

Re Bureau letter, 1/6/69; Chicago letter, 12/16/68;
and Chicago airtel and LHM, 1/7/69.

The first two of the above communications were
captioned as above, the latter under the BPP capttion.

In the Chicago letter of December 16, 1068, a
suggestion was made that an anonymous mailing b><e sent JEFF
FORT, leader of the Blackstone Rangers, advisinVg of BPP efforts
to discredit him, and in effect to "take over" the Rangers. As
events have subsequently developed, as set forth in referenced
Chicago airtel and LIIM, the Rangers and the BPP have not only
not been able to form any alliance, but enmity trad distrust have
arisen, to the point where each have been orderneds to stay out of
the others territory. The BPP has since decided to conduct no
activity or attempt to do any recruiting in Ranger territory.

It appears therefore that the letter a.s originally
intended at this point would serve no useful purpose. The end
in view appears to have been very quickly arrivedts at, in great
measure by virtue of the inherent inability of tw<o such vobtile
and power conscious groups to derogate any of their status or
assumed authority to the other.

From information recently received, it appears, however,
that the BPP has not entirely abandoned all hopes of utilizing
the Rangers for their own purposes. Some feellngX has been evident
that FORT may not continue indefinitely in his position of leader-

ship with the Rangers, most probably a references to various
criminal charges facing him. It is clear, howe yer, that so
long as he is in this position, any working arrangement between
the two groups will be on Ranger terms.

- Bureau (RM) REC 1-
Chicago
(1 - 157-1291) (BPP) JAN-1 6 169

JCS/vmgBA lrl otPrlSis a

(4)uy U.S. SavinSs Bondk Repudarly on the Payroll Savings: F'ian

* -.

Me-mqo

11
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Consequently, Chicago now recommends the follow ng
letter be sent FORT, handwritten, on plain paper:

"Brother Jeff:

"I've spent some time with some Panther friends on
the sest side lately and I know what's been going on. The
brothers that run the Panthers blame you for blocking their
thing and there's supposed to be a hit out for you. I'm not
a Panther, or a Ranger, just black. From what I see these
Panthers are out for themselves not black people. I think
you ought to know what their up to, I know what I'd do if I
was you. You might hear from me again."

"A black brother you don't know"-

The above mould be sent to FORT in care of the First
Presbyterian Church, 6401 South Kimbark, the widely publicized
headquarters of the Rangers.

It is believed the above may intensify the degree of
animosity between the two groups and occasion FORT to take
retaliatory action which could disrupt the BPP or lead to
reprisals against its leadership.

Consideration has been given to a similar letter
to the BPP, alleging a Ranger plot against the BPP leadership,
however, it in not felt this mould be productive, principally
since the BPP at present is not believed as violence-prone as
the Rangers, to whom violent type activity, shooting, and the
like, are second nature. There is also the possibility that
if a future contact between the two were to take place, and it
became apparent that both had received such communications,
then an outside interest would be somewhat obvious.

Chicago will take no action regarding the above,
pending Bureau authorization.

-2-
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C,.Chicago (157-2209)

Director, FBI (10 *440006) *i

C0UN TERINUTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATS GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
BLACK PANTHER PARTY

1/30/69

Reurlet 1/13/69.

Authority is granted to mail anonymous letter
to Jeff Fort, as suggested in relet, in care of the
First I'resbyterian Church, M1 South Kimbark, Chicago,
Illinois.

Utilize a comm-ercially purchased envelope for
this letter and insure that the mailing is not traced
to the source.

Advise the Bureau of any results obtained by
the above mailing.

WDU:mms

C"

(0
Co 0

-u"-

cuspff
Callah.m -

cro

VOTE:

Jeff Fort is the leader of the Blackstone
Rangers, a bl~ck extremist organization. Chicago
advises that so long as Fort continues as the leader
of theRangers, a working arrangement between the BPP
and the Rangers May be effected on Ranger terms.
Chicago has recommended the anonymous mailing of the
following letter'-in anticipation that its receipt by ,

Fort will intensify the degree of animosity existing
etween these two black extremist organizations: '

,Brother Jeff: ' ' J
meowt

*019 _ "I've spent some time with some Panther friends
on the waste Side lately and I know what's been going on.
Thebroth X-that run the Panthers blame you for blocking

NOTE CONTINUE PAGE T2W
oSleB j )f ZA CLETYPE UNIT E
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Letter to SAC, Chicago
e: COUNTERINTELLIGEICE PROGRAZI

- BLACK NATIONALIST - HATEJ GROUPS
00-448006

VOTE Col!TIIRETUD:

their thing and there's supposed to be a hit out for
you. I'm not a panther, or a Ranger, just bick. From
viwt -I see these Panthers are out for themselves not
black people. I think you ought -to know what their up
to, I know what I'd do if I was you. You might hevr from
me again."

"A black brother ycu dcn' t know"

-2-
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UNITED STA*( '-'ERNMENT
Memorandu

TO (TRECTOR, FBI1 (.lO-44so00G)

T Ou AC, CIN4CINIIATI (100-1r'171)

fisl :r 1A)' JoN? LTcT - W'Ti GT?'J'JPS
RACIAL INTEL1.TYT'E

0'n)

DATE: 1/14/69

(P4)

'4,
uk

and Biulet 1/3/69.
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UNITED STATE '* ERNMENT

Memorandum
To : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

FROM CHICAGO (167-2209)

SUBJECT: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS

C; RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(NATION OF ISLAM)

.9

DAT:1/14/9

-V
( 1

Re Chicago airtel dated 12/24/68, and Bureau
letter dated 1/6/69.

was In con act .MAentso0
ith certain aspects of the Nation of Islam (NOI).

The interview was cordial and appeared to have
an awareness of some of the economic aspect s of the
organization, He was most interested in NOI properties and
businesses such as the Salaam Restaurant, Your Supermarket,
etc. He was furnished public record material regarding
ownership of various NOI business undertakings, incorporation
data regarding Progressive Land Developers, Inc., and United
Dynamics Corporation, etc. He appeared most interested In
slanting his article towards possible exposure of NOI
involvements in non-religious matters and the effect this might
have on the Negro community and the NOI membership.

uestions were all answered, where possible,
from public source material. It was suggested, and he
concurred, that he recheck some of the older data in
various county records to be certain the data has not
changed.

as advised the interest of the FBI in the
NOI was notobe implied or - =d In any manner in
any article he might write, eadily agreed to this
and seemed totally aware of the necessity for this precaution*

dvised he had been doing some groundwork
n the NOI but of late had been unable to obtain a response

Bureau IRK)/f'
- Cbicago 

-

JRS:ft1k \

Bay U.S. avings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
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from various NOI officials. He stated be would furnish
this office with copies of. his article and of the date it is
published when and if same occurs.

Chicago following and the Bureau will be advised
of pertinent developments.

-2-
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Memorandum

o) : ECTOR, FBL (100-44800 DATE: 1/15/69

)Rra AACJACKSON (100-980) (P)

SUBJECT: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

Re Jackson letter to Bureau 11/27/68.
d.

The following is a counterintelligence measure
under consideration by Jackson Division:

I. BACKGROUND

012

--

TF/b
(6)

4g.i

Bureau (Ru)(AM)
Atlanta (RM)(AM)
Jackson
dbURalP

Buay U.S. Savings Bonds RegularlY on the Payroll anSo Plan



JN 100-980

andSecr t Inex. on the .Jackson DiLvision Agitator I

an4ecrt.I x

1?

What's going on? - just hed
last summer sold list of PAC people to oca * L T *T.
250 cash - that dude used $ to finance trip to Europe,

.1' -2-

. * *, *- *
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JN 100-980

white-chicks & all - believe it baby!

Soul Brother"

This letter would be forwarded to t anta
Division for mailing from that locality as is
from Atlanta, Ga., and SNCC headquarters has traditionally
been in the Atlanta area, all factors having a bearing on
the possible creditability of the contents of above letter.
Additionally, by mailing this letter from Atlanta, Ga., it
tends to distract attention from any local persons as the
possible preparers of the letter.

III. OBJECTIVE

The objective of th re oing anonymous letter
would be to discredit y inferring he is a
police informant; additionally, it would draw attention to
his expensive travel to abroad and possible association
with white female companions.

None of the data mentioned in letter will compro-
mise any Jackson Division informants.

IV. RECCtIIENDATION

It is recommended that the above proposal be
approved for preparation and execution by the Jackson
Division at the earliest possible date.

Info copies forwarded to Atlanta as office of
origin in SUCC and as proposed site for mailing of above
letter if Bureau approval obtained for Jackson Division to
prepare letter.

a-3-
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SACr-Jackson *(100-980Y g1

Director, FBI (10?.48006)

1-29-69 t

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST-RATE GROUPS

Reurlet 1-15-69.

Jackson is authorized to send the anonymous
letter set out in relet. Prepare same on commercially
purchased stationery, taking all necessary precautions
to insure the Bureau's interest is protected.

Division
knovs of
results

2 - Atli

. JD:s c-
(7)

NOTE:

c

The letter should be forwarded the Atlanta
n for mailing as relet suggested, unless Atlanta
I some reason to preclude this. Advise of any
received.

anta

because of a confer
lecture on guerrilla

-s -interviews, believing

*olavJ 
e

osen

E TELETYPE UNCIT
-9 - -

OAk --.O

ence they
a warfare.
g PAC iemb

a walIca Includca a
as upset about his

pwasyiglyvconfidenti 1.

NOTE CONTINUED PAGE TWO
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*00
Letter to SAC, Jackson
RE: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM

BLACK NATIONALIST-HATE GROUPS
100!748006

NOTE CONTINUED:

Jack ommends an anonymous letter be sent
n n nn o-elling e AC-ebrhj it

om an a, where CC Head-
quarters is located. The proposed letter protects our sources
and, since it is anonymous, there is no possibility of
embarrassment to the Bureau.

,*

-2-
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UNITED) STA'( J .:R.NkftNT

Memnora ndum
()

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) DATE: 1/15/69

FROM SAC, DENVER (157-199) (P)

SUBJECT: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALISTS - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE (BLACK PANTHER PARTY)

Re Denver letter of 1/2/69.

Denver is awaiting Bureau reply to above-referenced
letter setting forth a counterintelligence proposal.

(2 - Bureau (RM)
1 - Denver
FMV:imw
(3)

k4

V:c 9 / ji (G . '.J

i

I
I

I4

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
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Csoton (157-64) 1-17-09

rector, FBI (100-448006)

qOVNTERINTELLIGNCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
LACKK PANTHER PARTY)

; BUDED 1-30-69

VeDulet 12-17-08.

No later than 1-30-09 submit your comments and
recommendations concerning the contents of relet.

WDN:dgf .

(5)

NOTE:

The Black Panther Party (DPP) is holding political
education classes one evening per week at Northeastern
University, Doston, Massachusetts. In relet Boston was urged
to submit counterintelligence recommendations, the implementation
of which would alert college authorities to the presence of the
BPP on campus and acquaint them with the aims and activities of
this extremist organization. Certain material from the BPP
Vewspaper was furnished to Boston as an enclosure to relet to
assist it in this endeavor. To date, Boston has not responded
to this letter.

MAILED 6

JAN17 1969
Comm-tot

:ett' n.. ..... f* JAN 17 1969

Isle

.. *LTYP UNITED
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UNITED) S GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO :- DLCTOR, FBI (100-448006) DATE:1/16/6

MO . A, KANSAS CITY (100-12448) P*

SUBJECT: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST -
HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

Re Bureau airtel 1/7/69 with enclosure to Albany
and various offices.

The content of the enclosure, a reprint of a
November, 1968,article in # " " mn of t

r, 0%.TV- 11 previously y read ris ao
ee 100 per cent with its content andeare of the

definite opinion that responsible Negro leadership, certainly
in Kansas City, Mo., should proclaim their views(along the
same views outlined in the article) who oppose any seeding or
growth of black extremism in Kansas City, Mo. Th a
discussng this need between themselves and with

recently because of an apparent increasing mood
ly and to some extent locally to adopt and/or carry

out publicized B k E tremist views and activity elsewhere
in the country . as well as other
racial sources i e T7 7ansas Miy 17 Ision continueto state
there is no known actual forming or existence of a Black Extremist
group. However, the seeds of possible Black Extremism are
believed to be dormant in the Kansas City area in the mood of
several Negro youths.

-00Kan sasa City, Mo., very knlowledeable
nraci 'dly with the KanaC t-R

Of'

S ted the nows the aut of the article
w Ic appeared in "Ti Crisis" a plans to publish
this artic1 from reprintin at an early date
u less ther is some restriction o its republication.

14Bureau ( IRM) /
I-Kanas C ty f?--.24

B&y U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan

t
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e Bureau will be advised if this article appea{ i

Otherwise, no suggestion for counterintelligence
use of the specified article from "The Crisis" is being
offered to the Bureau at this time.

2



SAC"'Chicago (157-2209) 1/17/69

I --Fed dance olderDirector, FBI (100-448006) t

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - IATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(BLACK PANTHER PARTY)

ReBulet 1/6/69.

In order to take full advantage of the current
differences between the Blackstone Rangers and the Black.
Panther Party in Chicago, you should promptly subnit to
the Bureau for approvafI the proposed anonymous letter which
was the subject of referenced Bureau letter.

WDN:ra

In relet Chicago was instructed to submit a
proposed anonymous letter to Jeff Fort leader of the
Blackstone Rangers, which letter,would indicate that Black
Panther Party leaders were making disparaging remarks
concerning Fort and Black Panther Party -intentions to take
over the Blackstone Rangers. Chicago is being instructed
as above in view of the fact this isthe opportune time to
cause further dissension between these two black extremist
groups.

REC49 /

IAttlfU F) 217JAN 'r369
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UNITED STATE ERNMENT

Memorandum
:D RETfi, FBI (100-448006) DATE: 1/16/69

) :81C, LOS ANGELES (157-1751) (F)

JECT:COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUP
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(BLACK PANTHER PARTY)

Re Los Angeles letter to Bureau dated 1/2/69.

Counterintelligence Operations in Effect
Against the Black Panther Party (BPP)

An a ltter is e ng sent to
in which i7ifs set fourth

8a8eso a omen s in closed meetings that when ;
the armed rebellion comes the whites in the PFP will be lined
up against the wall with the rest of the whites. It is hoped
this will cause friction between the BPP and the PFP.

A three-month subscription to the "Black Panther
Newspaper" has been sent to the Black Panther Party, Box
2967, Custom House, San Francisco, California, 94126, from
a deceased Negro. In the same envelope is a $1 bill in the
preprinted envelope for the Newton-Cleaver Defense Fund
with a Los Angeles address indicating that the Los Angeles
BPP has been soliciting donations and converting to own use.
It Is hoped this will cause disruption between the BPP of
Oakland, California, and Los Angeles.

Counterintelligence Operations
Under Consideration

Referenced let ointed out that the BPP objected
to_ _use of the BPP to spread
Comor. rns3AruV The BPP is considering the
possibility of expelling rom the BPP. The Los
Angeles Office is conald gW action might be taken in
this regard to cause further disruption within the BPP.

Bureau (REGISTERED) ,j
Los ^geles ._.
(1 -- 157-1618) e

LW/lwa 2" JANZL 1 1

f]J AN?8 1868

TO

sus

. 1.
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LA 1571751

- The Los Angeles Office continues to follow arrest
o members of the BPP for violations of the Anti-Riot and
04n Control laws to determine if any of these individuals
might be prosecuted under Federal or State laws.

Accomplishments Obtained

There has been no reaction to the operations now
in effect.

2 do-2
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UNITED STATE ERNMENT
Woc1

Memora ndum
DIREcTOR, FBI (100-448006) DATE: 1/16/6

C CHICAGO (157-2209)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(BLACK PANTHER PARTY) (BPP)

Re Chicago letter, above caption 12/30/68 -S
gesting that an anonymous letter be sent
and Bureau letter, 1/13/69, requesting av m
this proposed mailing.

The letter t* would read as follows:

"Brothe
"I'm from the south side and have some Panther

friends that kn*w ynt* and 1 me whats been going. I
know those two ad that run the Panthers for a
long time and those mothers een with every black outfit
going where it looked like they was something in it for
them. The only black people they care about is t -

selves. I heard too they're sweethearts and that
has worked for the man thats why hes not in Viet am.,
Maybe thats why their just playing like real Panthers.
I hear a lot of the brothers are with you and want those
mothers out but dont know how. The Panthers need real
black men for leaders not freaks. Dont give up brother.

A black friend"

The ab uld be handwritten, on plain paper,
addressed t at his residence.

Pending Bureau reply, no action will be taken in
this matter.

12 - Bureau (RM) REC-1
- C h ic a g o 
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Letter to SAC, Chicago
Re COm..)UlITERI1lTELLIGGIIC PRGRAIl

BLACK NATIbnALIST - JIAT GROUS

100-448006

1JUT C0Ioll IUN):

long time and those rathers been with every block outfit
going where it looked like they was something in it for
them. The only black people they care about is them-
selves. I heard too they're sweetharts and that
has worked for the man thats why hes not in Viet Unnsi.
Uayb thets why their ju.-t playing like real Irinnthe'_rs.
I hoc: a lot of the brothers are with you and Ieint thcse
mothers out but don't now hou. The Panthers m!!A ral
black men for leaders not freaks. Dont give up brother.

A black friend"

-2-
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Memorandum
: JflCTOR, FBI (100-448008) 4 own6 : 1/17/69

ii PI TTSBURGR (100-15180) (P)

C NTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
CK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS

RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

Re Bulet to Pittsburgh dated 11/20/88.

Relet indicated that the article, "Aftermath
of a Riot." contained in 11/68 issue of the publication.
"Greater Pittsburgh," could best be ul
level and should be furnished to a lo
newspaper contact. It is recommended

Pittsburgh newspapers tls offce.

I x remedy acree _
and excellent results were realized f
In view of his past cooperation withI
not believed b6e will breach Bureau cc

{ The t the article w
attention of ith the suggest
desire to cons er furnishing wider c

2'- Bureau (100-448006) (RN)
2 n Pittsburgh

(4)

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the

tilized on a local
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confidence.
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rticle, either In whole or In part, In some appropriate
rticle or news story concerning the racial situation in

Pittsburgh.

No action will be taken in this matter without
Bureau authority.

*d~
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(To1l'cr or Cwr-17- 'tIf iertenristo ti~tv'.n.thn mrtt.l'o.

If 11yltuz, the CO'trt or t'hinrx ti10l'In

Iniotir,

ity ttnvlt 1," mr.:! i t n wtp IPtlt r- '-.tote
tItfilitioQ f 07 r;.1'!,Ii iti! re~gardioil' ml ''to- fairisims

C" 1017:srer (n) L

14 "'The 1'ittstta'r-h Divi~lon previoyi'sl*y svjhrjttccl an articir
wilieh nrPpeared In iv local Tt itsbiurgh nngnzille ptihlislhcd y-thec

,lrr-e -tr ' i rr'h Chnvibcr of Commrn.~ The nrtillpwtvan written by
Nil

-~~-T~ ILe rc c " '1' I 061VA.4 JIRU,
n iMR rough 'ortviolc'tice to' oppose'%d to vinlont vIconn. In relet

Plttnlurgh requested nutt'ority to bring tb Contents f th

*a daily i rge ni'wsj'npcr.I 1.sburgh orf ce tecrIt C3 If1 ad a relIan le off Ice con tnct who
hro irrcviously been ottlized In the communist rarty, USA, Coqnter-

I llixmence Program. According to 1ittsbtirgh, Uhlhita been'
0 trerit-ly discreet with i nfor 6n rind he wvill not breach 13froau
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Memorandum
TO

FROM

UBJ E

#,

*(C0 )

Director, FBI (100-448006) 11%91 1/15/69

SAC, Indianapolis (157-761) o /

CT: COUNTER INTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

Succinct summary of Black Nationalist Movement in
Indianapolis Division:

A. Nation of Islam (NOI)

The NOI has noticed an appreciable drop in total
attendance in the Indianapolis Division, with a total of about
140 to 145 persons attending meetings. Responsible for the drop
in attendance is the South Bend mosque which before had 100 to
125 persons, and which now has been having only 50 persons in
attendance.

There are seven cities in the Indianapolis Division
with temples or mosques and they are Evansville, Fort Wayne,
Muncie, Gary, Indianapolis, East Chicago and South Bend.
Evansville, East Chicago, Fort Wayne and Muncie are all struggling
with only four to six members. Muncie no longer has a place to
meet which adds to their existing struggle. Indianapolis had 27
members and Gary has about 45 members at present. The only two
mosques are #31 in South Bend and #33 in Gary, Indiana.

The NOI groups in the Indianapolis Division have not
caused or planned any violence to date, but the possibility for
such is always present. The ministers of the groups in Indiana
received their instructions from NOI headquarters in Chicago,
Illinois and adhere to the teachings of ELIJAH MUHAMMAD, their
leader.

IR~rWV R7c

Bureau (RM)
Indianapolis .Jq% 21 1969 -
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B. Radical Action Project (RAP)

RAP, also known as Black Radical Action Project (BRAP),
continues to operate in Indianapolis and are now at a ne ion,
2264 North Me Indianaa I

RPhas received several
so ro varh and civic organizations and

is presently the most financially sound group in the Indianapolis
Division. RAP has used their funds primarily to help the black
community to date by giving toys to children at Christmas, food
at Thanksgiving, and helping to pay defense attorney fees for
various Negro persons wh arrested. In addition,
their funds help to keep -th other leaders of RAP
finan I alywel-edwed-- 11.MEN

sruns an Aro-
American oo ore an Ar op, w ch is on the first floor

nirters, which is on the second floor.
of the book store. The book store also

helps to aid RAP financially.

RAP to date has operated within the framework of the
law and no violence has been attributed to them. As long as
they continue to have funds, it is felt that they do not pose a
threat of violence; however, should this change, a given incident
might change their present attitude. The size of their organi-
zation at present is approximately 20 persons at most who are
considered active.

C. Black Panther Party - Indianapolis Chapter (BPP)

The BPP is located at 113 West 30th Street,
Indianapolis, Indiana, and as of the last several months has been
the most active organization in Indianapolis. The BPP initially
had a large following when they began in about October, 1968,
but now have only about 10 to 20 persons who are active. There
has been dissention among the leaders since its inception with
the form Defefew. e leavin -the or animation. The
rese mal ,born

mentione. 0

2
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The resent i st o f De nse,

Osaa -is presently thewspokesa
bpe in Idanapospa11 appearances seems to

be taking over control, with oving Into the background.
All activities of the BPP have been followed by letter sent
every other week.

VD. Afro Afro-American Student Association (AAASA)

The.Afro, Afro-American Student Association, at
Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana, was formed during
the fi t semester of the 1968-* cademic year, with

s the organizer. rites articles for e
pectator", weekly newspaper of Indiana University, but

does not write concerning the AAASA. The organization has had
meetings but has not proposed any demonstrations or made any
demands on the university. A similar group formed in South
Bend, Indiana, also has very limited activity. They proppsed
a picket line and demonstration to be held at the UCLA vs.
Notre Dame basketball game, which was nationally televised;
however, school authorities stated that they could demonstrate
in the lobby only and not on the court where the television
cameras were or they would be arrested. The group, therefore,
did not proceed with the demonstration as they could not get in
front of the cameras which was what they wanted.

1. Operations under Consideration

Plans under consideration at this time include
continuation of interviewing the active members of the various
organizations and, in addition, to try to continue to promote
the jealousies and differences of opinion of the various groups
and Jleaders through informants and interviews.

3
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2. Operations Being Affected

Contact with. 4
as been continue* wtte purp o helping

to keep te various groups and leaders of the community
separated, thus not allowing a mass uniting of the Negro or
black community. Other operations have included encouraging
the jealousy between the BPP and the other various groups, as
the BPP was rapidly gaining popularity. The Negro community
was made aware, however, of the misuse of these funds by the
BPP through informants and other groups and, therefore, their
membership has fallen from over 200 persons to about 15 active
members which they now have.

3. Tangible Results

Despite the fact that Indianapolis has about a 25
per cent Negro population, the fact exists that the various
Negro organizations have not united to date and no major
disturbances have taken place.

4. Developments of Counterintelligence Interest

In interviewing various members of the different
organizations, successes of their competition are pointed out
in a way so that they become more jealous of their brothers in
the other black organizations. Using informants in this manner
has also helped to add to the animosity between the various
groups and has served to further help keep the groups from
uniting.

1~
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UNITED STATES LNMENT

Memo randu-m

U----..

TO :

FROM :

DIRWfR, FBI (100-448006)

SACv SiCRAIaTU(100-894)(1)

DATE: 1/17/69

CUN1*2I147 liIG IICL. I ROGRA'J
kLi&ClU.I' . I: JJE GzOUI S

He Sacramento It-ttr~r to Bitreau, 12/27/68.

Uue to the nrerJ to move immediately, it viis not
possible to obtain Bureau authority to contact Office of
Special Investigations In this matter,

2 -g no

2 - Srcramcnto
Gt 's/ Vk1 1i
(4)

1$44

F7 LI
Bu1U..,S. Savings Bonds Regularly eon the Pajrull Stiqs Plan"

SUBJECT:
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UNITED STATlE.. J .KNMENT

Memorandum
WAN*..- DIRECT0R, FBI (100-448006)

ACSEATTLE (157-721) (P)

SUR;ECr:

DATE: 1/20/69

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

Re Bureau letter to Baltimore, 11/25/68, and Seattle
letter to Bureau, 1/6/69.

In response to Bureau instructions contained in
referenced Bureau letter, the following information is
being furnished:

I. OPERATIONS UNDER CONSIDERATION

The biographical sketch of Seattle BPP member
s being prepared and consideration is being given to

rM1s ing this sket o established news media when court
action against " has been completed.

II. OPERATIONS BEING EffECTED

The results of operations outlined in Seattle letter,
January 6, 1969, have not been received and no operations have
been effected.

III. TANGIBLE RESULTS

None.
/ /~

I

IV. DEVELOPMENTS OF COUNTERINTELLIGENCE INTEREST

.By teletype dated January 18, 1969, entitled "BPP,
M - BPP", he reau s advised of the arrest of Seattle

BPP member nd two other suspected Panther members
arme ro ery charge. This is the third arrest for
-ithin the past 30 days and he i * ai l

under $10,000 bail as a result of the arresttMylete details of this arrest have been urn in *in
attle teletype January 18,1969.

The next biweekly letter will be submitted Februa y

2 - Bureau (REG)
2 - Seattle. AN P
WHW:cmh / JAN EE 6
(4)3 1I

.61JAN3o199S
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Date: 1/16/69

nsmit t following in
(lType in plain test or code)

AIRTEL__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

(Priority or Method of Miolling)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

IRONs SAC, NWARK (1oo-49654) (P)

SUBJECT: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST -. RATZ GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE.
(VISUAL AIDS)

Re Newark airtel 1/7/69.

Enclosed for the Bureau is a copy of the only
photograph available of weapons confiscated by the Jersey
City, N.J., Police Depa tm n AInc nnection with the arrest
on 12/5/68 of Captain , Jerse Cit BLACK PANT

(PARTY BPP Leder and wo PP associatesand

S *i * *t sh ah s received on 1/9/69, from
Jersey City# N.J., Police

/1.

3-Bureau (Inc. )Sig
1-Newark REC- 24
AGO:jes

(4)7

/KJ

,.Approvef. 1:1r
~ ~) JA ,~.' iW~Agent in Charge

7.9J A1. ' 1I ,W -

Sent m

* ..d

Tra

Via

Per

FBI

.. J ,

12 JAN 17
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UNITED STATES - - RNMENT

Memorandum

FROM

V 7
SUBJECT

.4,

U

;.

IA

: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) DATE: 1/21/69

SAC, TAMPA (157-3213)(P)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

ReTPlet, 12/20/68.

140pa, a--,padvised that the program
"WILD GRAPES" is to be shown on WFLA-TV at 9:30 p.m. on
Thursday, 2/6/69. This will be a one-half hour program.

The program will receive abundant promotion prior
to 2/6/69.

The taping date has a deadline of 2/3/69 which
would preclude the obtal n of the film prior to the
showing date, advised that the film will
be available for ional revue and possible copying
after 2/6/69.

Close liaison is being maintained with
:nd the Bureau will be advised of pertinent

- Bureau (RMf)
2 - Tampa

(1-100-1200)
JEll/mw

(4)A

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Reulary on the Payroll Savings Plan

. '~)
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UNITED STATES '.NMENT

Memorandum
TO : OR FBI (1.;oo148006)

FRo0ZON AC, HOUSTON (157-1210)

SUBJECT: COUNTER ITlTELTGE!1CE PROGRU-1
BLACK IIAT101!ALI ST-HATF GROUPOP
RACIAL IFTELLIGENCE

For the information
. issue of the "Forward Times",

Hounton, Texas, carried a two
narrative and numerous photog

. event which was held by Hovatc
grapicr for the "Forwv'rd TimeE
photograph and prepare this a:
the HO] flinister at I!ourLon.

DATE: 1/20/69 ""

14

of the Bureau, the 1/18/69
leading Negro newspaper,
page article including
raphs relative to a nociml
on NOI Mosque flo ho. The photo-
s" newspaper was authorized to-
rticle by RAY10TU) 5% WATITIGTON,

It is felt that this is an opportunity to conduct I
a counter-intelligence move against the NOI and the following
proposal is being made:

It is proposed thr'.t a communication be directed
from Ifew Or]eans to th" 1OJ headquarters in Chicago incor-
porating this two page article and noting with alarm that
this was allowed to t.ke place with the permission of RAYTIOND
WATLITIGTOI because of the possible rcporcuzsions which can
occur by the publicity. It is noted that there were people
in attendance at this event from Dallas, ;san Antonlo and
Hew Orleans Divisions as well as Houston. The following cover
letter for the article i ;suggested:

"Dear Sir

.) "I have alwar.ys been extremely interested in the
SIlJOT movement but have recently attended a social function

of the Houston 1101 and was surprised by the fact that during
the social activity a nows photographer was allowed in the
Houston Mosque to take photographs of all the persons in
attendance. I for one was astounded and even though I tried

j to keep away from tie photographer, I am not sure but what
h *..1,o got my photofArh. I feel that Minister WATLI1(TON4

Sy I -many of us in a e barrassing situation by this ill
. ( 'I - 901, DREC- 24I-4Bureau (Enc-Z4 d I.C 24

Chicago (Enc- J fo (R4)
- New Orleans (Ene-)' (Info) (RM) JAN 2 1969

1 -iHouston
DC/sim
(5)*

.1
I'
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planned move and needless to say I will not attend any NOI
f rnctions in Houston any more. The article which appeared "w-
in the Houston newspaper is attached for your information

For the information of the Bureau, New Orleans and
Chicago, copy of newspaper article is attached.

Bureau is requested to advise if the proposed
counter-intelligence move is approved and if so, Chicago should
furnish logical name and address to whom this should be
furnished at national headquarters.
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SiTi kiish AssigDnment urns arm
b DDIEWATSONStafphotog- Two men in black suits opened,"
br t;* the Mosque door for me and an the(4 .t inside I met my contact.I was ex. h

HEN I accepted the assign- pecting somebody to stop and
i at from the Managing Editor search me, but that did not hap.
anC olfl a ticket to a banquet, Pm.
my first thought was of a good Minister Raymond X, MY can-
meal. After noticing where andby tact, shook hands and invited me

. whom the banquet was being giv. Inside the banquet room. I asked
eno I thought I had bettergohome when the major speech wouldbe-,
and teal * . gin and was told it had been giv.

You see, my ticket was for a O U.
Muslim banquet at the Houston RAYMOND X carr Ie4 me dI
Mosque! rectly to the guest speaker and

I was assured by my Ilanag- had him to stop eating and-pose
Ing Editor, Varee Shields that for a photograph. The minister *
the ticket was to get me and my told me It was all right to take a
camera into Mosque 045 an Polk picture of any kind that I wanted

.* Avenue. I started to take my old to and that he would help me
camera on this assignment be- Identify them.
cause I had heard so much you- Minister Raymond X also told
know-what about the Muslims. I me he would show me how the
thought about what I had read men were honoring the wobanq HeI about the Houston Muslims kick- said that the men were all work.
Ing the while press out ofa, meet- Ing In and around thebaqe..

" Ing not too long ago. room, and that all the women
After letting the FTimes office had to do was sit and the mena

staff know where I was going would serve them.
Started getting all kinds of ad. All the Muslim women there
-jia e. Some said there would be no wore long dresses andsomething
meat served at the banquet. Some like a srart on their heads. Even
said 1 would be searched before the tI9lie girls wore something on
being allowed to enter. I was told their heads.
to keep my eyes open, but not to I tried to get a glimpse of I
ask too many questions. *he food, but the serving had just

ILI went home and told mylovely started and I could not see any-

** wife that I was going to attend a thing but some black roll-type e
~' banquet and would have my din- bread.

ner there. She was elatedbecause i ask-ed Raymtond X iflI could
she would not have to cook. go and see where the food was

I looked at the ticket and noted being prepared. I was carried.
that the banquet started at 6:00 upstairs and got a good look atPp.m. and wondered why Iwas told the food. I did not recognize any

/' ~' ' ' to be there between 68:30 p.m. port,
', I left home in plenty of time to I talked my way from table to

#1 . be there at 8:00p.m., but Idrove table and answered questions
* slowly to kill as much time as such as: What newspaper did

ii . . possible. * I represent? What I woulddowith -

T' ,. , When I finally arrived, I was the photos? Everybody said, "*Yes
met by a mnnn who showed me sir" and "No sir." The Muslim.

F- £ where to park. I got my camera sect is very courteous andpolte,
and park, put extra film in my even to members of their own

* £ pocket, got m) pad and locked group.
my car. Asu$ reached the door AFTER WALKING around and

J-9-oque, I discovered that taking pictures here and there, I
5had forgotten a pencil. Blut the was ready to eat. The men and.
fnn who had helped me park gave women smiled, but wore involved

.ohis pen with the compliments in little conversation at this point.~ *.S * j the Mstlims. The man had . I went upstairs alone and told .
- ~ n very alre-every reply as one of the white-coated waters''

v beaegges sir," "No StrjJ=..=* that I wanted to eat. I was asked.

____ I- El C'L 0 SUdRE 7
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6my choicebetweenabeef or turkey,. yh
I1 had roast beef, two vegetables oa
and one black roll. I was offered mk
coffee, but declined graciously. At
I had apple pie with breaded crust acin

! 0 r f* or desert. I enjoyed every bit of m n
the food. I a

After eating, I went downstairs woe
for more photos. Everyone was .

very kind and courteous. rky omyd
A band from San Antonio was woi

there and playing. There was noMke
dancing, But from the expresaiul. A
ilonst on faces In the audicare, my u

-fver)dy enjoyed the music,V m a
Iking as they didso.
JUST THEN Raymond X asked I

me i everything was all right. I
assured him It was and that I
would like some pictures of the
women. o said he would send
J uo tm and in he ealway for
photos. In the hallway was a
small table set buffet-style with
he usual things--potatohips,po-

P &lives, crackers, devils eggs.The
only drink I noticed was water
and coffees.

The honored women came outude
Into the hall and I was told love.
ty Beverly X Was their chief ta
Houston. I found out that here
were three women chiets-

they're called Captais*-
from other cities present. t

As I arranged the women for

4-piHourston.Ifoundsoutimthatstr .

were Tree wmen cieos-

AAf

thm.

AM."- -ptm.a

* ~gduled-

*- -- * ** *oI- started packing mye@quip-.4
. . ~ment and there stood Miniser
* IRaymo X asking if I hdea.

. joyedmyself.

a, a manwalk.ed up behind And behold, there was a man I
nd whispered In my ear that a black, sUIt walkIng with me.$

a sn for me to touch'thir The man walled until' I.aocked
t and not to Put mybandsCOs my camera in my car trunk and 41

I thanked him and sever saw me oft, The man In theblack
backed to see who ha suit wors very kind and courteous,
the advice. He said goodltht to Me.
photousessionewasdsoonaover
se I had already taken over o-*NUM.e a It was just another

uotae to wasalmost 10,00 night, nokthi gohdgunusualb--unless ,
and the dinner was sche- touching thewron woman iS u-
to be overeat "e r that usual. w *
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A MUSLIM mother from
-. ,. 'Lake Charles, Lc. feds her
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SAC, Houston (157-1210) 1-29-09

Director, raI (100-448006) (

COUNTER INT&IG ENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST-HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(NATION OF ISLAM)

Rourlet 1-20-69.

Relet suggested an anonymous letter be sent
Notion of Islam (NOI) Headquarters in Chicago, Illinois,
complaining about a newspaper photographer taking pic-.
tures of an NO! function with the minister's permission.
The purpose of the letter would bo to embarrass the local
NO! leader.

The Bureau fools that the NOI thrives on publi-
city and this letter would not have the intended effect.
The NO! newspaper freely identities NOI members and publi-
cizes their photographs and the NOI has never advocated
secret membership.

Therefore, your suggestion is not being approved
at this time.

1 - Chicago
1 - Now Orleans

TJD:ecI
(7)

M I E 8/3 ! UN
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UNITED STATE I 'MENT

Memorandum
DIREC OR, FBI (100-448006) DATE: 1/21/69

\ LrICAGO (157-2209)

t./COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(BIACK PANTHER PARTY)

Re Bureau letters, 1/6/69 and 1/17/69 and
Chicago letter, 1/13/69.

Referenced Chicago letter of 1/13/69 submitted'
in response to Bureau letter of 1/6/69.

2 - Bureau (RM)
1 - Chicago

RiJS/vmg

(3)
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UNITED STATE@ I 'NMENT

Memorandum
TO DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM SAC9,SAN DIEGO

SUBJECT: COUNTERINTELLIG
BLACK NATIONALI
RACIAL INTELLIG

Re San Diego le
San Diego airtel to the B
San Diego 12/27/68, San D
and Bureau airtel to San

I* OPERATIONS UNDER

A request has b
to utilize in

PP member,
anonymous notification of
pregnancy, the identity o
of causing the San Diego
execute an arrest warrant

(100-448006)

(100-14192) (P)

DATE: 1/20/69

'ENCE PROGRAM
IST - HATE GROUPS
ENCE

tter to the Bureau 11/22/68,
Bureau 12/1/68, Bureau letter to
Diego teletype e Bureau 1/10/69,
Diego 1/14/69

9R CONSIDERATION

been prepared oi

s caused the pregnancy of a
request entails the
parents concerning her

of the father, and the potentiality
Police De artment to obtain and
t charging ith statutory rape

A similar request has also been
oncerninR the situation existing bitmaznn

ra re a ionship with a girl, believed
o be an escapee from a girls schoo . e au ority requested
s to advise the police department of the situation also the
act that the girl is reportedly an escapee. It is also hoped
that the dissemination of this information will result in the
obtainin of a warrant for harging him with statutory
rape.

2 - Bureau (AM)(REGISTERED) N-- ....
-'San Diego

B:bef
4)

J -)I il 1~, 1 ;
I

7 JAN 23 1969
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SD 100-14192

Information is received onasporadic basis
1rom various informants that several of the BPP members
have current local warrants outstanding for their arrest.
These members have been instructed that if they should be
stopped for any reason by a local officer, they are to
give a fictitious name and address. In the event information
is received concerning any activity of this nature, on a timely
basis, the information concerning the fictitious name
along with the true name of the individual stopped will be
furnished to the local police department provided Bureau
approval for same Is received.

II. OPERATIONS BEINGEFFECTED

The operations.which have previously been
authorized by the Bureau concerning KENNY DENMON have been
effected. The results of these operations will reported
in this letter under Tangible Results section.iW

A second operation which is currently in effect
is the mailing of the article written by CATHERINE BASIE
which appeared in the "New York Times" on 9/18/68, to
prominent Negro businessmen in the San Diego area. No
tangible results, to date, have been realized from this
activity.=

III. TANGIBLE RESULTS

KENNY DENMON, former Minister of Information of
the BPP in San Diego, California, now appears to be completely
neutralize e

-2-
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SD 100-14192

BPP.in San Diego became enraged, telephoned BPP Headquarters "'
in Oakland and was advised to allow DENMON to go ahea
and make the speech and then to "liberate" the money

iidvised that DENMON is
extremely gi ene an earful for his own life. He fears
reprisals from members of the BPP and as a result has completely
dropped out of the BPP. He is not engaging in any type of
black militant activities and the BPP members are forbidden
to mention DENMON's name either during or outside of their
meetings :

IV. DEVELOPMENTS OF COUNTERINTELLIGENCE INTEREST

I.

I

-3-

* U. -

Reports are just beginning to come in from
informants in both the BPP and US organizations in San Diego
concerning the killing of two BPP members in the Los Angeles
area on 1/17/69. It would appear that the above activity
willeven further split the factions of the US group and the
BPP..I

It also appears that KENNY DENMON has been completely
neutralized not only as far as his BPP leadership is concerned,
but any participation he might have in the black militant
movement. The 3PP in San 0 as now been taken over by

asut, counterintelligence
rulcBhas been requested

and will be put into ef immediately upon receipt of
Bureau approval.11

vwwm
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SAC, Philadelphia (157-2371) 1-24-69

director, FBI (100-448006)
t

COUNTER INTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - RATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(BLACK COALITION)

ReBulet 8-22-G8 and Philadelphia teletype 1-7-69
captioned "Black Coalition."

Retol noted that shortages have been uncovered
in the finances of the Black Coalition. Rolet authorized
Philadelphia to notify local police of possible "kickbacks"
in the financial dealings of this group.

Philadelphia should advise the Bureau whether
the information in retel might have been a result of the
counterintelligence action taken. Philadelphia is also
requested to submit counterintelligence recommendations
for publicizing the fact that this group misused money
contributed by local businesses. No counterintelligence
action should be taken without Bureau authority.

TJD:dgf
(5)

NOTE:

Publicizing misuse of funds by this group which
contains black extremists might serve to cut off funds to
these individuals.

REC-12 /_*61'

19 JAN 24 1969

MAIL OO TELr TYPE UNIT O
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UNITED STAT W I IMENT

Memorandum
:RJECTOR, FBI (-100-448006) DATE: 1/23/69

AC, PHILADELPHIA (157-2371)

COUNTERINTELLIGMICE PPOGAl[1
BLACK !ATIOIJALIST - IINTC GPOUPSt
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

Philadelphia has received permission to have
informants circulate rumors about money being stolen
from Black Coalition. The following is furnished for
the information of the Bureau. This has been furnished
the Bureau under separate cover entitled Blackt Coalition.

Black Coalition is completely broken up because
of a fight between Black Institute and other members of
Black Coalition. Black Tnstitute is composea'- r' an-3 of
members who are friendly with anti follow
many of whom are PAM embers.

1)f filack
Coalition, has been raiisse.l from his job. The 1hPPO) have
identjfior police officer who has been undercover with

ff Young ilitants. Through testimony of
the o accr, 11 men have been arrested on various charges
inclu(dinr robbery, all of whom are connected with the
Black Inistitute.

It is felt that rumors circulated by P'iladelphia
informants and source-. helped to break up the B;lack Coalition.

I.c- 101

(27- Bureau (100-44800G) (Ri)
- Philadelphia (157-2371) , F'

E1C:kpb
(3)
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) DATE: 1/22/69

SAC, ATLANTA (100-7182) (P*)

COUNTER INTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALISTS - HATS GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

R*aylet 1/16/69.

The following counterintelligence measure as regards '.
to the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC) is
recommended by the Atlanta Division:

I. BACKGROUND

The financial condition of the 8NCC has been In a
continuing decline since June, 1966, when STOKELY CARUICRAEL
was elected National Chairman and coined the slogan "black power."
The election of H. RAP BROWN as chairman in June, 1967, did not
develop the leadership, program, or policy for the organization
required to bring it into the avenue of acceptance by the general
public or other civil rights organizations.

In June, 1968, the Central Committee felt SNCC should
be reconstructed by equalization of responsibilities by creating
10 deputy or vice-chairmen. To date it appears this new endeavor
has failed to breathe any significant financial life into the
organization.

f the Atlanta Office of
SNCC, se ng tat an open appI *y for financial support
would not be received favorably, decided, probably on his own
initiative, to make appeal for a contribution to SNCC by utilizing
a name other than 8NCC, believing such an appeals would be
fruitful.

.11 '
LC44

-P p I Cl r-
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)Ie.g.-'"--Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan

~2T Bureau (RI)
- New York (Info) (RU)
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T 100-7182

Apparently working on this theory prepared
a lengthy letter setting forth the financial nee for an

ion involved in a civil rights endeavor In Atlanta,
erred to this organization as the Afro-American

of Greater Atlanta. This letter was sent to the National
Episcopal.Church in New York City requesting a grant of $30,000
which would be used in setting up such an office in Atlanta.

It is reported that the National Episcopal Church
favorably considered this request and sometime in January, 1969,
will make $34,000 available totthe Afro-American Society of
Greater Atlanta.

This grant is known only to a limited number
associates in Atlanta which raises the question of
Intention of following through with his original a e purpose
once the money Is received.

Droch were held In Atlanta
was expelled from

ecagno of Blackand while In
the office IMas
physical pro o be 4SNCC theory ecause
of hisort of the Black Panther Patty. Despite
this beating, subsequently appeared during the staff
meetings and pled or reinstatement in SNCC. Action on his
requestvaedarraduntil the staff meeting scheduled for

II. PROPOSED COUNTERINTELLIGENCE MEASURE

It is proposed that the following anonymous letter
be handwritten by a specially selected nerm.-m a

tAsf1 a ^ an A- Anne --an IIA aAA.m'annyeaA An*

II



AT 100- 7182

Wbat is goiog on with the money from New York
for the new organization? Sure would like to get I
and help spend some of that cash. Keep me in mind

This letter would be forwarded to New York for
mailing from that locality as th* National Episcopal Church
organization is located In that city, and Is known to have been
to contact with 8NCC. This letter, by bearing a New York
postmark, would divert attention from local SNCC associates as
to author of the letter.

III. OBJECTIVE

a-knnn -tht%-~vjj~n at although
n Atlanta,

o otter coming to
partme tfIn all probability, be

opened by either

i.41

yj 1'.

7t,

in ,LAUa

IV, RECOMMENDATIONS

It is requested that the above letter be approved
for preparation and executed by the Atlanta Division at the
earliest possible date. Information copy forwarded to
New York as proposed for site of mailing of above letter in
event Bureau approval obtained for Atlanta to prepare the letter.

-3-
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It is believed teeed for
money, coupled w i: a re __ogo k into NCC, would cause
them to approach or an explana e inference
contained In the letter or else request ye support
in request SNCC, Shou all to
co ud obvious empt to discredit

adthereb y ni his I the SNCC Office

I
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IAC,Itss (100-7128)
IVA#%fA DnY finn.AA~flflfi (
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2-17-69

I'IL

1TERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
CK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS 1i-
[AL INTELLIGENCE
DENT NIONVIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE)

Reurlet 1-22-69.

..... Au t hit d._al nmous letter

in view of the 1ac e Bureau iso-5TTfWWUpinlon
w e r will not have sufficient impact upon captioned

organization.

You are requested n alert for any
information indicating that eceives the grant
of mon * -om the National Episcopa Church. In the
event does receive this money, you should immediately
submit your recommendations, under captioned program,
to expose the recipients of the grant and/or to deprive
extremists of the use of the money. Take no action without
Bureau authority.

1 - New York (100-16140)

WDN:ac'
(8) 1/

? E:
o>

of 92 a The Atlanta Office of the Student Nonviolent
t* ordinating Committee (SNCC) is in financially poor

co diion Rrr.gnentna in Atlant~a re under-the

&. a lengthy letter setting or z e ntanc a 0
organization which he called Afro-American Society

of Greater Atlanta (ASGA). ASGA is ac cover
.A e for the Atlanta BNCC organization.out the

-Na ional-Episcopal Church (NEC) in New Trthe above
t,4Z 2-e ter requesting a grant of $30,000. It has been reported
.1 -that NEC favorably considered this request and sometime in

----ew -anuary, 1960, made a $34,000 grant to ASGA. The Atlanta
.. Division advises that the grant is known to o.'cre--umber of SNCC associates in Atlanta and that
:"11OR'"" ] - nt ndPd u e-nf- en
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Atlanta is of the opinion thau 1:
would open this d use the InforMa o ncon a *
therein to force to assist them b regai
admittance in SNC ran s and/or discrediting
Authority is not being granted for this counter ne gence
action in view of the fact it would have little, if any,
impact on SNCC. Atlanta is being instructed to mAke
recommendations to expose the grant In the event it to
actually made.
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UNITED STAT* FRNMENT

Memorandum
To : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

FRoa CS TAMPA (157-3213) (P)

SUBJECT:

ine-)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAl
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GI
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

ReTPlet, 1/21/69,

DATE: 1/23/69

I.
1')

()
'~ // t~\\

WFLA-TV,'Tawpa, kIa., aUVitU VI no program -11110 ra
has been rescheduled for 7:00 p.m.4 Sunday, 2/9/69. The pro-
gram had been scheduled for 9:30 p.a., 2/69 ,but the adver-
tising department pointed out that scheduling the program for
9:30 p.m. on Thursday would conflict with the "Dragnet" program
which has a high rating in the Tampa area.

advised that the personnel associated
with "W1 * are pleased with the rescheduling to 7:00 p.m.
on Sunday evening as it is felt that the new day and time will
afford greater viewing coverage.

(

REC 43

2 - Bureau (RM) JAN '1 pgg
2 - Tampa
JEH:cj)
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UNITED STA GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

FROM SAC, MIAMI (157-2414) (P)

sUBJEC: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - RATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(NATION OF ISLAM)

As the Bureau is aware in th
television station WCKT,

has produced three specia documen
$ the cooperation of the Miami Office of thf

various counterintelligence programs. Th(
dealt with the Ku Klux Klan, the National
Party and more recently the "New Left."

These efforts on the part of WC:
received in the community and have been mi
in keeping the activities of these groups
the public and has gone a long way in dim
effectiveness in the South Florida area.

These three documentaries were
Channel 7 with the approved counterintelll
of the Miami Division and these are consic
outstandin counterintelli ence ac lisi

s expresse an nteres an ma de
to the possibility of doing a similar doct
the activities of the Nation of Islam (NO]
Florida area. The Miami Office feels thai
excellent opportunity for the production (
to those previously produced and most ceri
long way in bringing the activities of th
attention of the general public and in ths
curtail their activities, particularly in

ksL.J 2 so v88
. As the Bureau ts aware,. there isa

type information that could be made availa
eads, etc., to assist Channel 7 In the pr
ocumentary. Over the years, the Bureau h
attention of the field various public pub)
aterial which would be of great assistanc\ .~taking.

2 Bureau (RM) Ii JAN 24I Miami
AN:jth
3 )o- .-e

Bay U.S. Savings Bon~ds Regularly on the Payro

DATE: 1/22/69

tary films with
e FBI, under our
ese three films.
States Rights

KT were well
ost instrumental
constantly before
inishing their

produced by
igence assistance
dered to be most
hments,_

WC KT,
nqu res relative

umentary involving
I) in the South
t this offers an
of a film similar
mainly could go a
e NOI to the
at manner drastically
Dade County

s a wealth d public-
Rble as investigative
production of such a
has brought to the.
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157-2414

Locally in the Miami area, there are certain
aspects of the operation of the local Mosque (Mosque #29)
which would be of interest and lend itself to such an
undertaking. These avenues of possible inquiry involve the
fact that the Mosque here in Miami has purchased a sizable
former church for approximately $160,000, which makes quite
an impressive edifice. This, of course, would lend itself
to a documentary-type program. Additionally, CASSIUS CLAY
(MOHAMMAD ALI) allegedly contributed substantial sums of
money to the NOI in Dade County, which likewise would be of
considerable public interest. Recently, information has
been developed in connection with the NOI in Dade County
that two female members, who are active in the local NOI
Mosque, are both school teachers in the Dade County School
System. Here again, the exposure of such activities would
be most enlightening to the general public and could go a
long way toward hampering future activities of the local
NOI group.

Another aspect of considerable interest,of course,
would be the finances of the NO!, noting that they take
considerable sums from each member on a weekly basis and
contribute nothing to the general welfare of the black
community or the local NOI membership.

If such an undertaking is approved by the Bureau,
the Miami Division can assure of the complete cooperation
and security as far as Channel 7 is concerned and this
Division is confident that such an undertaking could-be
successfully carried out without any embarrassment to the
Bureau and the Bureau's interest in this matter would not
in any way be revealed.

The Miami Division requests that authority be
granted under the Counterintel ce'Program to conduct
further discussions wit lative to the production

f such a documentary fi after w ich more precise
information will be given to the Bureau relative to
dentifying what documents and/or information will be

made available to In this connection, the Miami
Division solicits ny suggestions the Bureau may have
in connection with available material which would lend

2,
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MM 157-2414

Itself to being used in the production of such a
f3ilm.

3.
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C,4iiami (157"2414)

director FBI (190 4 j8006) 1.

COUNThRINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - hATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGECE
(NATION OF ISLAM)

Reurlet 1/22/69.

Authorrrn preliminary
discussions withWKT-TV
Miami, Florida, r0doc m n
film concerning the Nation of Is am 0).Insure
understands as in the past conversations with him co
counterintelligence activities that Bureau cooperation with
him is strictly on a confidential basis.

In your conversation with tress the
importance of exposing and ridiculing * money-making schemes
which milk members in order to fill the coffers of
Elijah Muhammad who lives in elegance amid palatial surroundings.
In this regard, seek out public source material which will
expose the NOI practice that requires a member to purchase
large quantities of MUI newspapers even though the member may
not be able to sell them.

e Bureau advised of the progress of your
talks wit nd his progress relative to the production
of the documentaq film. Submit to the Bureau, for specific
approval, an public source information you desire to furnish
to him.

WDN: rel/ra
(7) 46. A}

son 41-6 sas expressed an interest in producing a
*.i specia *ocumentary concern he activities of the a 1
,I NI In the South Florida area. nd his television I

action have been extremely co era ive with the Bureau in
tie past and have proven complete ble and trustworthy.
Information has been furnished to-n the past on a

vjjs*0 confidential basis under the countertn e ligence program and
itV*1 * fie has alwa s utilized this information to the benefit of this

$F40 C1d NOTE CONTINUED PAGE TO(JF OQ E7'0TYPE UNIT M
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Letter to SAC, iami
RE: .. COUNIERINIELLIGENCE PROGRAM
1 0-448006  j

TE CONTINUED:

Bureau and without disclosing Bureau interest therein. Miami
mends, and we concur that preliminary discussions with
e undertaken for t~e purpose of assisting him in the

reparation of this program on a confidential basis. ianl
advises that after preliminary discussions with the public
source information deemed appropriate to furnish o in will be
identified to the Bureau for approval.

-2-



FBI'....- - F B I 1

Date: 1/14/69

Transmit t f allowing In(Type is plainlext or code)

AIRTEL
(Prioris# 1

------------------------------------------- 5--- -------

TO: -Director, FBI (100-448006)

FROM: SAC, Detroit (157-3214)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAMS
BLACK.NATIONALIST-IIATE GROUP
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE -]
(REPUBLIC OF NEW AFRICA) [

Re Detroit airtel to Bureau, dated 11/22/68,
Bureau letter to Detroit, dated 12/3/68, Detroit teletype'
to Bureau, dated 12/26/68 and Bureau airtol to Detroit,
dated 12/27/68.

Enclosed for the Bureau are.one copy each of
an article captioned "Brothers Figf*.Vdri Black Republic"
and "How Success Paved Path to Sec ssionist flovement",
which appeared in the "Detroit Free Press" dated 1
Both of these articles were authored br

. * ed refrenced
ureau airte dated 12/2 68. ndknted he hid

already written both enclosed articles which ere to
appear in the "Detroit Free Press" and had based them
solely upon interview-' N and RICHARD HENRY.
When the responses t questions indicated the
RNA was not nearly as popular, well organize inancially
sound as the HENRY brothers had indicated, ecame
disinterested in continuing the interview. le in cated
that if he wrote the article portraying the RNA as- -*
truly is the article would have no reader appeal.

3 Bureau (Enc. 2) (U4)
-Detroit 6--/0-17

(1I - 157-2413) 4
(1 - 15 7- 3161)( ' .,--
(1 - 157-3 60)1 ** '0(8<1

Appry di' Sent M Per

Vi
Special Agent in Charge



DE 157-3214

.1
L

0' ~

stated he would make several changes in the articles/A
which were already written but would continue to base
the articles mainly on the basis of the interviews
with the HENRY brothers.

It should be noted the last three paragraphs
.of the article captioned "Brothers Fight For Black
Republic" make reference to the-anonymous letter which
was authored by Detroit and authorized by Bureau letter
dated 12/3/68. This information re* * ng the letter
was evidently made available to hy either MILTON
or RICHARD HENRY indicating the seriousness with which
the HENRY brothers view that letter.

- 2 -
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(Mount Clipping In Space Below)

.O

if o hersFight fr
BlackRep public
Store than 40 years ago,

Marcus Garvey stirred hun.
reds of thousands of Ame
n Negrocs and attracted I
al million dollars In don

ons with the idea of atm
Return to A f ra a. His novd-
merit flourished for a Ume,
but ultimately failed.

Today another force is try.
ing to lead black people out
of white America. Founded by
Pontiac attorney Milton Henry.
his fiery brother Richard slso
of Pontiac. and a collection of
embittered black intellectuals
from the urban North, the Re.
public of New Alrica IRNA)
want to take its people sxuth.

Its demands: live southern
states and Stoo billion in repa.
rations for three centuries of
black suffering.

The RNA, routed In the cold.
final logic of ac%%ion, %ould
semin to b a nirinent of
powerbil portent for Asserl.
can rare relations, If so moh
of its strength %pre not nsere-
Jy on paper in the fluid rhetor-

of its founders.

During 1968 the republic
cited substantial puticity I
tional publicationsi and a

televislIn. But despite the a
tention focut*d on RtNA and
its aims. Its following and fl-
nances are judged meager at
best by those whoi have
watched it closely.

***
TiE iIENYs will not talk

numbers and dollars within the
republic but some outsiders
close to a operAtion estimate
its natio I following at per.
haps Ies than a hundred, its
Detroit support as little as a
d en or two.

I ne Detroit area lawni
Il-4x the republic 'a joke.

S Isn't quite that, nor is
just a passing aberration

b.. k pasin. Reparations and
sW -ston or evacuation fro
th tinited States have bet
on the minds and tongues o
ra4 s at black people for years

The men of RNA Stay be
right %hen they ay WeOre
black Americans tan ever
before are osanine4 further
attemuiple at co-exiitea a wilh
%aita men will solve anything.
Thoe a4so oppose the RNA,
black and white alike. are in-
alined to clotrede Io polen-
ui appeal to Separatist-
thinking blawk Americans.

As long ago as the 1920s,
Garvey's movement was sub-
sLan at for a time. But Gar-
voy was a better promoter
tha are the Henrys.

'I is two brothers have been
in Ived with organizational
protest since the ID0s undet
surh Utle a as the Group o
Advinced Ladership (GOAt4
and the Malcolm X Societj.
sustained largely by their owl
press consciousness and volu-
bility.

But they never have been
able to muster a large follow.
Ings

Milton thery Broller
Gaiil. first vke* preoldent
of IENA and Use tap republic
officer Ia the United Stateo-
I1 49. a gradaste t Vale
I'nhiersity law school, a sea
of Use 19N National Urban
League Family of the Wear,
a forsser ronllar cify eun-
ciliman and one of the better
twter trial lawyers i south-
east Michigan. ie is a se-
cebful man by all the stand.
ard essasres.

* his brother and alter egf.
Ri srd - Brother Imar
RN4 minister of informa
.-AtaJ38 and until very recent.
ly as a technical writer at
theE Detroit Tank Arsenal.
Both are wel educated.
thoughtful and articulate.

07- 1 '!- ' * *I
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Both want to secede from
the union and take with them
as many black people asthey
c n.

ey claim that their mov

4nt is strong and gSrowin

THEV WILL BE forcing
their own hand next month.
Sometime around the Feb. 21
anniversary of the assassins.
tion of Malcolm X, they say
the RNA will conduct a se-
cession plebiscite among the
black people of Brooklyn's
troubled Ocean Hill-Browns-
ville district, scene of New
York's bitter fight over com-
munity school control.

"Ocean Hill-Brownsville is
ripe for a separation vote,"
Milton Henry says

After that plebiscite, which
the Henrys expect ti win.
"there-is &'good chance the
American government will be

king seriously to the repub.
l before the end of 1963."
chard Henry claims.
Is brother says: "We'vwr gistn our historiesl con

sent to he governed by
United Statis. henk wee
demonstrate this by a fairly
conducted plebiscite, then
other nations of the world wiN
join us" Ia applying pressure
to Washington and perhaps the
World Court and United Wa-
tions General Asmembly.

RNA thinks to gic alone
should be sufficient to con-
vince white Washington that
a separate black state to an
answer to many problems.
But they also say their fol-
lowers will fight guertila war
if that is what It takes to
gain the five southern states
in which they would tois a
black North Ameican repub-
lc.

R has formed a cabinet
and veloped a national con-
fere e attracting about 300
sece onist black radicals to
Dgtroft in March. It is trying

administer Its own
a item, theoretically collc
I three percent of the
prate and personal earns
of its followers. 4

IT SAYS IT has an armed,
trained military group, the
Black Legion. But the legion's
effective size Is questionable.

Mo-it of all, RNA has a
y of rhetoric which asserts,

at the creation of a black
pubic on once*American soil
neither a paranoid- fantasy

nor a very unusual Idea. but
a viable answer to racial co-
flict.

"We are so different from
the Frearh Canadians, Oe
northern Irish or the Jeas I
Central Europe." Milton Ife-ry
sayq. "And I don't see say*
thingtsarred about this cosmtry
I its present geographicsl
form . . . If the United
Baei has say juatiflcatiom In
palng the Aawrikan India
for their land . , . Indeed.
sano argument hss to obta

eblark people who lost thel
d's in Afrc ad worked the
ls her#."t e Henrys don't like the

Garveyist Idea of a return to
Africa - for some logistical
reasons such as the expense
of mass transplantation - but
for some philosophical reasons
as well

"We don't mind accepting
the role of de-nggerising and
re - Africa nizing black men,
but the bla:k man's problems
bere shouldn't be reflected
back on another part of the
world." Milton Henry says.

"We feel there are repars-
tions due from the United
States. Some nationalists say
we should take the whole
southeast quadrant of the
country."

The states the RNA wans
are lawaalana, telase INp p e,
Alabama, Geurgis and South
Carolina. It srgoflainn's "lth
the Slate Ik*Insrtnnt are not
suffile fnt. the UNA has an al.
ternate plan for taking over
the Old South.

It involves sending Slack
Legionnaires to selected
southerr counties with bIac
majorities, to be sure enough

I otes ate mustered and counq
d to elect black sheriffs ca
ying the power to create
lIegitinate miliry force" by
ppointing deputies.1

Then the legion would hop.
Otch through the five states,
working through the electorate
establish a political hold on

land they wanL
3illan Henry says there are

enough men and arms ha
lek tLegion to pull it otf.

***
R NA AS conducted so

arms training through 1I
trolts FredricIk Douglass I
ShootIng Club, but Henry says
the preparations are only de-
fensive in anticipation of trou-

e from southern whites.
"No one likes war." he say.

*.Some say the Prusslans did.
4 don't ever, believe that. And
Im not any damn Prussian.
I'm an African. I'm not in-
terested in war. I'm Interest-
ed In lie."

The Henrys, who stepped
from middle-class comfort Into
the vanguard of their own

brand of revolution, brush
aside suggestions that er
skilled,successful black en.

mfortable in the Ameran
stem. will not follow tem
New Africa.

"Tne nvmentrnt can't to
back," Richard say& "Mo4t
blark people eventually will
are the value of nationhood.
The support we have among
Those people who aren't now
separatItt will be demon'
traded 'Very soon."
They repeatedly liken New
Arica to IsraeLleihard

INEary says: "After the Is-
aells opened their medical

jichon, they began producing
/some of the best papers in the
world. TIe Jcws not only sent
money. they sent talent."

Talent like that would
to New Africa as well, th
say. and they don't care wh t
rolor theIr professional
might be so long as the can
be trusted. -

I
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BUT THAT H ORD "trust"

is beginafbs-ViTui n back on
the republic in recent weeks.

An anonymous letter was
circulated among some Do-
trolt RNA members last
month. suggesting that money
collected to buy southern land
and finance the legion might
simply be paying for Rich.
ard Henry a traveling ex-
penses.

Since leaving his job at the
arsenal, Richard says he has
been working full-time for the
repubc."

He and Miton both1ve
mad numerous' tripe on A
bust s, one to an Afran
meet a with self-exiled bI ck
radical IRobert Williams, no-
minda head of th* RNA. now
spending most his mUe In Red
CMna.

--- 'I,,
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(Mount Clipping in Space Below)

n4 SuccessTaved Pah
To Secessionist Movenu at

What carAes a man to the psycho-
oical border of the land he thought
wc home, and what makes him st
ross?

ilton Henry can't name a partici-
ar day when he passed over the l .

He only feels that despite professional
success, something has been desper-
ately wrong with his life, and that
flaw is far from unique among men
of his color.

He grew up In Philadelphia, son of a
postal employee and one of 11 children,
totally committed to the mainstream
of American life and behavior.

"Every mniddle-claqs value - our mother
and father preAched and taught It," Henry
says. "Get in the system. obey all the
laws, do things to holp all people. be a
success as an individual.

".My mother would fly the flag en
tie Fourth of July. She mado It a barred
holiday. I retsember my mother taking
as through Independence Iaill.

"All the myths - we had It all"
Iin 1941. at 22, Henry enlisted in toe
.S. Air Force and volunteered for fit t
gaining. It was in the segregated, warti re

iuYlitary that the facts of being black beg
to fall hardest on him.

"I had some terribly traunakle ex.
periences, espeially In the South," he
said. "I remember It aas Nov. It, 14t1
Armistice Day. when I arrived A Mont-
gomery, Ala. We had a parade. and
I could hear the white people on the
sidewalk saying: 'look at them aiggers.
they sure look good'."
Henry said the men of his segregated

umit at Maxwell Field found themselves
shut out or made unwelcome In the base's
recreation areas and dining facilities. 'I
had some terrible fights." he said.

. * 4. *
ONE o r IV WORST occurred on a

Montgomery but. "The driver told me to
move to th back. I couldn't do IL Ve
argued, sn I gave him a bust on aNe

cin. Thec~a t rascal went under qe
a at and pulled out a pearl-handled gon"

Henry grappled with him and finaiy
s helped by some British cadets in

tinIng at the same base. "I they hadn't
come, I guess he would have put a bullet
In me right Uere," Henry said.

In 1983. IA. Henry was transferred to
SelffiagurrrWase near I)StroI.and,Isite
sending *ilb the 8Md Army lighter
Squadrne. became involved In a series
of disputes with offleer finally leading
to a coert partial snd disbonorable disa
charge.
The chargeb were being absent without

leave and showing disrespect for superior
officers. One officer testified at the court
martini that Henry told him: "All revolu-
tions have been initiated by minorities.
Remember the French revolution snd the
R slan revolution. In each case it was
th minority who ruled, and some day
I. oo. will be in a position to dictate."

anry was 25 when be was bounced from
at servIce. "I guess the Aroy should have
thrown se out at that point," be says with
a slight smile. "I %as ready to get to that
plane and go up and just unload on the first
af ly I rame to."

After the discharge, a friend persuaded
him to apply to Yale University law school
rather than pursue the path to the ministry
that he had envisioned.

Excelling in his entrance examlnation
Henry was awarded a scholarship and wor -

d In schoo dining rooms to pay his wy
rough.

JURING1 IlIS schooling he was Connect.
cut state ch1 man of the 9411 Henry Wallace
presidential campaign and was active in a
black crssado to end military segregation.
which was finally ended on orders from
President H irry Truman that year.

After graduation, he returned to Detroit.
"It was a bcautiful city in the 40.. I liked
the way black people lived. in open neigh.
borhords, in singlefamily bomes. Its not
much like that now."

Ho took up criminal-law practice and later
moved to Pontiac. where he was Oakland
County chairman of the National Association
for the Advancement of Colored People and
for six years was a member of the Pontiac
City Council.

It was hArdly a pedefid flane, shougL. Ills
abraslie courtroom style and open race
sclousness Irised judges around the state.

as Mited for coalenipt a number of nts
nd accused fo trusting with polre office
though never convicted of a crime.
He became known, especiatly to the black

Accused, as en effective and hard-working
attorney.
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Then, six years,..e.jknry and a group

of men Intere,4"d in African housing devel-
Opment traveled to Afrfc.

"My whole life changed then," he said.
"I found myself. Something mystical hap.
pened.

67 got nff the pine In Dakar and In-
stead of white people trampling me the way
It had been In New York. there were black
people trampling me. Everyone was black
-Immigration. the police the whole thing.

almost cried. For the first time I saw
ack people Ibing a part of things."

NFNRY TRAVELED through a half-dozen
black nations on that trip.

"In I beria we saw huge rubber plants.
tions. and the people there were black peo.
ple who looked just like the people back
home. And we were there," he said.

*In Ghana I took off my western clothes
and put on robes and sandals and walked
the beach as. Maybe life was like that sev-
eral centuries ago. I was asked whether
I had any Idea what tribe I had come from.
I couldn't say It left me with am empty
feeling because the man who asked me
could relate his whole tribal background.

"You start analyzing all you see, and you
find the totality of a civilization."

*** 0

fir, HAS BEMN hack to Africa four times
since then, once in the company of the late
Malcolm X. W' has met with African gov*
ernmental leaders, has walked the land.

Milton lenry does better than most blac
people In th* 11.5. yet he has become
secessionit, a revolutionary.

F in.isin' "No black man in this count
is ch enough to b free. The hotels on
occasion till are booked up to Barry Gordy
( illonAire founder and head of the Mo-

tx recordmng empiree.
"I1 could do without a television sWa

floor in my house if I could have the free*
dom of the people I saw In Tanzania living
on dirt floors."

I .
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UNITED O. GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
o '0'6fECTOR, FBI (100-448006) DATE: 1/22/6

mo m SICAGO(157-2209) (P)

SUBjECT: CUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(NATION OF ISLAM)

Reurlet, 1/7/69; Chicago letters 12/24/68 and
1/14/69.

ReBulet has been thoroughly studied and discussed
by the SAC, the Supervisor, and Agents familiar with facets
of the NOI which might indicate trends and possible future
direction of the organization. The Bureau's concern is most
understandable and suggestions appreciated.

Over the years considerable thought has been given,
and action taken with Bureau approval, relating to methods
through which the NOI could be discredited in the eyes of
the general black populace or through which factionalism among
the leadership could be created. Serious consideration has
also been given towards developing ways and means of changing
NOT philosophy to one whereby the members could be developed
into useful citizens and the organization developed into one
emphasizing religion - the brotherhood of mankind - and
self improvement. Factional disputes have been developed -
the most noteable being MALCOLM X LITTLE, Prominent black
personages have publicly and nationally spoken out against
the group - U.S. District Court Judge JAMES BENTON PARSONS
being one example. The media of the press has played down
the NOI. This appears to be a most effective tool as
individuals such as MUHAMMAD assuredly seek! any and all
publicity be it good or bad; however, if the press is utilized
it would appear it should not concentrate on such aspects
as the alleged strength of the N01, immoral activities of
the leadership, misuse of funds by thpse officials, etc.
It is the opinion of this office that such exposure Is
ineffective, possibly creates interest and maybb' envy
among the lesser educated black man causing their out of
curiosity to attend meetings and maybbvjoin, and encourage
the-opportunist to seek personal gain - physical or .
monetary - through alignment with the group, At any rat .
it is felt such publicity in the case of the NOI is a t over f0
effective. / '&.''.( '

IL ~B4J() -'
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As the Bureau is aware the NOI several years
ago organized Progressive Land Developors, Inc., and more
recently United Dynamics Corporation, both incorporated
in the State of Illinois. Both have well knoun NO!
officials as officers - ELIJAH MUHAMMAD is not shown as
involved in either. The professed purpose of these groups
is economic in nature and gives no appearance of being
religious in nature.

Activity by these groups was most limited until
the past year to year and one half ago. Since that time
the NOI has invested heavily in business properties in
the Chicago area and in land in Michigan and Georgia. It
was noted publicity regarding formation of these two
corporations by the NOI vaes limited throughout the United
States - only two articles have appeared and both dealt
briefly with Progressive Land Developors, Inc. buying land
in Michigan. Both articles were published in cities other
than Chicago.

contacted this office and
vo unteered data to tie effect he had been surveying NOI
business ventures and wanted towrlte an article about same
but needed assistance. Bearing the above facts in mind re
the two corporations, the reau was requested to give
permission to furnish ith pertinent public record
material relating to owneip of these non-religious
ventures with emphasis on the fact it appeared membership
monies %ere pos1b61 being misused. The Bureau granted
permission an %as given all gDssible assistfnce. At
this tiie he i~swu ing on his article and assures this
office he will advise us of the article and its publication.
Re Chicago letters set forth full details. It is hoped
that publicity emphasizing NO! non-religious ventures will
cause factionalism among the leaders and discredit them
among the black community and the organization's member-
ship.

ELIJAH MUHAMMAD is sole leader of the NOI claim g
to have been so appointed by ALLAN. He further claims t
be the only divinely appointed leader of all black people
in AmerTEi, His "gimmick" in creating an aura of mysticism

-2- \
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has been proclaiming the black man to be God and the future
ruler of Earth; branding the white man as the Devil %hose
future lies in his destruction by ALLAH through the forces
of nature; and a call for a separate state or territory of
their own or equal justice and equal opportunities In the
United States if they cannot have separate territory.
These "gimmicks" would be most attractive to many black
people in the lower economic strata who would %ant to hear
the white man condemned and castigated because of their own
plight. Of course, the development of a seemingly large
following would also attract the opportunist - a black man
who would profess to believe MUH1AMMAD's teachings but is
really out solely for personal gain. As is apparent,
MUHAMMAD has created through the above an almost fanatical
devotion to him on the part of his following; however,
this devotion and subservience is purely voluntary as
members are specifically instructed to leave if they cannot
follow all of the "Laws of Islam" The turnover is constant
and %bile many have left because of the NOI's demands they
still believe in his teachings.

ELIJAH MUHAMMIA), as far as is known, has not
designated, or even shoun a preference for, an heir apparent.
With two exceptions the national leadership is composed of
members of his family. All are dependent on MUHAMMAD
and the group for their livelihood. Over the years various
members of the "Royal Family" have been in the favor of
MUHAMMAD only to fall by the wayside because they dared
question MURAMMADl's edicts. A prime example of this would
be WALLACE MUHAMIADs who was until about 1964 considered
most likely to be the heir apparent and HURAM4AP himself
indicated ALLAH might be communicating with WALLACE. Of
course, WALLACE subsequently was suspended by his father
because he refused to believe W. D. FARD wan ALLAHI. It
is still believed WALLACE MUAIIMAD is the only member of
the "Royal Family" sho cnuld give proper spiritual guidance
to the organization. No one hns emerged as a successor to
WALLACE insofar as this sphere of activity is concerned.

Recent indications are that JIFBERT MUIA1.'ArM is
closest to MUHAMMAD. Ie is self-stated to be MUlHAMMAD'S
personal aide, He has illusions of running the NOI from
"behind the scens" when MUltAMMAD passes on.

)
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There is no indication IIERDERT himself %Il1 be able to
guide the flock spiritually nor is there any indication as
to how he plans to accomplish same. lie is interested only
in such financial gain as the membership will make available
to him.

In our opinion there is no one presently in the
NOI ho will be able to replace MUHAMMAD and the mystical
spell he is able to cast on some members of the black
race. This must be done to insure survival of the group.

Further, there is no means at present to
determine who will succeed MUHAMMAT). Past experience has
shown he does not particularly trust any of his sons or
daughters and they could be in favor one day but completely
in disfavor the next. ETBERT MUIHAMMAD is as susceptible
to this as any.

It appears the NO 1Is headed on a collision
course for a factional split after the death of MUILAMMAD.
The power struggle could %ell develop among members of
the "Royal Family" and could well involve some of the more
prominent NO! ministers abo could sell align themselves
with a certain member of the "Rloyal Family" or could
entertain illusions of "ruling" a segment of the NOI1.
It is not beyond the realm of possibility that anyone of
MUlAM?.tAD's more prominent ministers could make a power
play on MUlIAMMJAD's death. At present, however, MUDAMMAD
seemingly has all of them totally subservient to him.

As mentioned earlier, the spiritual aspects of
the NOI must be maintained to keep the? group going. It
is recalled that when JIALCOLM X LITTLE defected and later
was murdered, many dissenting NOI members sought out
WALLACE MUHAMMIAD for spiritual leadership. When WALLACE
MrUIIAMMAD returned to his fathr on another occasion and wasrpreden ted to NOI members gathered at an Annual Muslim.
Convention in C)*yago he was wildly acclaimed. It is felt
WALLACE MUHAMMAD is still warmly thought of by his father
as he is the only son or daughter who is not monetarily

I motivated. It is known MUHAMMAD still asks about WALLACE.U

j
lmmm 0m
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It is further known WALLACE is adament in his belief W. D.
FARD is not ALLAH. WALLACE is acknowledged clandestinely by
members of the "Royal Family" and is friendly with many of
them. He is thought to be held in esteem by NOI members despite
his suspension. It is not beyond expectations that he could
be sought out for support in a power play by a member or
members of the 'Royal Family" of by various NOI ministers to be
a figurehead or the leader. His beliefs are the brotherhood
of mankind and self improvement with no hate for other men,.

WALLACE MUHAMMAD is well aware of this and maintains
his contacts.

The above Is pure speculation but factual data can
only be obtained as time passes and events occur. At this
time proper courses of action can be planned and implemented.

ReBulet refers to legal action against the NOI
on the death of its leader and asks such questions as
1) Does MUHAMMAD have a will? 2) Is the NOI incorporated?
3) In whose name and where are NOI bank accounts? 4) In
whose name are NOI assets such as mosque buildings,
MUHAMMAD's home, etc.?

There is no information available as to whether
or not ELIJAH MUHAMMAD has a will. This would be information
availabb only to MUHAMMAD and, possibly, an attorney.

MUHAMMAD's Temple No. 2 of the Holy Temples of
Islam is shown as being an Illinois corporation at the
Cook County Recorder's Office, Chicago; however, there is
no evidence of same on file with the Secretary of State,
Corporate Section, Springfield, Illinois.

Bank accounts maintained by MUHAMMAD's Temple No. 2
in Chicago are in a state of complete flux at present,
accounts both savings and checking have been maintained for
everal years in the name of NUHAMMAD's Temple No. 2 at the
outh.East National Bank (all having balances of under
1,000.00); at Continental Illinois National Bank and Trus

Company of Chicago (all now closed); at the American Natiolal
Bank and Trust Company of Chicago (unavailable due to bank
policy). ELIJAH MUHAMMAD was not shown as being authorized
to draw on any of the above accounts. Rather those

- so-
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authorized to drawn included officers of the Temple - any 2
of 4. Only one bank account was located for ELIJAH MUHAMMAD.
It was a savings account containing less than $5,000.00 and was
In the name of ELIJAH and CLARA (his wife) MUHAMMAD.

NOI properties have been closely followed by this
office insofar as title holder, evaluation, etc., are concerned.
MUHAMAD's Temple No. 2, including the University of Islam
No. 2; is in the name of MUHAMMAD's Temple No. 2; various
business ventures purchased by the NOI are in the name of
Progressive Land Developors, Inc., or United Dynamics
Corporation (both described above) as are land purchases in
Michigan and Georgia. So far as can be determined 10!
properties are in one of the above names. The exception to
this are MUHAMMAD's residence at 4847 South Woodlawn; his residence
at 2118 East Violet Drive, Phoenix, Arizona; and a residence
at 1122 Staples Street, N.I., Washington, D.C., which are to

- the name of ELIJAH and/or CLARA MUHAMMAD at present.

Chicago's experience insofar as KUHAMMAD's legal
advice is concerned dates back to 1959 at which time ELIJAH
MUHAAIMIA on legal advice tempered his teachings against the
white man and the government, both synonymous in NOI teachings,
to avoid prosecution. At that time he demphasized religious
aspects in the NO! and commenced emphasizing economic benefits
to be derived by the black man.who joined the organization
It appears, based on NOI land and .business ventures in the
past two years, MUHAMMAD is implementing monies accrued over the
from the membership and from appreciation from properties
sold. His success or failure in those business and farming
ventures remains to be determined as they have only been in
effect for a year or so.

Over the years MUIAMMAD's legal involvements
have been closely followed. He has been represented by
numerous attorneys and evidently seeks out advice on new
endeavors. IRS has reviewed the NOI and some of its officials
but results were negative. Income Tax Returns filed by such
idividuals as HERBERT MUHAMMAD, who made substantial money
s manager of CASSIUS CLAY, were reviewed and no discrepancies.
ere noted, It was noted attorneys executed these turns.
rhaps the most significantfactor is recognition of the NI
s a religion by USDC and subsequent court, both Federal a$
tate, approval for NOI services in Federal and State prisons.

Chicago has no source in Probate Court, Cook County,
Chicago, and has not considered the development of same due

-6-
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to the many scandilous allegations relating to political
appointees and their associates in this area. It is not
deemed advisable to approach such a person as the Bureau
would be in an extremely embarrassing position if there were
the slightest leak that the Bureau was involved in probate
of any estate.

Chicago, as the Bureau is aware, has alwye been
on the alert for methods by which the NOI could be directed
or disrupted. As is evidenced by the present cooperation with

this policy continues.

Chicago continues its contacts with its sources
whose identities are known to the Bureau and feels these
sources will be of possible extreme value at the time of the
demise of MUHAMMAD. At this time appropriate recommendations
will be made.

C7
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UNITED ST# ERNMENT

Memorandum
To : IRECTOR, F8. (100-448006) DATE: 1/23/69

FRO AC, PHILADELPI'IA (157-2371) 2

SUBJE COUNTERI-1lTELLIGEICE PPOGFAl
LACY. TIATIOIIALIST - FAT): GROUPS (t'
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE t4)

Re Philadelphia letter 11/25/68; Eulet
12/9/68; and Philadelphia teletype to Director, 11/26/68,
entitled, "COMINFIL SCLC, IS -C".

02-Bureau (100-49 8006 ) (P3) (E . 31
3 - Philadelphia<

... 1- 157-2371 (COUNJTrRITEfiIGENCE PORM) Z

1*1

EMC:kphla li

.(5

.1, o.i f0 -ow

.oE8 10 199*.

- Bu on0s Regulantie Paroll Savings Plan

.- - -*--., _4P.0_.0...,_, glo.b.
*a ~ .,
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The 12/17/68 edition of "'l1m. Philadc !ia, Tribune"
carried an article stating, "SCLC Drenies JAiIl ORt.'GE driven
out of Philadelphia". As a subheading was, "Pcv. INiG-rounded
Group Closes Its Two Local Offices". Enclosed i n xerox
covy of tlis so, P dij-eerin tiiat h

iat Philade p hia uas hlr to a on, and h ave JA1JS

I
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(Msoun Clippung tn Space Below)

LC Denkes -Jamr.
rang e Driven Iciaepqf'Dm

:,Out: of Phil
-~ awc in 1 I~aldI,1'a and'Alla- Atadicate' 'paqUw, assa* Itof

newspaper, city and state.

0 PI IA a..
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Two' Local Of1ices
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Ctlants, but hit, whereabouts are Meanwhde no one would comn.
uAknown. Imnportant SCLC nation ment o whether Rev-. Oras,

ity oard mentlp ar nothyi.n uld return to Philadelpha atI e otrv lie .-I ph a ernat 
is 

Iat1talized 1Aath pneumonia Rev. Ul * Cuismana &aid, herers
miire w Your; and Dr. Willam that SCLC procams .. o0uld

P.ufherfol are reort'A to be to anue whether Rev. Orange wAs
New York or WahbiantonL here or not

bor4wnir r MdZUTIt hldlia5

j~ MItaiw'imat pocnnolia ttvI ~ ~*
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UNITED STAT RNMENT

Memorandum
DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) DATn: 1/27/89

4 '83R-SAC, NEWARK (100-49654)

r: (COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - BATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE (BPP)

Re Newark letter 1/13/69.'

During the past two weeks, no counterintelligence
measures were aimed against the BPP.

No accomplishments were obtained during previous
two-week period under captioned program.

While not carried out under this program, Newark
has been conducting interviews of BPP members on an increasing
scale, and information received from informants indicates the
Interviews have had a disruptive effect and been a cause of
great concern to the BPP.

As JAN 28 1969

s ureau (RU) .4
I Newark SO1I
A :aas

(3)

$4FE 87-1969
Biay U.S. Savings Bonds Regulary on the Payroll Savings Plan
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UNITED STATES, 0/7 .RNMENT

,MemoAdum
TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) DATR: 1/8/69

Rom4 : SAC, SAN FRANCISCO (157-601)
r

sUBJEcr: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - V!ATE GROUPS
RM

Attached are two (2) Xerox copies of a reprint from
"The Crisis," NAACP magazine, as it appeared in the San Rafael,
California, "Independent Journal," 12/21/68.

Q

It appears to be a statement which should pet wide
dissemination in the black community.

sA

If Bureau has obtained or can obtain reprints, San
Francisco would like to have 50 which would be distributed
anonymously to leaders in the black community and certain
schools where there is an active militant black group.

2T- Lureau (Lnc. 2)(PRM)
2 San Francisco (1 - 157-601)

(1 - 100-11596)(IIAACP)
APC/jr
j(4)

51 JAN.OI6
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SAC,San Francisco (157-601) 1-24-69

$rector, FBI 448006) 64 r

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM.
BLACK NATIONALIST - RATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
"THE CRISIS"

Reurlet 1-8-69.

San Francisco should refer to Bureau alrtel 1-7-69
for a copy of "The Crisis" editorial concerning black
extremists.

Enclosed for San Francisco is a copy of an article
concerning the drive for "black studies" programs on college
campuses. This article might be more pertinent for an
anonymous mailing to schools where there are militant black
student groups. San Francisco should consider this and
submit specific recommendations regarding such a mailing.
No counterintelligence action should be taken without
Bureau authority.

Enclosure

TJD:dgf K
(5)

NOTE:

San Francisco recommended endigacopy of an
editorial by the National Association for the Advancement of
Colored Pomple to leaders and schools in the black community.
We are forwarding a more appropriate article for San Francisco
to consider in such a mailing.

#61* 0) -
difn- rI-of

fo'il.$ iJ

* -Ic. Pom - /I 1
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A.2 FIfE EVENING STAll
Washington, 0. C., Twesdy, January 14, 19;9

.. $ Wiikinis Raps 'ladec Studies
Drive, Sas NAACP Ma Sue
I EW YORK (UPI) -. The clal chVos within colleges and a white world and that "Negro

drive for black studies programs universities. there WIH 0 ourt boys better learn what the ule
.and bleck student dormitories anton t eemn no sby r t

college campuses was described right to use public- tax funds to If young students want
as a ".Tim Crow" concept y set up what are, patently, Jim to help their race advance. Wil-
terday by Roy Wilkins, who said Crow schools."- kins uld, they should stud
he would go to court if necessary The 7-yearod cvil rights harder, get their degrees and
to block their implementation. leader said that Negroes live In out to bring advance.

Wilkins, head of the National
Association for the Advance-
ment of Colored People said
demand for autonomouss" blaek
studies programs and dormito-
rics for blacks only was tanta-
mount to setting up of "racially
based Jim Crow schools" andthat NAACP lawyers believed
the use of tax money for this
purpose was unconstitutional.

Wilkins, who spoke to about
200 NAACP representalvcs at
the 60th annual corporate meet-
ing of the association, said be
was not ,Z;inst courses of black
studies being taught In hi"h
schools and colleges. In fact, e
said, the NAACP had supported
such) programs.

But, Willkins said, "We are op.4 ~posed to their (black studentss)
dermitoa y proposals and their
autonomous black studies pro-
grams. If we can't find a plain.
tiff (to bring suit) ... we will
sue on the ba*!s of our belief

ha sfudcantt r d alahoswti olgsad ht ol n ht"er
uncli i vesteteewlsb.or osbte laawa h ht

I*sa: nests co s etpwa rptnlJmt epterrc dac.Wl
Crow chool."r-kinssaid, heywhouldstud

The87-ea-olrcvilrigtsharct ge thirdegee anrg
ln uo~~u Ste;sIs e adrsi htNgre ei.u t rn dacs

. toWil cr. segregate faciltis *
Na~ er tuets n te sym.s

phatfrd to rsurof col.-
aehes ad universtis zcross te

and too::uch bloe In fhhtinR
- the evid of racial So: *;oon to

return In ISOS (a the lonely and
disprili. confines c4 its de-

' aneanirg prison."
Ile w -rn.d that "If some tite

American.%, torn acd conf'v:d
by today's clamor of soime
black s'*j-'nts, should acted:
officially to the .all for rjyarate
dorioriI and au on otA3 ra.**



jNiTED STATES G .NMENT

Mem Idum 1

TO : DIRECTORSFBI (100-448006) DATE: 1/27/69

FR : A. SAC, OMAHA (157-272) (P)

soJ~ : COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
LACK NATIONALIST - IATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(BLACK PANTHER PARTY)

Re Omaha letter to Director 1/13/69.

ea Black Panther Party (BPP) chapters in Omaha,
Nebraska, and Des Moines, Iowa, the only chapters of thi .
organization located within the Omaha Division, continue

r to be inactive. withi- nitlw- Chanterholdingrptilavget-m ings.

viou ovites, on i/ro gave aimseix upto weoca autn y etie-
following issuance of a warrant charging him with
Since his incarceration, activities of the chapte *
Moines have almost come to a complete standstill. ITo
information has been received over the past two-week period
of any activities of either of the chapters in tho Omaha
Division.

No counterintelligence accomplishments have been.
obtained during the past two-week period under captioned
program; and because of the inactivity of the two above- ./
mentioned chapters, it is not felt that intelligent
recommendations can be made concerning counterintelligence
measures aimed at crippling the BPP, This matter will
continue to be given closo attention and any suggestions ;

for counterintelligence activities at a future date against
the BPP or its leadership will be submitted by separate
letter.

61 - Bureau (11M)
2 - Omaha
GDW:cjw
(4) 0

*10 419, Y
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